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Abstract

In the realm of wireless communications, reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RIS) offer network
providers the capability to manage the behaviour of electromagnetic signals, encompassing their
scattering, reflection, and refraction properties. Numerous research findings have underscored
RIS’s effectiveness in controlling wireless wave attributes, such as amplitude and phase, without
necessitating intricate equalization and decoding at the receiver’s end. However, it’s crucial to
note that configuring the surface in practical scenarios with frequency-selective fading channels
should be carefully addressed across the entire bandwidth. This entails considering a wideband
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) communication system that is based on a
practical RIS configuration, involving distinct phase shifts for each element on the surface.

In this thesis, we propose a communication setup to investigate the user data rate enhance-
ment with the aid of RIS surface using practical phase shift model for multi-bit RIS phase reso-
lutions. It is observed that the achievable data rate enhances with higher bit resolutions but the
cost of hardware complexity. The effects of mutual coupling (MC) due to the large RIS surface
and the electromagnetic interference (EMI) due to the unavoidable signals from external sources
are well investigated on the performance data rate. The MC and EMI degrade the achievable
rate so, the RIS must be aware of such signal impairment parameters.

Furthermore, we have extended the study of the performance of the achievable data rate
for multi-users in single-input-single-output (SISO) wideband based-RIS system with single an-
tenna at the access point (AP) and each user. The propagation environment was assumed to have
both line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) channels so, it is more realistic and prac-
tical. Different RIS algorithms are studied in both LoS and NLoS channels scenarios taking into
considerations the computational complexity and run time. The semidefinite relaxation scheme
shows higher performance than the other schems but at the cost of computational complexity and
run time consequently, the thesis proposes low complex with comparable performance iterative
power method that adopts codebook approach.

The RIS demonstrated significant performance data rate not only in communication but also
in localization. The RIS-enabled localization has been investigated in the near and far-field
regimes using realistic RIS phase shift model that considers the phase and amplitude varia-
tions. We introduced an analysis of Fisher information using a straightforward expression for the
Fisher information matrix (FIM), illustrating how the position error bound (PEB) is influenced
by the phase profiles of RIS. We employed three types of RIS phase profiles—random, direc-
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tional, and positional configurations—to showcase the impact of RIS on localization and com-
munication within the near-field range. These profiles were designed considering both the am-
plitude and phase responses of the RIS, utilizing a practical phase-dependent amplitude model.
The random profile ensures a uniform signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) across the deployment area,
while the directional and positional profiles enhance SNR towards the user’s location. Addi-
tionally, we devised a straightforward localization scheme to simplify the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimator’s complexity. In the near-field region, the achievable data rate diminishes with
distance, mirroring the gradual increase in localization error as distance from the RIS grows.
Both the achievable data rate and localization error exhibit subpar performance when employing
the RIS phase-dependent amplitude model with amplitude values less than one. Consequently,
the widespread assumption of unity amplitude in the RIS phase shift model, as commonly seen
in literature, leads to overly optimistic and inaccurate results in localization and communication
performance.

Simulation results have shown the importance of utilizing RIS technology in both commu-
nication and localization. Finally, we have carried out RIS measurements field in the mast lab to
configure the test bed hardware of 64×64 RIS elements in order to show the capability of such
new technology in improving the signal strength and coverage.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the background and research motivation that form the basis
of this thesis. It explores the objectives and primary contributions of the research and outlines
the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Background and Motivation

While the evolutionary progress of fifth-generation (5G) has gained considerable momentum,
the envisioned revolutionary scenario of 5G, characterized by a system predominantly operating
at millimeter wave (mm-Wave) frequencies and facilitating a range of internet-of-things (IoT)
services, has yet to materialize [1,2]. Although the 5G wireless network is still deployed around
the world, both academia and industry are excited about the future beyond 5G (B5G) which
seeks to satisfy more demanding requirements than 5G, such as ultra-high data rates, e.g., gigabit
per second (Gbps), energy efficiency (EE), global coverage and connectivity, spectral efficiency
(SE) as well as high reliability and low air latency [2, 3]. Figure 1.1 shows the vision and the
expectation for the sixth-generation (6G) [4] key performance requirements in comparison with
5G. Compared to 5G, 6G must offer a much higher data rate. While the peak data rate for 5G
was intended to be 20 Gbps, the goal for 6G is to deliver a peak data rate of 1000 Gbps and a
user experience data rate of 1 Gbps. The entire network performance must be enhanced in order
to deliver advanced multimedia services to a large number of users, for example, by aiming to
achieve spectral efficiency that is twice as high as 5G. As a result, it is critical to developing
sustainably new and inventive technologies to enable future wireless network capacity increase
at a moderate and manageable budget, complexities and power consumption with the widespread
adoption of user devices that will form the future of IoT.

On the other hand, because of user mobility, time-varying wireless channels are a major
challenge in building ultra-reliable wireless communications. Traditional ways to address this
problem are either by using different modulation, coding and diversity plans to compensate for
channel fading, or adjusting to it using modified power, rate management, and beamforming

1
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Figure 1.1: Comparison between 5G and 6G.

methods [5]. However, they require extra costs and have a restricted amount of influence over
the essentially random nature of wireless channels, making the basic obstacle to establishing
wireless communications with high capacity and reliability insurmountable. Moreover, signal
transmission is subject to reflections, diffractions, and scattering before arriving at the desti-
nation, resulting in a plethora of arbitrarily degraded and deferred extra versions of the source
waves along various paths owing to the unpredictability of the radio environment. This chan-
nel fading change becomes a fundamental restricting element in wireless network EE and SE
performance optimization.

The existing modern physical layer solutions are insufficient, and overall progress is still
modest, necessitating new and radical physical layer solutions. There is attracting attention
in new communication patterns that exploit the propagation environment’s extreme random-
ness to achieve the target of the simplicity of the transceiver components and the quality of
service (QoS). The reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) has recently been added in the wire-
less communications by the academic researchers [6]. The RIS is a fundamental facilitator for
achieving the concept of smart radio environments (SRE)s by rendering the wireless environ-
ment configurable and adjustable as per Fig. 1.2.

RIS refers to a cost-effective, flexible surface, like a smart and lightweight composite layer,
capable of manipulating incoming wireless signals. This manipulation can be configured and
adjusted through external inputs. As a result, one of the most important characteristics of RISs
is their flexibility to be reconfigured after being deployed in a wireless environment. RIS is a
metasurface, which is a two-dimensional (2D) electromagnetic (EM) material surface consti-
tutes of multiple passive scattering units. Each unit in the surface can be modified in a method
specified by software to change the EM characteristics of the incident signal’s reflection on the
scattering units. By heavily placing RISs in wireless networks and intelligently organizing their
reflections, the propagating signals in wireless channels between sources and destinations can
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Figure 1.2: RIS in Communication and localization

be freely reconfigured to obtain targeted realizations and distributions. Consequently, they in-
troduce a better way to essentially address the fading channel deficiency, interference problem
and potentially gives a practical solution.

RIS’s aided future wireless networks have recently prompted substantial research. In the
literature, a few publications have provided an overview of research on RIS and its variants
from various perspectives. Realistic simulations and tests have shown the SRE’s potential to
increase transmission performance in a variety of wireless networks by using the RIS’s tunabil-
ity. The author in [7] described the active wall, and how it works by manipulating the wireless
environment via an active frequency selective surface (FSS). The intelligent wall’s major ob-
jective is to switch the active FSS on and off dynamically to modify its EM properties, which
affects the propagation environment and hence, the system performance. More interestingly,
in [8] the authors proved the advantages of deploying the low-cost devices into a building’s
walls to transmit and reflect wireless waves actively and passively respectively. The paper [9]
provides a novel technique for controlling the behavior of wireless environments that is pre-
dictable and programmable. The major enabler is the hypersurface tile, a novel class of planar
meta-materials that can engage with encroaching EM radiation in a manageable way. EM waves
may be re-engineered in many ways using hypersurface tiles, including total absorption, po-
larisation manipulation, and more. Multiple tiles are used to cover items in both indoor and
outdoor conditions, such as facades of the buildings and other items. To better meet the de-
mands of communication devices, an external software service determines and delivers the ideal
interaction types per tile. Simulations are used to evaluate the new concept’s potential. The
researchers in [10] implement and evaluate many physical layer building-block solutions for a
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configurable wireless network and proposed the KPCONFIG method which is a new way to
setting the programmable wireless environments (PWE), allowing for multi-user support and
flexibility in expressing resource sharing policies and user communication goals. Furthermore,
it uses an accessible model based on well-known ray-tracing principles to illustrate the under-
lying physics of hypersurfaces’ unique ray-manipulation capabilities. The incident Radio Fre-
quency (RF) waves may be configured with the desired response by regulating the distribution
of the current over the hypersurfaces, resulting in a reconfigurable wireless environment. The
programmable wireless environment can improve the performance of transmission relating to
signal strength, communication coverage, EE, and SE performance by reducing signal pathloss,
multi-path fading, and co-channel interference. Rather than using hypersurfaces, the authors
in [11] proposed Scatter-multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), which employs a smart sur-
face to maximize the scattering in the surroundings to give MIMO spatial multiplexing gain.

Wireless networks aided by the RIS are expected to change the existing network optimization
patterns by incorporating the smart wireless environment into network optimization issues and
are predicted to take a proactive role in the future wireless networks [12].

The incorporation of a RIS introduces various possibilities for localization enhancement
[14, 15]. These include the introduction of synchronized location references and configurabil-
ity to optimize localization performance. Additionally, each RIS contributes to the generation
of new geometric measurements, thereby enhancing both accuracy and coverage in localiza-
tion. An RIS can be viewed as a synchronized multi-antenna base station (BS) equipped with a
phased array, contributing to localization enhancement. Strategic placement of the RIS can lead
to significant improvements in location coverage, even in scenarios involving a single-antenna
user and BS. The RIS configuration can be customized for the specific user location, but it dif-
fers significantly from the optimal configuration for communication purposes. While many RIS
elements are necessary for communication to enhance signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), localization
demands broader bandwidths, and the RIS can be smaller since its primary role is to introduce
new dimensions for resolving identifiability issues. Furthermore, unlike communication sce-
narios where the RIS provides limited gains in the presence of line-of-sight (LoS) path, both
paths are valuable for localization, offering useful and necessary information. By encoding RIS
configurations with a global code, it becomes possible to separate controlled and uncontrolled
channels, supporting the implementation of multiple non-interfering RISs [12].

1.2 Research Scope and Overview

The next generations of mobile communication systems (beyond 5G and 6G) are expected to
provide an excellent platform of a wide range applications of RIS-based communication and
localization. In this context, RIS-based communication and localization can be seen as a key
enabler of such systems. Although RIS-assisted Communication and localization techniques
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have been an actively researched topic over the past decades, there are still many open prob-
lems which researchers have not solved or understood yet. With focus on RIS theory, this thesis
contributes to the wireless field by providing applied and fundamental research results that ad-
dress open areas of RIS-based technology with more focus on the realistic and practical channel
and phase shift models in addition to the signal impairments like mutual coupling (MC) and
electromagnetic interference (EMI). The thesis studies RIS-based communications in various
outdoor environments of conventional communication and localization systems (sub-6 GHz).
It explores fundamental performance of achievable data rate and bounds of location estimation
and provides a deep understanding of the factors that together affect these performances and
bounds and shows how this understanding can be exploited to better design 5G and 6G com-
munication systems and localization algorithms. The main contribution this thesis provides is a
fundamental understanding of how the RIS technology can enable extremely better achievable
data rate performance and accurate localization in the near-field regime. By studying theoretical
performance bounds, we aim to provide insights on the feasibility and the factors that need to
be considered when designing localization and communication systems in order to achieve the
required high location accuracy and better data rate for the users.

1.2.1 Research Questions

The research presented in this thesis seeks to address the following research questions:

1. Q1: In sub-6 GHz, when operating in an environment characterized by a specific level
of scattering richness, what performance can be anticipated as optimal? How can we
effectively utilize non-line-of-sight (NLoS) propagation models to enhance the design of
localization and communication algorithms, aiming for performance levels that closely
resemble the best achievable outcomes?

2. Q2: In communication system design, is it more advantageous to opt for a one-bit RIS
or a multi-bit RIS? What constitutes the optimal deployment scenario for RIS – near the
transmitter, the receiver, or equidistantly between them?

3. Q3: The literature is saturated with algorithms and schemes investigating the behaviour of
communication and localization systems based on RIS. What computational complexities
and runtime considerations are associated with these algorithms? Do these algorithms
demonstrate effective functionality in NLoS channels?

4. Q4: The literature is filled with assumptions and overly optimistic simulation outcomes for
communication and localization systems. To what extent does the oversight of inevitable
parameters like EMI, RIS MC, and practical amplitude variation models align with the
realistic performance of data rates or targeted localization accuracy?
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1.2.2 Research Objectives

The primary research objectives encompass the following:

• Objective 1: This thesis delves into the investigation of the achievable data rate for a
single and multi-users assisted RIS communication considering the LoS and NLoS chan-
nels. The perfromance is verified using multi-bit RIS and practical phase model which
considers both amplitude and phase variations.

• Objective 2: Investigating the performance of different RIS algorithms taking into consid-
eration the reflection coefficients phase shift tuning and fair power allocations for all num-
ber of subcarriers. This thesis proposes iterative power algorithm which adopts codebook
approach for selecting the best RIS configuration and waterfilling technique to dedicate
power fairly into all subcarriers considering their channel gain status. The iterative power
method shows comparable performance with low computational complexity and run time.

• Objective 3: This thesis explores the effects of mutual coupling and electromagnetic in-
terference on the achievable data rate performance. It is observed that the achievable
rate degrades when considering both effects consequently, the RIS has to be aware of the
mutual coupling and electromagnetic interference.

• Objective 4: The thesis focuses on investigating 3D localization using a simplified de-
sign of RIS elements. This design integrates adjustable RIS lenses and a single antenna
connected to a receiving radio frequency (RF) chain. We address the challenge of RIS-
assisted geometric near-field localization in scenarios where LoS blockage occurs. To
address this challenge, we conducted Fisher information analysis and derived a closed-
form expression of the Fisher information matrix (FIM), demonstrating how the position
error bound (PEB) depends on the RIS phase profiles. We utilized three types of RIS phase
profiles – random, directional, and positional configurations – to illustrate the role of RIS
in both localization and communication in the near-field region. These phase profiles are
designed considering the amplitude and phase responses of the RIS, incorporating a prac-
tical phase-dependent amplitude model. The random profile ensures a uniform signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) across the deployment area, while the directional and positional profiles
enhance the SNR towards the user’s location. Additionally, we propose a simplified lo-
calization scheme to reduce the complexity of the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator.
The achievable data rate decreases with distance in the near-field region, which correlates
with the gradual increase in localization error as distance from the RIS increases. Both
the achievable data rate and localization error exhibit poorer performance when the RIS
phase-dependent amplitude model assumes an amplitude value less than one. Thus, the
common assumption of unity amplitude for the RIS phase shift model, widely used in
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the literature, leads to overly optimistic and inaccurate results regarding localization and
communication performance.

• Objective 5: While there has been extensive theoretical research on modeling RIS, there
remains a scarcity of test-bed systems designed to evaluate RIS functionality in real-world
scenarios. This thesis addresses this gap by developing and testing a novel feedback-based
adaptive optimization algorithm for adjusting reflection coefficients, facilitating intelligent
reflection without necessitating changes to existing communication standards. Through
indoor NLoS field trials, a notable 18 dB channel gain improvement was observed com-
pared to a reference case involving a metal plate. This underscores the substantial benefits
achievable through the implementation of RIS in real-world environments.

1.2.3 Thesis Overview

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides the background necessary to understand the thesis. This includes a
brief revision of relevant RIS theory from the RIS architecture and control mechanism, a
review of performance analysis and optimization, a review of channel estimation, a review
of the RIS deployment scenarios, future research directions and finally, a summary for the
chapter.

• Chapter 3 studies the achievable data rate obtained by using different RIS based-schemes.
The chapter explores the behaviour of these techniques in the LoS and NLoS channels in
addition to the computational complexities and run time for the diferent methods.

• Chapter 4 takes into consideration the effects of MC and EMI on RIS performance. Ac-
cording to our knowledge, we notice that the literature is lacking such important param-
eters and most of the research obtained results are overoptimistic. We have investigated
RIS setup to look at the effect on the data rate for both the users who have LoS and NLoS
scenarios under MC and EMI in a single-input-single-output (SISO) multi-user orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) communication Setup.

• Chapter 5 studies the near-field localization using an RIS practical amplitude variations
model. We have estimated the user location in three-dimensional (3D) by developing a
three stage localization algorithm. The Fisher information matrix analysis is presented
and the position error bound is derived in order to calculate the localization accuracy. We
have also adopted the RIS amplitude variation model to the calculation of the achievable
data rate in the near-field regime to study its effect on the performance data rate.

• Chapter 6 Shows the RIS field measurements. The RIS measuremnts have been taken in
our Mast lab. We have measured the received signal power when the RIS is tuned by using
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the DFT codebook and compare the results with the RIS surface when it is unconfigured.
The perfromance gap shows the importance of RIS technology.

• Chapter 7 gives conclusion and predicts the future directions and challenges.



Chapter 2

RIS Literature Review

This chapter presents the RIS hardware and functionality, including signal and channel mod-
els, hardware design, and control mechanisms. By examining the strengths and limitations of
each approach and technique, this chapter aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the
performance analysis and optimization of RIS-assisted wireless systems. It explores various
approaches for RIS channel estimates which can be applied to a variety of RIS topologies and
communication settings considering RIS deployment at both link and network level. Finally,
chapter 2 is concluded by describing the challenges and research challenges. in Section 2.1, RIS
hardware and functionality is presented. Performance analysis and optimization, Channel esti-
mation and RIS deployment are thoroughly studied in sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. The
limitations and challenges are discussed in section 2.5 while 2.6 gives summary for the chapter.
Finally, the publications resulted from this chapter is listed in Section ??

2.1 RIS Hardware and Functionality

In this section, we cover the fundamentals of RIS-assisted wireless communication, including
the major RIS architecture, hardware, and control mechanism, as well as the signal and channel
models presented in the existing works of literature.

2.1.1 RIS Architecture and Control Mechanism

Snell’s law and the Fresnel equations control the intensities and directions of reflected and
diffracted waves [16]. When the wave collides with a metasurface, the situation changes. A
shifting in the resonance frequency and, as a result, changes in the boundary conditions might
emerge from the periodic arrangement of the scattering components. Hence, extra phase shifts
will be carried by the reflected and diffracted waves. The EM characteristics of the metasurface
will be fixed once it is produced with a certain physical structure, allowing it to be utilized for
a given aim, such as an ideal absorber working at a specific frequency. The RIS is made up

9
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Figure 2.1: a) Structure of the RIS including its reflecting element and the equivalent RLC circuit
model and b) Amplitude and phase responses for different elements and their corresponding
capacitance values.

of a programmable metasurface that can completely regulate the phase changes that individual
scattering components experience. This can be accomplished by applying outside stimulus to
the scattering components, causing their physical characteristics to alter, resulting in a change
in the metasurface’s EM properties without refabrication [17].

Figure 2.1a depicts a typical RIS design, which includes three layers and a smart controller.
The first layer (RIS layer) is made up of a dielectric substrate with several tunable and recon-
figurable metallic patches put on it to directly regulate incoming waves. A copper substance is
typically used in the second layer to avoid transmission power losses due to RIS reflection. The
third layer is a control integrated board that is in charge of both excitation and real-time control
of the reflecting elements’ reflection amplitudes and phase shifts. Moreover, a smart controller
linked to each RIS also activates and decides reflection adaptation, which may be done with a
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Figure 2.2: Reflected amplitude vs. phase shift for RIS element

field programmable gate array (FPGA). Another network components such as BSs, and user
terminals can link to each other over wired or wireless backhaul and control lines thanks to the
RIS controller’s role as a gateway. In practice, dedicated sensors can be deployed in the first
layer, for example, interlaced with the RIS’s reflecting elements, to detect the surrounding ra-
dio signals of interest and assist the smart controller in designing the reflection coefficients, to
enhance RIS’s environmental learning capability [3]. There are three basic categories for the
different tuning processes that have been proven in the literature namely:

1. Circuit tuning comprises the integration or modification of individual impedance into the
unit cell circuit model using changeable capacitors and switches inside and between unit
cells.

2. Geometric tuning refers to techniques that change the form of the unit cell physically,
causing the accompanying circuit model to change dramatically.

3. Material tuning is the process of modifying the material properties of a substrate or small
section of a unit cell to change the responsiveness and characteristics of the substrate layer
or small component of the unit cell.

Circuit Tuning

The EM behaviour of actual, passive transmission lines, antennas, and metamaterials may be
modelled as a lumped inductive, capacitive, and resistive equivalent circuit. This way of break-
ing down complex geometric shapes into a known circuit model is highly useful for predicting
how updated designs would behave. Metamaterial circuit tuning is described as methods for
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introducing, altering, and controlling specific components in the metamaterial’s equivalent cir-
cuit. Due to their ease of combination into a variety of metamaterials, varactor diodes are the
most often used tuning method [18]. The incorporation of a varactor in a metamaterial design is
frequently referred to as active metamaterial despite the fact that the device remains inactive for
RFs and is only active in its desire for a direct current (DC) bias [19].

The varactors in most cases have been considered as perfect or nearly ideal linear capacitors
with good accuracy, although numerous researches have looked at the nonlinearity aspect of the
varactor at various power levels [20]. In terms of applicability and simplicity of integration, the
use of positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes [21] in a metamaterial is comparable to the use
of varactors, although these actuators influence resistance rather than capacitance. In practice,
independent amplitude and phase shift control of every RIS element are preferable for superior
reflection design, but this needs more intricate architectural patterns and design elements [22]
than those listed above for their independent control alone. While continually adjusting the re-
flection coefficient is advantageous for improving communication performance, it is challenging
to put into practice because better quality reflective components need not only more expensive
but also more complicated hardware architecture. For instance, at least log2(8) = 3 PIN diodes
are required to allow 8 levels of phase changes per RIS unit. By properly quantizing the intervals
[0,1] and [0,2π], we can calculate the discrete amplitude and phase-shift values, respectively.
Even though phase-shift control or phase beamforming can achieve better passive beamform-
ing performance than amplitude control or amplitude beamforming, phase-shift control or phase
beamforming for RIS is more expensive to construct when the number of control bits and dis-
crete levels for each reflective element are the same. The authors in [23] proposed a practical
reflection model by simulating every reflective component as a resonant circuit with specific
inductance, capacitance, and resistance values and depending on his prototype, it was discov-
ered that the reflecting element’s amplitude response and phase shift are in general non-linearly
linked, and hence are not separately controllable. The reflection amplitude achieves a minimum
value at zero phase shift, as shown in Fig. 2.2, but rises uniformly as the phase shift approaches
180 or -180, asymptotically approaching one.

Geometrical Tuning

Many metamaterials depend on conductive components that may combine with encroaching
EM signals to produce the required electric or magnetic resonance or other beneficial behaviour.
Because metamaterial characteristics are generally influenced by the form, size, direction, and
closeness of conducting components, methods that change the geometric features of the con-
ductive elements can be a powerful tool for adjusting or switching metamaterial response. By
shifting conducting components in respect to each other, metamaterials may be geometrically
adjusted. The microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are often used in THz metamaterials to
accomplish the mechanical movement of conducting components. The coupling between con-
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Figure 2.3: Tuning mechanism comparison

ducting components varies when they are pushed closer or farther away, resulting in variations
in resonance frequency or resonance strength. Moving conducting elements can also alter the
shape of the element. Stretching the substrate to further separate the elements on the substrate,
resulting in significant variations in the resonance frequency of the elements, is a unique ap-
proach for moving conducting components in a metamaterial. Several tunable high impedance
surfaces (HIS) have been shown to alter the phase of the reflected wave by mechanically sliding
an upper plate of elements along the surface or vertically [18]. Geometrical tuning may result
in substantial variations in metamaterial features since the geometry of the conducting elements
has such a large influence on the related resonant frequency. Geometrical tuning, on the other
hand, is difficult to execute since it necessitates a physical control mechanism.

Material Tuning

While changing the structure of resonant components provides for a number of tuning possibili-
ties, the metamaterial’s properties are ultimately determined by the constituent materials used to
create the unit cell. Various constituent materials have been examined and used in the literature
for tuning metamaterials by changing the permittivity, permeability, and conductivity of unit cell
sections. Several candidate materials, such as Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 (BST) ferroelectric films, liquid
crystal, and Ga-Sb-Te (GST) phase-change materials, have been used to tune the permittivity of
metamaterials. More details about the material tuning subject can be found in [18, 34, 35].

The purpose of presenting the three tuning approaches in this review study is to mention
that due to its rapid reaction time, minimal reflection loss, low power consumption and cheap
equipment price, the first technique (circuit tuning) has been widely used in actual applications
and implementations. Fig. 2.1a depicts an example of a reflecting element and its corresponding
resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) circuit based on a PIN diode installed in the centre of the
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Table 2.1: List of publications related to RIS from the SRE perspective
Ref. Surface Architecture Control Mechanism System Setup Achievement
[7] Active FSS with PIN diodes

connecting metal parts of the
FSS

ON-OFF PIN Diodes
multiuser (MU) wideband
indoor downlink orthogonal
frequency-division multiple
access (OFDMA) system

Surfaces that are fully reflected with
proper coverage and can boost system
performance by up to 80%

[8]
programmable radio en-
vironment for smart
spaces (PRESS) Low-Cost
antenna elements connected
to passive loads and em-
bedded in the walls of a
building

Prototype PRESS elements
equipped with (SP4T) RF switches
change phase of each antenna by
π/2

Multi-client’s wideband sys-
tem

Passively reflect or actively transmit radio
waves, and so attenuate or enhance sig-
nal strength by up to 26 dB, to reconfigure
multipath propagation

[9] Hypersurface tile equipped
with physical switch elements

Switch element Controllable state
(ON/OFF)

12 receivers, in both mi-
crowave and mm-Wave fre-
quency bands, are uniformly
distributed in indoor space
and are evaluated using a
map-based ray-tracer

Re-engineering EM waves, including
steering in any direction, complete ab-
sorption, polarisation modification, and
other techniques. With maximum and
minimum received power of 32.5 dBm
and 12.4 dBm, respectively, and an aver-
age received power of 20.6 dBm, the re-
sults demonstrate good coverage.

[24]
spatial microwave mod-
ulators (SMM) equipped
with102 controllable EM
reflectors

Two states of resonant elements
(the reflector and the parasitic
strip), π state and 0 state

Two antennas source and re-
ceiver connected to network
analyzer are located in a room
that the spatial microwave
modulator can be placed on
the walls of the room

Increasing or cancelling the wireless
transmission amplitude between two an-
tennas (Shaping complex microwave
field). SMM can perform wave front
shaping and concealing the field around
one single antenna on a correlation length
wide area ( 6 cm at 2.4 GHz)

[91] Reflect-array panel with to-
tally 48 reflector units and its
peripheral circuits and varac-
tors

Each reflector is controlled by a
bias voltage to tune the varactors
(0.6−8pF) for changing the capac-
itance and hence the phase of each
unit

Two pairs of wireless users
in a conference room where
smart reflect array hung on
the walls

Controlling the phase shift of each reflect-
array element. The interference has
been eliminated, and the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) has
been enhanced to around 30 dB, accord-
ing to the achieved results

[26] Intelligent receiving antenna
array

the information transfer capabilities
of an intelligent surface for every
m2 deployed surface area

Multi-user narrow band sys-
tem with ideal free space
propagation

Active surface for transmission and re-
ception. Consequently, the limit of the
normalized capacity is enhanced when
the wavelength approaches zero

[27] Hypersurface tile with con-
trollers that regulate the meta-
surface’s switch components

Dynamic meta-atoms include
phase switching components
like MEMS, complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) transistors, or microflu-
idic switches that can change the
structure of the meta-atom

mm-Wave setups that include
a receiver (Rx)-transmitter
(Tx) pair situated in NLoS
over a defined floorplan and
walls covered with hypersur-
face

New physical layer security features can
help avoid eavesdropping. Pathloss and
multipath fading mitigation, as well as
eavesdropping security, were proven in
the 2.4 and 60 GHz configurations

[28] Plasmonic antenna elements
at each transceiver side

New intelligent plasmonic antenna
arrays that can function in trans-
mission, reception, reflection, and
waveguiding, the mm-Wave and
THz-bands

Ultra-Massive MIMO In the mm-Wave and THz-bands, new in-
telligent plasmonic antenna arrays capa-
ble of communications and waveguiding
have been developed. The results demon-
strate a significant increase in transmis-
sion distance and data rate

[29] RIS-assisted free-space opti-
cal (FSO) systems

Comparable mirror-assisted tech-
nology, which can be used to create
a phase-shift profile that spans the
RIS

A FSO communication sys-
tem consists of a Tx with a
Gaussian beam-emitting laser
source, an RIS, and a Rx with
a lens and a photo detector
(PD)

FSO systems with RIS assistance can
compensate the need for a LoS between
Tx and Rx. The effect on the end-to-end
channel varies depending on where Tx,
RIS, and Rx are in relation to each other

[30] 102 phase-binary compo-
nents make up the metasur-
face

The phase shift of the reflected
wave may be electrically controlled
for each element using a PIN diode
bias voltage from an arduino micro-
controller to be either 0 or π

The transfer of an RGB
colour image across a 3-3
MIMO system was simulated
using wireless image trans-
mission in an office room

The benefit of shaping wireless channels.
Physical shaping of propagation media
with simple metasurfaces may achieve
complete orthogonality of wireless chan-
nels and excellent channel diversity and
low crosstalk

[31] RIS with 16 elements A method of encoding information
in both the sent signal and the RIS
configuration

single-input and multiple-
output (SIMO) over a
quasi-static fading channel

To boost capacity, a method is utilised
that encodes data in the sent signal as well
as the RIS configuration. Three times
quicker than max-SNR encoding is the
joint encoding.

[32] RIS with large reflecting ele-
ments

The best RIS phase shift configura-
tion

Multiple antennas at the
transmitter and receiver in
a point-to-point RIS-based
system

Developing an overhead-aware resource
allocation framework where RIS used to
improve the performance SE/EE of the
system

[33] 256 unit cell programmable
surfaces based on varactor
diodes

A digital to analogue converter gen-
erates an external control signal that
controls the phase response of the
unit cell

RIS-assisted MIMO wireless
system

The proposed prototype implements real-
time RIS based MIMO-QAM wireless
communication with less power con-
sumption and achievable data rate 20
Mbps
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Figure 2.4: Eigenvalues of spatial correlation for an RIS with number of elements N = 1600 and
different element spacing dH = dV. please, refer to [37] for simulation parameters

element. Such illustrations of RLC circuit equivalence have been used widely in the literature.
Table 2.1 provides an overview of the most updated and recent concepts and realizations for a
smart radio environment taking into account essential parameters such as surface architecture,
control mechanisms, system setup and ending with the outcomes and work achievements. We
noticed that high volume of researches depend on the circuit tuning more than the other two
tuning methods which coincides with Fig. 2.3 survey.

2.1.2 Signal and Channel Model

Channel Fading

RIS can be coated on the front of buildings in the wireless environment, such as solid struc-
tures and top surfaces of rooms, or carried on aerial vehicles, such as balloons in the air and
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) [36], to achieve the idea of the smart radio environment. As a
result, for modelling and performance analysis of RIS-aided wireless communication, scientific
analysis models that consider the geographical placements of RIS elements, the RIS’s EM char-
acteristics, and the wave modifications utilized by adjacent RIS elements in the environment
are necessary. A transmitted radio signal in a typical wireless communication environment con-
tacts many objects along the route, resulting in duplicates of the transmitted wave which comes
across reflection, diffraction, and dispersion. Multipath components are signal copies that reach
the receiver with randomly and unexpectedly different amplitudes, phase shifts, and signal de-
lays, causing considerable distortions in the received signal due to their relative constructive or
destructive addition. This is termed as fading in wireless communication systems, and it is a
critical parameter in existing and future wireless communication systems.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the pathloss of two rays’ propagation model

The basic goal of RIS is to establish a controllable wireless communication in which the
extremely unpredictable radio channel is turned into a controllable space by carefully modify-
ing EM signal propagation in a software-controlled manner. A channel model that captures the
key characteristics of any wireless technology is required for an accurate performance assess-
ment. The most theoretical work on wireless systems technologies in scattering conditions has
been and continues to be based on the independent and identically distributed (IID) distributed
Rayleigh fading channel model [45] [46] [47]. When using a rectangular RIS, the authors in [37]
shows that such a paradigm does not exist realistically, and present an equivalent physically valid
Rayleigh fading model that may be used as a reference for evaluating RIS-assisted communica-
tions. The received signal r ∈ C can be represented as in literature:

r =
(

G⊤wθ H +hd

)
x+ e, (2.1)

where, x is the transmitted signal with power p = E
{
|x|2
}

and e ∼ NC
(
0,σ2

e
)

is the noise
variance. The configuration of the RIS is given by the diagonal matrix wθ = ΓΦ with Φ =

diag
(
e− j /01, . . . ,e− j /0N

)
and Γ = diag(γ1, . . . ,γN). The direct path hd ∈ C has a Rayleigh fading

distribution. However, the fading distribution of the channels G∈CN and H ∈CN is independent
and distributed as G ∼ NC (0,ABGR) and H ∼ NC (0,ABHR) where A is the area of the RIS
element, B is the average attenuation intensity and R is the spatial correlation matrix. Figure
2.4 shows that non of the cases dH = dV = {λ/8,λ/4,λ/2} resemble the IID Rayleigh fading.
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More details can be found in [37].

Pathloss

The authors [38] evaluated the two-ray channel model as per Fig. 2.5. In the most perfect prop-
agation scenario, with no user movement and no unanticipated environmental consequences, a
single uncontrolled ground reflection might cause substantial signal degradation. The authors
assumes that a changeable metasurface covers the whole ground. The RIS may be thought of
as a perfect phase shifter, designed to change the reflected signal phase such that the LoS and
reflected radiations add up constructively, increasing signal strength. It has been shown that the
usage of programmable intelligent surfaces has the possibility to change the scaling rule that
regulates the received signal power with distance. Despite the results concluded by [38] are
promising, they are not realistic and practical because they were based on several assumptions
including the ability to tune the reflected phases without any analogue to digital conversion er-
ror and for any incident and scattered angle, as well as the lack of reflection impairments and
comprehensive awareness of the phases status at the RIS. Furthermore, for more actual system
models, optimizing the phases is typically not a simple process.

By researching the physics and EM characteristics of RISs, the author in [92] developed a
free-space pathloss models for RIS-assisted wireless communications for various circumstances
which can be divided into two groups: RIS-assisted beamforming and RIS-assisted broadcast-
ing. The proposed models reveal the relations between the free-space pathloss of RIS and dis-
tances from both the transmitter and receiver to the RIS. To explain the free-space pathloss of
RIS-assisted beamforming and broadcasting, three perceptive free-space pathloss models were
developed: the far and near fields beamforming equations and the near-field broadcasting equa-
tion. The authors in [48] improved the pathloss models derived in [92] by formulating joint
radiation pattern of antennas and unit cells in addition to clarifying the relation between the
scattering gain of the unit cell and its size.

The authors in [40] calculates the far-field pathloss using physical optics methods and ex-
plain why the surface consists of multiple reconfigurable elements that individually behaves as
diffuse scatterers but may collectively beamform the signal in a desirable direction with a certain
beamwidth. As a result, an RIS can be thought of as an array of sub-λ -sized diffuse scatterers
that aiming the phase of their reflected signals at the receiver, resulting in anomalous reflection.
Figure 2.6 depicts the pathloss as a function of observation angle for various RIS sizes. The
main beamwidth narrows as the RIS surface area grows. The RIS virtually functions as a dif-
fuse scatterer when the dimension is sub-wavelength (less than λ/2). The authors proved that
the power of the received signal is proportional to the square of the RIS area and to 1/(d1d2)

2,
where d1 is the distance between the transmitter and the RIS and d2 is the distance between
the RIS and the receiver. This refutes [38] hypothesis that the received power is proportional
to 1/(d1 +d2)

2. To compensate for the enormous power loss caused by twofold attenuation, a
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Figure 2.6: Pathloss of the reflected path. Please, refer to [40] for simulations parameters

significant number of RIS reflecting components must be employed to combine their reflection
magnitude and phases to obtain higher passive beamforming gains. RIS is made up of several
sub-wavelength components that scatter incident waves with distinct phase shifts in order to
perform constructive beamforming in a certain direction.

Using the scalar theory of diffraction and the Huygens-Fresnel principle, the authors in [41]
describe pathloss in RISs in both the near and far fields. RISs are represented as homoge-
nous sheets of EM material with negligible depth. The authors reveal the regimes in which the
pathloss relies on the summation and multiplication of the distances between the RIS and the
source, as well as the RIS and the destination, using the stationary phase technique. The analyt-
ical technique provided is proven to be sufficiently generic for use with a consistent reflecting
surface, anomalously behaving reflectors, and lenses with highly concentrating and reflecting
features.

The authors in [42] have provided a viewpoint that unites RIS opposing behaviour as a
scatterer and as a mirror. It has been proven that the RIS may be seen as a zero, one, or
two-dimensional object, depending on its size and distance and its radiated power exhibits a
dependency on the fourth, third, or second power of the distance, respectively. In addition, the
Fresnel zone decomposition is used to gain a better understanding of how the various variables
interact. More precisely, the importance of phase in determining the eventual pathloss exponent
is discovered and demonstrated how free space propagation may be outperformed via smart de-
phasing. The findings are calculated numerically, and the received signal in terms of distance
has no clear analytical meaning. [43] reports similar observations.
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2.1.3 Discussions and Insightful Prospect for Section 2.1

• Figure 2.3 shows the volume of research (paper publications) using the three approaches
of tuning however in this chapter we will not list the publications [18] to avoid repeating
what other authors have done and worth mentioning that the reasons stated above for the
more widespread usage of the first approach is not enough and more research still has to
be conducted on the other two approaches to be parallel with the circuit tuning method.

• We have noticed a disagreement between the authors in [40] and the authors in [38] re-
garding the reflected power in the far-field region as a function of the distance between
the transmitter to the RIS and the RIS to the receiver while other researches are in agree-
ment with [40] . Moreover, the correlation fading revealed in [37] clarifies that using the
IID fading channel is not encouraged to be modelled in the RIS wireless systems analysis
which opens the door for reconsidering previous works depending on the IID fading mod-
els. Table 2.2 offer a comparison for different pathloss models in the existing literature.
The purpose of narrating the previous work is to investigate the pathloss derivations based
on strong foundation presenting all the scenarios bearing in mind that pathloss due to dis-
tance, large- and small-scale shadowing and multipath fading are all factors that affect
channel coefficients. The pathloss of an RIS reflected channel, in particular, represents
the average power of the channel and is therefore critical for link budget analysis and
performance assessment of RIS-assisted wireless systems.

2.2 Performance Analysis and Optimization

This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, we present the performance analysis of
the RIS using different performance metrics like bit error probability and sum rate for evalu-
ating the overall behaviour of the wireless systems aided RIS and under various channels and
environments. Furthermore, the second part will concentrate on the RIS reflection optimization
techniques and algorithms.

2.2.1 Performance Analysis

In this chapter, we will present the RIS advantages and performance comparisons with other
wireless systems. furthermore, we show the behaviour and the usage of the RIS as reflector,
receiver and transmitter taking into consideration the performance metrics proposed in the lit-
erature for RIS supported wireless communication systems like coverage or outage probability,
bit error probability, Ergodic capacity, and achievable data rate.
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Table 2.2: Pathloss comparison for the existing literature
Ref. Concept Field Goal Notes
[38] LoS and ground-

reflected rays in a
two-ray propaga-
tion model

Far-field regime Beamforming The received signal power is
proportional to the square of
the RIS area N2 and inversely
proportional to the square
sum of the distances between
the Tx and the RIS and the
RIS and the Rx 1/(d1 +d2)

2

[92] The physics and
the EM nature of
the RIS

Far and near field
regime

Beamforming
and broadcasting

The received signal power
is proportional to the square
of the RIS area and in-
versely proportional to the
square product 1/d2

1d2
2 of the

distances between transmitter
and RIS and between RIS and
receiver

[40] Physical optics
techniques and
Antenna Theory

Far-field regime Beamforming The received signal power
is proportional to the square
of the RIS area and in-
versely proportional to the
square product 1/(d1d2)

2 of
the distances between trans-
mitter and RIS and between
RIS and receiver

[41] The Huygens-
Fresnel concept
and generalized
scalar diffraction
theory

Far and near field
regime

Anomalous mir-
rors and scatter-
ers

RISs act like anomalous mir-
rors in the short distance do-
main while they behave as
scatterers in the long-distance
regime.

[42] The Fresnel zone
decomposition

Far and near field
regime

Anomalous mir-
rors and scatter-
ers

The RIS can be seen as a
zero, one, or two-dimensional
object, depending on its size
and distance, and its radiated
power exhibits a dependency
with the fourth, third, or sec-
ond power of the distance, ac-
cordingly.

[44] Metallic re-
flectors using
measurements,
analytical ex-
pressions, and
ray-tracing simu-
lations

Near field regime Anomalous mir-
ror

Over the same link distance,
the reflected received power
is the same as the LoS
free space received power for
millimetre wave communica-
tions

RISs Versus Relay Networks and Random Phase Surfaces

We first present the following unique advantages of RIS-assisted wireless communications:

• Densely Deployed and Sustainable Operation:
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If RISs are formed of smart metasurfaces, there are a lot of subwavelength unit cells in
them. Such sub-wavelength heavy installations of small sub-wavelength dispersing de-
vices are not typically used in radio communications, where MC among the reflecting
elements is frequently prevented by design, by confirming that the scattering units are suf-
ficiently far apart. This paves the way for the development of novel wave and propagation
scenarios that may have an impact on wireless networks’ ultimate performance limits, as
well as the introduction of new scenarios in design in which wireless systems are built
to be mutual coupling fully cognizant. RIS is easily applied and removed from a variety
of surfaces, including front of buildings, interior walls, and top ceilings. The RIS can be
battery-free and remotely powered thanks to RF-based energy harvesting, which elimi-
nates the need for active equipments that require signal processing methods and power
consumption.

• New Signal Processing is not required for RIS-aided Communication:
The semi-passive feature of RISs opens new possibilities for re-defining communication,
allowing data to be transferred without the use of EM waves, instead of reprocessing
existing EM signals. This may be extremely useful in terms of minimizing EM pollution
and lowering human EM exposure, which is often raised by deploying more network
equipment and utilizing more spectra. This might be crucial for the effective installations
of wireless technology in areas that are vulnerable to EM fields (e.g., in hospitals).

• Highly Focusing Capabilities:
This high focusing capability could be used for a variety of purposes, including firstly, it
enables interference-free communication in densely populated areas, secondly, enabling
accurate radio identifications of users and environment modelling, and lastly, fill the
batteries of limited power equipment by means of transfer the power wirelessly. The
intelligent wireless wall (IWW) is a real-world example of this high focusing character-
istic. The IWW consists of a RIS that does beam steering and beamforming, as well as
machine learning algorithms that can accurately and automatically identify human activ-
ity [49].

• Flexible Reconfiguration and Enhanced Capacity:
The RIS may be used to configure the wireless channel to provide a larger link capacity
while consuming less power for point-to-point communications. When the RIS is used,
interference reduction becomes more effective, resulting in improved signal performance
for end users at the cell’s edge. Scattering components in multi-user cellular networks can
be separated and shared to optimise data transfer for multiple users. As a consequence,
the RIS-assisted wireless network may be able to improve QoS provisioning as well as
sum-rate performance or max-min fairness amongst users.
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• Investigating of New Wireless Application:
The RIS’s advancement is likely to open the door for new and exciting research avenues.
The RIS, for example, was recently presented as a unique technique for avoiding wireless
eavesdropping assaults by regulating the transfer at the source and the optimized reflec-
tions at the RIS at the same time. The achievable secrecy rate is greatly enhanced by
deploying the RISs close to the legitimate or eavesdropping user and appropriately con-
figuring the RIS passive beamforming to raise or lower the achievable rate of the legitimate
or eavesdropping user [50]. Despite the said feature in RIS-aided secrecy communication,
the channel state information (CSI) is still needed between the TX and eavesdroppers as
well as between the RIS and the eavesdropper. The challenge is obvious when the eaves-
droppers intentionally continue to be covert, secret or hidden due to the fact that their CSI
link cannot be estimated properly from their signal leakage, and thus requires new channel
estimation methods and robust RIS beamforming taking into account the imperfect CSI of
the eavesdropper [51]. Furthermore, in large-scale secrecy wireless communication net-
works with thousands of users whether legitimate or eavesdropper as well as highly dense
RIS deployments, RIS is a key to increase the network security throughput and enhance
the physical layer security for future 6G wireless modern systems where 1000× , as per
Fig. 1.1 , increase in the data rates yielding a target of 1 Terabit/sec is required. Con-
sequently, meeting these challenges of channel estimations and robust RIS beamforming
in 6G massive networks deserve further investigations. Many other developing research
fields, including wireless power transfer, UAV communications, and mobile edge comput-
ing (MEC) take the advantages of RIS technology.

In order to assess the advantages of RISs technology, it should be compared with different
types of relay networks and surfaces which are not coated with RIS. The SNR for RIS and
decode and forward (DF) relay as per Fig. 2.7 can be represented as follows:

SNRRIS =
p

BN0

∣∣∣hd +G⊤wθ H
∣∣∣2 , (2.2)

SNRDF = min
(

p1G
σ2

e
,

p1hd

σ2
e

+
p2H
σ2

e

)
, (2.3)

where, p is the transmit power, B is the bandwidth and N0 is the noise power spectral density.
Consequently, the spectral efficiency ζ can be calculated for RIS and relay supported network
as follows:

ζRIS/DF = log2
(
1+SNRRIS/DF

)
. (2.4)

Figure 2.7a shows a typical RIS-assisted wireless communication system model. An RIS
controller is used to program the RIS reflecting elements. Furthermore, the controller commu-
nicates with the BS by another wireless signal in order for the BS to control the RIS reflections
by creating a phase shift matrix wθ that results from modifying huge cheap passive reflecting
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.7: Comparison of different wireless systems. (a) RIS assisted wireless communica-
tion,(b) Wirless backscatter communication, (c) DF relay assited wireless communication, (d)
AF repeater assisted wireless communication. H,hd , and G represent the BS-RIS, BS-users, and
RIS-users channels, respectively. Finaly, the RIS reflection coefficients is represented by wθ

.

elements to configure the channel, and thus the concept of passive signal reflections is intro-
duced in the research. As per Fig. 2.7d, amplify and forward (AF) repeater simply amplifies
and sends the received RF signal ,including noise, to the users located in a dead spot by in-
troducing amplifying channel coefficients. Repeaters are commonly employed in places where
signal coverage is a problem and to extend the cell coverage however, it has a drawback of am-
plifying the noise as well which by return will degrade the received SINR. Repeaters work in
the AF mode, whereas relays work in DF mode. In comparison to AF repeaters, DF relays, as
per Fig. 2.7c, can provide superior noise immunity and intercell interference mitigation. The
DF relay, on the other hand, necessitates a complex transceiver and might add to the transmis-
sion latency [266,267]. In RIS-assisted and AF/DF relay-assisted communications, the receiver
decodes the source information symbols, but in wireless backscatter communications, it seeks
to decode the piggybacked information symbols from the strong interference signal. Backscat-
ter, as per Fig. 2.7b, reflects an incoming RF signal while also modifying and modulating it
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Figure 2.8: Transmit power to achieve the rate 6 bit/s/Hz [52]

for secondary transmission, or backscatter. There is no need to deploy and maintain separate
RF sources because already-available RF sources are used, resulting in cost and power sav-
ings. Impedance mismatching is the fundamental concept behind altering and reflecting RF
signals [56]. It uses the impedance of an antenna to encode data into previously existing waves,
however it has low data rate transmission speeds and lacks data security. Massive backscatter
communication [54] is a new idea that uses a programmable metasurface to alter the propagation
environment of stray ambient waves. The metasurface’s huge aperture and many degrees of free-
dom allow for exceptional signal control and, as a result, safe and high-speed data transmission.
The proposed backscatter wireless communication strategy in which the transmitter depends on
a programmable metasurface to modulate the propagation environment rather than a single or a
few impedance-modulated dipole antennas open the door for significantly larger control over the
wave. More interestingly, ambient backscatter communication (AmBC) was designed to solve
communication and power consumption concerns in indoor and limited power IoT technolo-
gies. The authors in [55] presents a novel ambient backscatter communication approach in the
frequency domain using ambient OFDM subcarriers in combination with the RIS. The higher
performance in terms of bit error rate (BER) and data rate is demonstrated by analytical and
numerical analyses.

The comparison between the RIS and relay assisted networks has been studied in the liter-
ature. The power transmission needed for achieving a certain rate has been studied in [52, 53]
and a comparison between the RIS and the DF relay was investigated. Figure 2.8 Shows that
the transmit power required in the RIS case reduces as the number of elements grows, and the
distance to the DF relaying scenario is lowest when the receiver is either near to the transmit-
ter or the RIS. When the distance is 80 (Mtrs), the RIS must have around or fewer than 100
elements to outperform DF relaying, demonstrating the RIS importance technology in future
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wireless generations.

Measurable Metric Performance of RISs: The State-of-the Art

The authors in [57], with the help of RISs, has proposed new models for MIMO systems. The
schemes of vertical bell labs layered space time (VBLAST) and Alamouti have been presented.
Both schemes have shown improved BER performance gains and spectral efficiency and do
not require significant changes to existing MIMO models, particularly in their receiver design,
making them workable and viable options for future wireless communications. However, the
authors did not consider a workable phase-shift setup, which take into considerations phase-
dependent amplitude differences, in the model of the suggested schemes.

The authors in [58] determined the precise probability that a randomly located RIS may re-
flect for a certain transceiver using generalised rules of reflection. The analytical findings reveal
that the length of a randomly positioned reflector has no effect on the possibility of reflecting.
This approach, however, implies that all RISs have the same length, which does not reflect the
real-world network situation. Furthermore, the authors focus just on reflection likelihood, with
no assessment of how the large-scale RIS can increase transmission performance.

The researchers in [59–63] studied the outage probability of RIS-assisted wireless systems.
The first authors proposed that The RIS could be used to increase the LoS likelihood for indoor
mm-Wave setups. The authors derive a formula for the outage probability and then optimizes
the RIS’s deployment position to further reduce the outage probability while the second authors
mentioned that for NLoS components, the outage performance is initially assessed and opti-
mized in the slow fading scenario. The optimal outage probability declines with the size of the
RIS when the LoS components are bigger than the NLoS components. The authors next describe
the asymptotically ideal outage probability in the high SNR zone, showing that it decreases as
the LoS component powers grow.

Unlike the authors in [59], who look at point-to-point mm-Wave communications, the au-
thors in [61] consider a generalized mm-Wave downlink cellular network with random barriers
and reflectors. According to the findings, only the placement of high-density reflectors can re-
sult in a considerable increase in mm-Wave coverage while reflected signals must travel greater
distances than direct signals in low-density networks, and coverage probability does not differ
from that of blockages. A restriction on this work is that the authors did not take into considera-
tion the optimized deployment for the reflectors consequently, the performance coverage of the
network was not promising.

The performance of outage probability in RIS-assisted vehicular communication networks
is examined in [63]. Using series expansion and the central limit theorem, the authors derived
the expression for outage probability. The RIS can greatly lower the probability of outages for
vehicles in its area, according to numerical results. However, the authors in [62] investigated the
outage probability of intelligent reflecting surface aided full duplex two-way communication
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systems which characterizes the performance of overcoming transmitted data loss induced by
extended deep fades. The authors computed the probability distribution of the cascaded end-
to-end equivalent channel using an RIS beamformer of his choice. The number of reflecting
components has a considerable influence on system reliability, according to both authors [62,63].
A shortcoming of their work is that the analysis was shown under the assumption of continuous
amplitude and phase shifts.

For calculating the BER of the large intelligent surfaces (LIS)-assisted systems, the au-
thors in [64] suggested an approximation and upper bound equation. Under the influence of
Nakagami-m fading channels, the author looked at binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and M-
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) modulations. For number of elements N < 4, the au-
thors derived the exact distribution of the channel coefficient and used a Gaussian approximation
for the in-phase and quadrature components because the exact calculation becomes too compli-
cated for large values of N. However, the exact derivation for the BER was only for two and
three elements and the scenario is more sophisticated when the number of elements is huge.

Unlike the authors in [64], the researchers in [65] established a broad mathematical model
for calculating the symbol error probability (SEP) by determining the distribution of the received
SNR, and the number of elements used in the simulations was in terms of hundred. On the other
hand, the exact BER analysis of a two-user non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) system
utilizing square QAM is discussed in [66]. Unlike previous work, there are no restrictions on
the modulation order of QAM symbols for any user. In Raleigh fading channels, closed-form
formulas for the BER of the successive interference cancellation (SIC) receiver are developed.
The BER performance of an RIS-assisted NOMA downlink system is derived in closed form
in [67].

In [68], the researchers examine an RIS-aided wireless system with and without a direct link
between the AP and the user, using a finite number of RIS elements. The authors give a BER
and average achievable rate (AAR) study of RIS-based systems, assuming maximum received
power. The authors construct a closed-form BER approximation that allows forecasting asymp-
totic performance variation as SNRs and RIS elements increase. Simulation results show more
accurate BERs than previous studies [65]. However, the performance of RIS-assisted wireless
communications over Rician fading channels is discussed in [69]. For numerous performance
metrics, such as outage probability, average SEP, and channel capacity, the authors construct
new accurate closed-form approximations. Asymptotic equations for the outage probability at
high SNR levels, as well as closed-form formulations for the system diversity order and coding
gain are provided to give a better explanation of the system behaviour. The performance analysis
in the previous works did not consider practical implementations like imperfect CSI.

The asymptotic optimality of achievable rate in a downlink RIS system is investigated in
[70], which takes place in a real-world RIS environment with all of its limitations. Under practi-
cal reflection coefficients, a passive beamformer is proposed that can attain asymptotic optimal
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performance by manipulating the incident wave characteristics. To enhance the feasible system
sum-rate, a modulating mechanism that may be applied in a RIS without interacting with current
users is provided, and its average symbol error rate is asymptotically determined. Simulation
findings show that the proposed methods are in close agreement with their upper bounds in the
presence of multiple RIS references. An obvious concern about this work that a RIS cannot
coherently align with all users connected to BS via RIS.

In an RIS-assisted mm-Wave MIMO system, the authors in [71] define the RIS’s ideal phase
shifts based on limited feedback from the mobile user to describe the possible data rate from the
BS to the user. In addition to improving data throughput, simulation results demonstrate that by
deploying the RIS with perfect CSI, the positioning and orientation error bounds can both be
decreased while the authors in [72] show the way that RIS can be employed and optimized to
boost the rank of the channel matrix, resulting in significant capacity improvements. Because
the previous works make use of a perfect RIS with unlimited phase resolution, the capacity
related study that arises has an undefined mismatch with practical systems. The authors in [73]
produce an approximation of the feasible data rate and discuss performance deterioration when
a practical RIS is implemented with constrained phase shifts.

The authors in [74] employ a basic receiver architecture to explore the deterioration of at-
tainable rate and discuss the correlation design of equipment deficiencies as a function of the
distance between reflective elements. The authors in [184] specified the spatial throughput of a
single-cell multiuser system supported by numerous RISs that are randomly placed in the cell, in
contrast to earlier works that concentrate on link-level performance optimization for RIS-aided
wireless applications. When the number of RISs surpasses a specific value, the simulations show
the analysis is correct, and the RIS-aided system outperforms the full-duplex relay-aided coun-
terpart system in terms of spatial throughput. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that alternative
deploying procedures for RISs and active relays should be used to maximize their respective
throughput. It is discovered that when fewer RISs are deployed, each with more reflecting el-
ements, the system spatial throughput increases, but at the cost of greater spatially varied user
rates and this is met with the research article in [185] when the author deployed one RIS only
consisting of 4096 elements to enhance the communication data rate for 50 users distributed
randomly in a room of 13( Mtrs )×14( Mtrs ) and far from the RIS 16.5(Mtrs).

The authors in [74] studied the hardware impairments and its impact on the performance
data rate while in [185] the authors analyzed in his system model the effect of MC between the
adjacent reflecting elements on the achievable data rate per each user as per Fig. 2.9 and then
the authors represented the MC per RIS elements statistically as follows:

Cn =
N

∑
i=1

C∼i,θ
100−dn,i

λ

∑
N
j=1 100−dn,i

λ

(2.5)

where dn,i is the distance between element n and element i, C∼i,θ is the capacitance that we assign
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Figure 2.9: Actual capacitance of the RIS element at row 10 and column 10 is correlated with
the intended capacitances of itself and the neighbouring elements

to element i and Cn is the actual capacitance of element n. Hence, we may expect that studying
parameters like hardware impairments, MC, and discrete phase shifts in the wireless communi-
cation aided RIS will not only enhance the system performance in general but also establish a
new era of communication research based on robust foundations that will end eventually with
reliable technology.

The deployment of the RIS in [185] was near the user equipment’s however, the authors
in [186] studied the distributed and centralized deployments of the RIS in the wireless network.
Under symmetric channel topology, it has been proved that centralised deployment outperforms
scattered deployment in terms of achievable user rates. Nevertheless, the authors in [78] ana-
lyzed and compared two interesting scenarios in a SISO system, namely a finite number of big
RISs and many finite-size RISs, to illustrate which implementation technique is more favourable.
Using the deterministic equivalent (DE) approach, the authors calculate the coverage probability
in closed form for both instances based on statistical CSI. The ideal coverage probability is then
calculated. Numerical results show, among other things, that adding more surfaces beats the
design strategy of adding more elements per surface.

In contrast to the early works, [91] presents a collaborative analytical and empirical investi-
gation to introduce a new spectrum sharing solution for interior situations based on the use of a
reconfigurable reflect-array in the wireless channel. The relevant signals for each transmission
pair could be improved while interferences would be suppressed by managing the phase shift of
each element on the reflect-array optimally. As a result, numerous wireless users in the same
room can simultaneously access the same spectrum band without interfering with one another.
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Consequently, network capacity can be significantly boosted. The smart reflect-array panels
are hung on the walls in the indoor setting. Even though the reflected array does not buffer or
process any incoming signals, it can alter the phase of the reflected wireless signal.

The authors in [79] studied the uplink rate in the presence of restrictions such as hardware
flaws, inaccurate channel estimation, and interference caused by device-specific spatially cor-
related Rician fading. The authors have demonstrated that studies can reliably predict the per-
formance of a LIS surface without the use of large simulations. Furthermore, it is shown that
in a LIS-based system, a channel hardening occurs, and the authors also found the asymptotic
bound for the uplink data rate and demonstrated that as the number of elements rises, hardware
impairments, noise, and interference due to channel estimation errors and the NLoS path be-
come insignificant. In comparison to conventional massive MIMO, the simulation results show
that a large-scale RIS can achieve greater reliability in terms of capacity expectation and vari-
ation. We noticed that the number of elements that have been used in the simulations is huge
in the order of thousands (10000) which raise our concern about the MC between the adjacent
elements and the practical phase-shift model considerations. In LIS systems, the authors in [80]
looked at the capacity impacts of hardware impairments (HWI). The authors created a general
model of the HWI based on the distance between a considered point on the LIS and its centre,
with the latter serving as a reference point in hardware design. To limit the negative impacts
of hardware deficiencies, the analytical and simulation results suggest dividing a largescale RIS
into a succession of smaller RIS units.

Similar to [80], the authors in [81] not only did investigate the effects of transceiver HWIs
and RIS-HWIs on a general RIS-assisted MU-multiple-input-single-output (MISO) system with
imperfect CSI and correlated Rayleigh fading, but also proposed a novel optimization method-
ology for reflecting beamforming matrices (RBM) optimization with low computational cost,
which is particularly useful in RIS-assisted systems with many elements. The authors were
able to get the channel’s linear minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimate with transceiver-
HWIs and RIS-HWIs. Furthermore, using just large-scale data, the uplink attainable sum SE
with maximal ratio combining (MRC) was calculated in closed form and performed high com-
putationally efficient optimization about the RIS-RBM. In general, the authors presented an
approach that produced analytical and tractable formulations that were superior to prior efforts,
as demonstrated by simulation results.

Unlike other studies that focus on capacity, the paper in [82] looks into the feasibility of em-
ploying an RIS with a large number of scattering components for terminal location. The author
goes into details about the effects of deployments with a single centralized LIS and numerous
smaller distributed LISs constrained to the same total surface area. Splitting the LIS into 16
smaller LISs results in minor benefits, but it also increases the overheads for different small
LISs to collaborate with one another.

Scatter-MIMO is a method for delivering MIMO spatial multiplexing gain that use a smart
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surface to enhance scattering in the surroundings [11]. Smart surface connects to a wireless
transmitter device, such as an active access point (AP), and re-radiates the same amount of
power as any active AP, resulting in virtual passive APs. By employing virtual passive APs,
Scatter-MIMO eliminates the synchronization, interference, and power requirements of tradi-
tional dispersed MIMO systems, allowing its smart surface to give spatial multiplexing gain at a
cheap cost. According to the simulation results, Scatter-MIMO gives a median throughput gain
of 2 over the active AP alone.

From the above-mentioned references and different illustrations, we would like to refer that
the RIS aided wireless communication systems can be used as a reflector, receiver and transmit-
ter [13] by modifying the phase shifts of the RIS’s scattering units. The RIS’s outgoing waves
can generate different radiation paradigms that can convey data if these patterns can be identified
and distinguished at the receiver. This is the basic design concept of spatial modulation, which
is commonly implemented using programmable antennas [83,182]. This is very similar to wire-
less backscatter communications, which use load modulation to adjust the antenna’s reflection
coefficients [183]. It’s difficult to get a high rate for secondary users (SU) user in cognitive ra-
dio (CR) communication systems when there is a lot of cross-link interference with the primary
users (PU) user. The authors in [86] used the recently developed RIS to solve this problem in
their research. In particular, the authors investigate an RIS-assisted CR system, in which an RIS
is used to help with spectrum sharing between a PU and an SU link. By combining SU transmit
power and RIS reflect beamforming to optimise the feasible SU rate for a particular SINR target
for the PU connection. The authors used the alternating optimization (AO) algorithm to solve
the SU rate maximization problem via the joint transmit power control and RIS reflect beam-
forming. Simulation findings demonstrate that the RIS-assisted CR is effective for secondary
transmissions, even in the tough scenario when the secondary transmitter is much closer to the
PU.

RIS-enhanced energy detection is investigated in depth in [87] for single-user spectrum sens-
ing, cooperative spectrum sensing, and diversity reception. For each example, a performance
analysis is presented, as well as an analysis for the average probability of detection and false
alarm. Monte Carlo simulations are used to verify the validation of his results. It is believed that
RIS can significantly increase detection performance.

The authors in [88] investigate RIS concept in the UAV enabled communications to expand
network coverage and improve communication reliability and spectral efficiency of IoT net-
works. The authors also show that RIS-assisted UAV communication systems may achieve ten
times the capacity of traditional UAV communication systems in terms of achievable ergodic
capacity. The impact of imperfect phase knowledge on system capacity and BER analysis for
UAVs communications assisted by flying intelligent reflecting surfaces is examined in [89, 90].
The authors in [90] take into account a multi-layer UAV network with several hops, whereas [89]
only addresses a single-hop case. The obtained results demonstrate the need of correct phase
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estimation for RIS-based systems, especially for systems with a limited number of reflecting el-
ements. The results are also demonstrating the importance of the number of elements in getting
a reliable performance.

2.2.2 Optimization Techniques and Algorithms

The impact of multipath on the received signal is determined by how great or small the spread
of time delays associated with the LoS and other multipath components are concerning the
inverted signal bandwidth. The LoS and other multipath components are often non-resolvable
if the channel delay spread is minimal, leading to the narrowband fading model. The LoS
and all multipath components are often resolvable into several discrete components if the delay
spread is large, resulting in the wideband fading model [5]. The reflected signals can be merged
coherently at the intended receiver to boost the received signal strength or destructively at the
non-intended receiver to limit interference by smartly altering the phase shifts of all scattering
elements, as shown in Fig.2.7. The experimental demonstration and channel measurements
in [92] support this, paving the road for more theoretical research and system optimization. In
the following section, we go over the most common optimization formulations and solutions for
RIS-assisted narrow and wideband wireless systems for single and multi-users.

Passive Beamforming Techniques

In this part, we will investigate the passive reflection optimization for RIS-assisted wireless
communications. We will assume the knowledge of direct and indirect channels for the purpose
of exposition however, the channel estimation will be discussed in section 2.3. The optimization
problem can be expressed generally as follows:

(OP) max
Q,wθ

f (Q,wθ ) =
∣∣∣(G⊤wθ H +hd

)
Q
∣∣∣2 (2.6)

s.t:

(C1) : ∥Q∥2 ≤ p (2.6.1)

(C2) : φ1, . . . ,φN ∈ [0,2π) (2.6.2)

(C3) : γ1, . . . ,γN = 1 (2.6.3)

Where Q is the transmit beamforming vector, wθ is the RIS matrix with unit-modular con-
straint on each element and f (Q,wθ ) denotes the objective function. We envision that the joint
beamforming optimization problem is a non-convex problem due to the fact that both Q and wθ

are linked to each other. Furthermore, RIS elements need unit magnitude since, unlike relays,
they do not amplify or decode then transmit a received signal. The necessity for suboptimal
tractable rate optimization solutions is motivated by the non-convex unit modular constraints in
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the above-mentioned optimization issue. Previous works on narrowband [93–106] and wide-
band [107–112] RIS-assisted wireless communication systems attempt to solve the non-convex
problem where the main challenge includes the unit modulus constraint. Several techniques
have been used in the literature to address this constraint.

• Alternating Optimization Method:
The famous alternating optimization method is examined extensively in the literature. The
method style of switching between the active transmit beamforming and passive reflec-
tion gives it an advantage to deal with the active transmit beamforming as a conventional
problem when the passive beamforming is fixed however, under the given active beam-
forming the passive beamforming is still a non-trivial exercise to tackle including the
unit modular constraint on each element of the RIS. There are possible ways have been
shown in the literature to deal with this constraint. For example, the semidefinite relax-
ations (SDR) method is applied to relax the non-convex rank-one constraint to a standard
convex semidefinite program (SDP). The SDP is used then to solve the formulated non-
convex quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP) problem. However, the re-
laxed problem may not result to a rank one solution which by return require obtaining
the eigenvalue decomposition by using circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG)
distribution methods. The SDR with large number of Gaussian randomizations will lead
eventually to approximation of π/4 of the optimal objective value [99]. Consequently,
the SDR approach can only provide an approximation and solving an SDP program is
computationally expensive for large number of antennas and RIS elements.

• Iterative methods:
The concept of the iterative algorithms is to find a locally or near optimal solution for
the objective problem at a reasonable computational complexity and acceptable run time.
For example the low-complexity successive refinement algorithm [93,97] to determine the
optimal discrete phase shifts of different elements at RIS one by one in an iterative way.
Another technique based on the fixed point iteration and manifold optimization is inves-
tigated [98]. The authors in [106] used the projected gradient method (PGM) to jointly
optimize the covariance transmitted matrix and the phases of the RIS elements. The PGM
method achieved the same data rate as the AO method but with less number of iterations
and lower computational complexity. The authors in [112] extended the work of [106] in
the wideband MIMO communication. The paper in [108] proposed the low complexity
power method to compute the dominant eigenvector of the reflection coefficient matrix to
configure the RIS phases. In general, all these iterative methods have shown good system
performance with acceptable computational complexity and reasonable run time.
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Figure 2.10: Achievable rate of RIS-aided MISO system versus AP-user horizontal distance,
d [11, 152]

Active and Passive Beamforming: The State-of-The Art

The authors in [152] investigate an RIS-assisted point-to-point MISO wireless system in which
one RIS is used to aid transmission from a multi-antenna AP to a single-antenna user. As a
consequence, the user simultaneously receives both the signal directly from the AP and the sig-
nal reflected by the RIS. By combining the active transmitted beam at the AP with the passive
reflected beam at the RIS using phase shifters, the authors aimed to optimize overall received
signal power at the user. Assuming that the RIS contains global CSI, a centralised solution based
on the SDR technique was proposed. Because the centralised approach includes excessive chan-
nel estimation and signal exchange overheads, a low complexity distributed technique is used,
in which the AP and RIS modify the transmit beamforming and phase shifts in alternating fash-
ion until convergence is achieved. When compared to benchmark systems, simulation results
suggest that the proposed techniques can obtain high performance gains. Furthermore, it has
been proven that the RIS can significantly improve link quality and coverage when compared to
a traditional setup without the RIS. For example, Fig. 2.10 [3, 152] investigates four schemes
1) AO’s joint transmit and passive beamforming design, 2) AP-user maximum ratio transmis-
sion (MRT) transmission, 3) AP-RIS MRT, and 4) MRT without RIS. When the user is near to
the AP, the AP-user MRT system works similarly to the AO method, but suffers a considerable
rate loss when the user is nearer to the RIS, as illustrated in Fig. 2.10. This is to be expected,
given the AP-user direct link dominates the user received signal in the former scenario, but the
RIS-user link dominates in the latter. Furthermore, the AP-RIS MRT system operates in the
opposite manner when compared to the AP-user MRT counterpart. Consequently, as shown in
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Fig. 2.10, if the transmit beamforming is not adequately built according to the whole channels,
the achievable rate utilizing the RIS may be poorer than the conventional MRT without the RIS,
for example, in the application of the AP-RIS MRT scheme for distance d ≤ 40(Mtrs). This
emphasises the significance of combining active and passive beamforming to achieve the best
balance of direct transmission to the user and indirect transmission via RIS reflection in order
to maximise the received signal strength at the user. For a desired SNR of 8 dB, the network
coverage without the RIS is roughly 33 (Mtrs) , but when the suggested combined beamforming
designs with an RIS are utilised, this value is increased to about 50(Mtrs) [152]. Another impor-
tant result in [152] is that the user’s receive power grows quadratically as N grows, by a factor
of O

(
N2). The transmit power can be reduced at the AP in the order of 1/N2 without sacrificing

the receive SNR. This is due to the fact that the RIS catches an extra aperture gain of O(N) in
the AP-RIS link in addition to the reflect beamforming gain of O(N) in the RIS-user link.

The power scaling in RIS and its comparison with massive MIMO (m-MIMO), are studied
in the reference [153] in which the authors proved analytically that the gap between m-MIMO
and RIS is enormous; an RIS requires a high number of reflecting elements to achieve SNRs
equivalent to m-MIMO and by concluding such solid fact the authors disapproves of the myths
and the wrong understanding of the RIS fundamental concepts.

A point-to-point MISO communication system with RIS assistance is also investigated in
[154]. The beamformer at the AP and the RIS phase shifts are tuned simultaneously to improve
spectral efficiency. The resultant non-convex optimization problem is handled with the help of
two efficient methods that employ fixed-point iteration and manifold optimization approaches,
respectively. The proposed techniques not only improve spectral efficiency but also reduce com-
putational complexity as compared to the current state-of-the-art approach. The RIS-assisted
MISO downlink model described above, as well as the heuristic AO described in [152, 154],
provide a generic framework for the optimum design of RIS-assisted systems that may be used
in a variety of network scenarios. Despite the fact that RISs with continuously phase shifts and
maximum reflection magnitudes were explored, it was discovered that realistic RIS with discrete
phase shifts and discrete reflection amplitudes satisfied the hardware criteria.

Different from the preceding sections, the authors in [155] look at an RIS-based wireless
communication, in which an RIS with a limited figure of phase shifts at each element is used to
enhance communication between a multi-antenna AP and many individual-antenna users. Par-
ticularly, the continuously transmitted precoder at the AP and the discrete phase shifts at the RIS
were tuned together to lower transmit power at the AP while still achieving user SINR require-
ments. For single-user and multiuser instances, both optimum and successive refinement based
suboptimal solutions were investigated. Furthermore, when the figure of reflecting elements gets
asymptotically large, the performance degradation of RIS due to discrete phase shifts against the
ideal scenario with continuous phase changes was investigated. Surprisingly, it was discovered
that utilizing RIS with even 1-bit phase shifters can attain the same asymptotic squared power
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increase as continuous phase shifts when only a constant power loss in dB is applied. In compar-
ison to the situation without RIS, simulation results revealed that employing RIS with discrete
phase shifts can save significant transmit power. Furthermore, it was shown that immediately
quantizing the optimised continuous phase shifts to generate discrete phase shifts offers near-
optimal performance in the single-user scenario, but that performance is significantly reduced in
the multiuser case owing to substantial co-channel interference. Eventually, owing to the mul-
tiuser channel rank enhancement provided by the RIS’s extra signal routes, it was proved that
the zero forcing (ZF) precoder-based algorithm performs almost as well as the MMSE precoder-
based method.

We looked at narrow-band communication systems with frequency-flat fading channels and
a single and multiple antennas for the AP and user in the aforementioned works. Consequently,
the wideband communication is important to explore in the literature. Passive RIS reflection op-
timization problems for MIMO systems with multiple antennas at both the AP and the user, as
well as broadband OFDM systems with frequency-selective fading channels, must cater to multi-
antenna channels and multi-path channels with different delays, making them more complicated
and challenging to solve. The fundamental capacity limit of RIS-assisted point-to-point MIMO
communication systems with multi-antenna transmitter and receiver is quantified in general by
simultaneously optimising the RIS reflection coefficients and the MIMO transmit covariance
matrix, which differs from previous MISO systems [156]. For frequency-flat channels, an alter-
nate optimization approach was devised to discover a locally optimum solution by optimising
one of the reflected coefficients or transmitted covariance matrix at a time while leaving the oth-
ers constant, and the best possible solution were found in closed-form. Alternative, less difficult
algorithms for asymptotically low and high SNR circumstances, as well as MISO and SIMO
channels, were devised. Furthermore, for frequency-selective channels, a MIMO-OFDM sys-
tem was investigated, in which a collection of reflection coefficients for all subcarriers must be
designed. A novel AO approach used the convex relaxation technique to successively optimise
a set of transmitting covariance matrices across multiple subcarriers or a common reflection
coefficient for all subcarriers. Extensive numerical results reveal that the suggested algorithms
outperform several benchmark methods with and without RIS in terms of rate performance. The
performance gain improves as the number of elements increases.

The authors in [157] make the first efforts to investigate the wideband beamforming for
RIS-assisted mm-Wave massive MIMO using a different design. For RIS-assisted mm-Wave
hybrid MIMO systems, the authors present a geometric mean decomposition-based beamform-
ing method. With the help of RIS, simulation results show that the proposed strategy can achieve
good BER performance in a wideband hybrid MIMO system. To increase the system sum-rate,
the authors [158] updated the source precoders and RIS phase shift matrix in the full-duplex
MIMO two-way communication system. To maximise the system sum rate, the RIS phase shift
matrix and source precoders are tuned jointly. The Arimoto-Blahut approach is used to divide
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the non-convex optimization issue into three sub-problems that are tackled alternately. Closed-
form solutions can be used to solve all the sub-problems quickly. RIS provides a performance
boost equal to a relay operating at a transmission power of only 40 dBm to 35 dBm. This is
related to the RIS’s concern with double-fading. It’s worth noting, though, that RIS does not
need any transmission power.

All of the aforementioned research studies in [154, 156–158] rely on an ideal RIS with infi-
nite phase resolution, i.e., each scattering element’s phase shift may be entirely controlled. How-
ever, this is difficult to accomplish in practice, and devising precise phase control algorithms is
similarly tough. Furthermore, for the RIS controller to provide precise phase control, full CSI is
usually required. This implies that data sharing might be incredibly expensive, particularly for
RIS that is self-sustaining due to wireless energy harvesting.

The authors in [159] presented a novel way to use the RIS to improve the attainable rate of
an OFDM system. The authors developed a workable transmission protocol by assembling the
RIS elements and calculating the joint channel for every group, with data transfer based on a
shared RIS reflection coefficient. Then, based on the predicted channels under the recommended
protocol with any defined grouping, the authors constructed a combined optimization problem
of transmit power allocation and RIS reflection coefficients. The non-concave rate function was
estimated utilising its concave lower limit based on the first-order taylor expansion in an efficient
successive convex approximation (SCA)-based technique. The SCA-based approach guarantees
that the RIS’s combined reflection and transmission power optimization issue will converge to
a stationary point, and it only has polynomial complexity over the number of elements and sub-
carriers. The simulation results show that the improvements in the data rate is connected with
the selection of the group ratio and the coherence time of the channel however, we have seen a
performance degradation in the low SNR regime as the design parameters are adjusted based on
the calculated CSI, the CSI obtained at low SNR is inaccurate, resulting in a larger performance
degradation at both low and high grouping ratios so, we think that to maximize the obtainable
rate, the grouping approach as well as the training sequence can be further improved. In addition,
the author considers continuous phase and maximum amplitude equal one in the optimization
schemes rather than proposing practical discrete phase shift.

To reduce complexity even more, the authors in [160] proposed a simpler approach called
highest channel impulse response (CIR) maximisation, in which RIS phase changes are only
aligned with the time-domain channel with the strongest path power. The authors propose a
feasible transmission protocol for an RIS-enhanced OFDM system that conducts channel esti-
mation and reflection optimization sequentially. The RIS proposes a unique reflection pattern to
facilitate channel estimation at the AP based on received pilot signals from the user, for which the
channel estimation error is calculated in closed-form under the unit-modulus constraint. After
that, the reflection coefficients are optimised using the estimated CSI and a low-complexity ap-
proach based on the temporal domain’s resolved strongest signal route. It is observed from Fig.
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Figure 2.11: Achievable rate versus transmit power for RIS-aided OFDM system [160]

2.11 that in comparison to the OFDM system without RIS and the OFDM system with random
RIS phase shifts and the related optimal transmit power allocation, the SCA-based algorithm
suggested in [159] achieves a much higher rate. Furthermore, the most powerful CIR maxi-
mization algorithm provides similar results to the SCA-based method, making it a cost-effective
and low-complexity option. The figure also sets a possible upper rate limit by proposing that
various RIS reflection coefficients can be created ideally for various sub-carriers, resulting in a
frequency-selective RIS reflection system. With the realistic frequency-flat RIS reflection, this
upper rate limit greatly outperforms the SCA-based approach, and the rate difference expands
as the number of sub-carriers rises. As a result of its passive functioning, RIS-aided OFDM
systems have a basic weakness in the absence of frequency selectivity of the RIS reflection. Due
to the necessity to cater to additional channels in both space and frequency, the RIS reflection
design for rate increase is entailed in more general RIS-aided MIMO-OFDM systems where the
user and AP are kitted out with more antennas. Additionally, numerous transmit covariance ma-
trices at distinct sub-carriers must be optimised together with the RIS reflection. Consequently,
the authors in [156] expanded the narrow-band MIMO situation and using the convex relaxation
technique, the authors suggested an effective AO-based solution. Despite the absence of fre-
quency selectivity, the results in [156] revealed that RIS is still useful in enhancing the systems
rate of MIMO-OFDM with well-planned RIS reflection coefficients when compared to a typical
system without considering RIS.

Different from the above researches, the authors in [185] investigated a wideband OFDM
system supported by a practical RIS configuration with two binary states per each element as
well as MC between adjacent elements. Using the dataset from [161], new channel estima-
tion and configuration techniques have been proposed and analysed. Because of the trade-off
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Figure 2.12: Achieved data rate using dataset in [161]

between multiple subcarriers, finding a good RIS configuration with reasonable complexity is
difficult in OFDM systems.

In [160, 167], the strongest tap maximization (STM) approach is studied, to maximize the
magnitude of the channel’s greatest entry. This works well for LoS channels but not for NLoS
channels [12] and extending it to the scenario where each RIS element has just two states is
difficult. Instead, the authors aimed to optimize the total signal power received by creating a
heuristic algorithm based on the iterative power method, which finds the dominating eigenvalue
by iterating the computation until it converges. The simulation outcomes illustrate the achieved
data rates by the 50 users in the dataset, as depicted in Fig. 2.12, organized in ascending order
based on the data rates utilizing the proposed iterative power technique. Two benchmarks were
employed: 1) selecting the best configuration from the N examined pilot transmission, and 2)
deactivating all coefficients to model a uniform metal surface. Across all users, including those
in NLoS conditions, the proposed technique consistently yields higher achievable rates. Notably,
the initial 14 users among the 50 experience NLoS channels from the RIS, while users from 15
to 50 benefit from LoS links from the RIS, resulting in significantly higher data rates. This
transition is evident from user 15 onwards in Fig. 2.12. In comparison to a uniform surface,
the cumulative rate with an optimized RIS is 3.3 times greater, underscoring the substantial
advantages of this technology even in intricate setups.

The authors in [242] studied the data rates achieved by the 50 users by setting different
reflecting phase spacing per element considering the practical phase shift model. Figure 2.13
shows the importance of the RIS technology when compared with the uniform surfaces without
considering the RIS configuration. The authors investigated the performance of three bits RIS
to be compared with 1 bit and random phase. We noticed that the data rate increased when
the phase levels assigned per each element are increased bearing in mind the equally spaces
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Table 2.3: Summary of existing work in the field of RIS systems performance analysis
Ref. Communication setup RIS functionality Criterion for measuring performance Design Goal
[57] MIMO Transmitter BER Enhance the performance and boost the

spectral efficiency
[58] SISO in the presence of

random objects
Reflector Probability of being a reflector If an item is coated in meta surfaces, the

chance that it is a reflector is unaffected
by its length, but it is strongly affected if
Snell’s law of reflection must be applied

[59] SISO mm-Wave com-
munications with
blocked LoS

Reflector Outage probability Even when the links are impeded by bar-
riers, a reflect-array deployment may pro-
vide reliable mm-Wave connections for
indoor communications

[60] MISO Reflector Outage Probability The effects of several critical system fac-
tors on the ideal outage probability are
analysed to uncover crucial design in-
sights

[61] SISO in the presence of
both LoS signal block-
ages and reflectors

Reflector Coverage probability Improving the coverage in high-density
networks

[64] SISO under double
Nakagami-m channels

Reflector Bit error probability Performance improvement

[65] SISO under Rayleigh
fading channel

Reflector and Transmit-
ter

SEP Increasing the received SNR

[67] Multi-users NOMA
system

Reflector BER Improving system performance and relia-
bility

[70] Multi-users MISO Reflector
symbol error probability (SER)

Optimal SNR and increase Sum rate

[71] mm-Wave MIMO Reflector Achievable Rate High rate in low SNR
[72] Point to point MIMO Reflector Achievable Rate Rate by choosing proper RIS deployment

and phases
[73] Narrow band SISO Reflector Achievable data rate Maximize data rate

[184]
Single BS-Multiusers Reflector Spatial throughput Maximize spatial throughput for users

[185]
Single BS-Multiusers Reflector Achievable data rate Sum Rate enhancement

[186]
Single AP- Multiuser Reflector Achievable user Rate Superior rate performance of centralized

over distributed
[78] SISO Reflector Coverage Probability Increasing the number of surfaces sur-

passes the design technique of increasing
the number of elements per surface.

[79] Uplink LIS-based large
antenna-array system
for single Antenna
multiusers

Receiver Ergodic Rate Produce performance comparable to tra-
ditional massive MIMO

[80] Uplink single user to
signal processing unit

Receiver Capacity Reducing the impact of hardware impair-
ments

[81] MU-MISO Reflector Sum SE Enhance sum SE
[82] Single antenna radiat-

ing to LIS
Receiver Coverage positioning Distributed deployments have the ability

to expand terminal placement coverage
and deliver superior average Cramer–Rao
lower bound (CRLB)s in all dimensions.

[162]
MISO Reflector Coverage probability and average

throughput
Improve system coverage probability and
throughput without consuming more en-
ergy.

[163]
MISO-OFDM Reflector Downlink rate Downlink rate enhancement despite the

lack of independent RIS phase control

[164]
Single user SISO Reflector Array Outage probability and the average

SEP
The RIS-assisted system outperforms the
AF relay system with fewer reflecting el-
ements

[165]
Single source and two
wireless sensor nodes

Reflector
average symbol error probabil-
ity (ASER) and the outage probability

As the number of reflecting elements
grows, the performance improves

[166]
RIS-assisted NOMA Forward Relay Outage probability and ergodic rate Enhance energy efficiency compared

to conventional cooperative communica-
tions.
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Figure 2.13: Data rates when considering different types of RIS and compared with the uniform
surface (The RIS is OFF)

between the finite number of phases and the reason behind that is The reflective currents are out-
of-phase with the element currents when the phase shift is approximately 180 or -180 degrees
and so the electric field and current flow in the element are both reduced, resulting in least
energy loss and maximum reflection amplitude. The effect of the amplitude response has been
taken into account and show its impact on the gain of the data rate unlike many researchers who
considered constant amplitude and ignore the related losses. Figures 2.14a and 2.14b show the
impact of amplitude variations on the system data rate performance for three and one bits RIS.
Therefore, considering the assumption of lossless amplitude in the literature gives promising
results however, energy loss is unavoidable in practical hardware, hence, a practical phase shift
model should be considered taking into account the losses.

Similar to [185], the authors in [168] investigated a wideband OFDM system for MISO
MU, the authors first look at the dual-phase and amplitude squint effect of reflected signals
before presenting a simplified RIS reflection model for wideband signals. Then, a wideband
RIS enhanced MU MISO-OFDM system is examined. When using both continuous and discrete
phase shifters, the transmit beamformer and RIS reflection are developed jointly to maximise the
average sum-rate over all subcarriers. The original problem is turned into a multi-block variable
problem that may be solved effectively using the block coordinate descent (BCD) approach
by leveraging the relationship between sum-rate maximization and mean square error (MSE)
minimization. In Both scenarios complexity and convergence are explored. When compared to
the ideal RIS reflection model, simulation results demonstrate that the proposed technique may
provide considerable average sum-rate augmentation, underscoring the importance of using the
realistic model in wideband system design. However, the authors put the assumption that the
channels were well known, but in practice, a channel estimating phase is required. Because the
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Figure 2.14: (a) 3-bits and (b) 1-bit RIS for different amplitude response

RIS is a passive device, the estimation must be done at the receiver which was not considered in
addition to the proper employment of the RIS.

2.2.3 Discussions and Insightful Prospect for Section 2.2

• In summary of the performance analysis, we would like to refer that the bulk of the re-
search papers presume that the CSI and discrete phase shifts are known at both transmitter
and receiver [65]. As a result, more practical setups are needed to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of implementing large-scale RIS cellular communications networks in practice.
Furthermore, neither for indoor nor outdoor communication setups, the above-mentioned
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literature pays little attention to user mobility. User mobility causes not just handoffs be-
tween RIS units, but also a geographical correlation in user distribution, which could have
a significant impact on system performance. Consequently, incorporating various mobil-
ity models into performance will become a crucial study path in the future. Furthermore,
the maximization of performance gain for a certain network structure problem involves
a combined tuning of active transceivers and RIS passively scattering components. Pas-
sively reflected signals, which are intimately related with the active transceivers’ control
variables, can be thought of as the combined phase control of scattering components.
Because the scattering objects in wireless environment scenarios are unpredictable and
omnipresent, performance evaluation of RIS-assisted wireless systems is complicated, but
it also generates new optimization challenges that demand creative methods to account for
active-passive device communication [3,12]. Table 2.3 is a summary of some of the work
done in the performance system analysis considering the usage of the RIS as a reflector,
receiver, and transmitter in addition to the design objectives. We believe that in order to
construct genuinely widespread wireless networks that can provide continuous communi-
cation and good QoS to numerous users in such a challenging wireless environment, new
and radical solutions are still required.

• In summary of the optimization techniques and algorithms, we have presented the differ-
ent optimization techniques used in the literature for both narrow and wideband systems
taking into consideration many communication systems parameters like capacity, rate,
sum rate and SNR to study the performance and efficiency. Different system models were
illustrated using single and multi-users under various channels and environments however,
there are still huge subjects that need to be investigated which are not yet covered prop-
erly in the above research like the doppler shift and mobility, practical phase shift models,
proper and fast channel estimations, and MC for the adjacent RIS elements. Table 2.4
summarizes the work of RIS reflection optimization studies based on the system settings
analysis and optimization methodologies used.

2.3 Channel Estimation

2.3.1 Channel Estimation Protocol and Pilot Transmission

To effectively appreciate the performance advantages given by RIS, accurate CSI is necessary,
which is a practical obstacle. The challenges can be summarized as follows:

• Aside from having significantly more RIS-induced channel coefficients than a conven-
tional system without RIS, RIS channel estimation has a hurdle in that its cheap reflecting
components lack active RF chains and hence are unable to broadcast pilot and training
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Table 2.4: Summary of existing work of optimization techniques for narrow and wideband sys-
tems

Ref. System Model Algorithm Algorithm Performance Work Objective

[185]
Wideband MU
SISO-OFDM

Power Method Heuristic Maximize Data Rate for 50 Users

[152]
Narrowband
Single/MU
MISO

AO and SDR Near Optimal In an RIS-assisted MU system, re-
duce the transmit power as much as
possible

[154]
Narrowband Sin-
gle User MISO

Fixed point iteration, mani-
fold optimization

Locally Optimal Maximize Spectral efficiency and
lower computational complexity

[155]
Narrowband
Single and MU
MISO

ZF precoder and MMSE pre-
coder based algorithms

Near Optimal Combine the AP’s continuous
transmit precoding with the RIS’s
discrete reflect phase changes to
reduce transmit power at the AP

[156]
Wideband Single
User MIMO-
OFDM

AO and convex relaxation Locally Optimal Capacity enhancement

[157]
Wideband Single
user mm-Wave
MIMO-OFDM

geometric mean decomposi-
tion (GMD) based on beam-
former and combiner

Heuristic Improve BER without sophisticated
bit/power allocation

[158]
Narrowband Full-
duplex MIMO

Arimoto-Blahut algorithm Near Optimal Maximize sum rate

[159]
Wideband Single
user SISO-
OFDM

SCA, AO Near Optimal To optimise the achievable rate,
combine the transmit power alloca-
tion and the RIS passive array re-
flection coefficients

[160]
Wideband Single
user SISO-
OFDM

The strongest-CIR maximiza-
tion (SCM) method

Near Optimal Maximize the achievable date rate

[167]
Wideband Single
user SIMO-
OFDM

SDR, STM Near Optimal Improve the maximum achievable
rate and data transfer latency

[168]
Wideband MU
MISO-OFDM

Three-phase one-dimensional
search method

Near Optimal Determine the wideband MU-
MISO-OFDM system’s highest
average sum-rate

[169]
Wideband Single
user SISO-
OFDM

AO / The necessity of considering practi-
cal RIS model for channel estima-
tion

[170]
Wideband MU
SISO-OFDM Quadratic unconstrained bi-

nary optimization (QUBO)
formulation

/ Assigning each RIS to a maximum
of one user equipment (UE) using
the allocation scheduling method
for each UE

[171]
Wideband
Single-user
downlink OFDM

AO High Quality Subopti-
mal

Optimize the transmission power
allocation at the BS and the pas-
sive array reflection coefficients at
the RIS to boost the user’s downlink
achievable rate

[172]
Wideband Multi-
antenna for
eavesdropper
MIMO-OFDM

AO Approximation and
Suboptimal

Maximizing the sum secrecy rate

[173]
Wideband Mul-
ticell MU MISO
OFDMA ultra-
reliable low la-
tency communi-
cations (URLLC)

Successive Convex Ap-
proximation and iterative
rank maximization approach
(IRMA)

Iterative Suboptimal Under QoS constraints, maximise
the weighted total throughput

[174]
Wideband RIS-
Assisted UAV
OFDMA

AO Approximation The employment of an RIS in UAV
OFDMA transmission can boost the
system’s sum-rate dramatically

[175]
Wideband MU
RIS assisted UAV

SCA with the Rate restriction
penalty

Iterative Suboptimal Maximize the lowest possible aver-
age rate for all users

[181]
Narrowband sin-
gle user MISO branch and bound (BnB)

Globally Optimal Maximize spectral efficiency
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Figure 2.15: RIS assisted wireless communication with sensing elements (nearly passive RIS)

signals to facilitate channel estimate, in contrast to traditional systems’ active BSs and
user equipment.

• The RIS channel estimation is constructing high-dimensional channels from low-dimensional
channels with approximated CSI.

• In broadband systems with frequency-selective fading channels, extra channel coefficients
must be estimated due to the multi-path delay spread and subsequent convolution of the
User-RIS and RIS-BS multi-path channels in each cascaded User-RIS-BS channel. Addi-
tionally, although the channels are frequency-selective, the RIS reflection coefficients are
frequency-flat, making it impossible to create flexible various frequencies, such as sepa-
rate sub-carriers in OFDM communications. In all SISO, MISO, MIMO, single and MU
scenarios, forecasting the RIS channel for broadband frequency-selective fading channels
is much more challenging than estimating the RIS channel for narrow-band flat-fading
channels due to these characteristics [3].

To address the challenges, let us consider the downlink wideband SISO communication.
Recall 2.1 but for the wideband system, The received signal can be represented as:

r = F
(

V⊤wθ +hd

)
⊙ x+ e, (2.7)
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Where F ∈ CK×K is the DFT matrix and K is the number of subcarriers, V = [v1,v2, . . . ,vK]

∈ CN×K is the cascaded channels H and G to and from the RIS respectively, the configura-
tion of the RIS is given by the diagonal matrix wθ = ΓΦ with Φ = diag

(
e− j /01, . . . ,e− j /0N

)
and

Γ = diag(γ1, . . . ,γN), hd = [hd1, . . . . . . ,hdK] ∈CK×1 gathers all the uncontrollable channel com-
ponents and e ∼ NC

(
0,σ2

e
)

is the receiver noise. Accordingly, the downlink CSI includes the
number of channel coefficients to and from the RIS (i.e., H and G) equal to (NK +NK×Nant)

where Nant = 1 for single user antenna and the number of channel coefficients for the direct link
hd equal to (Nant ×K). The total number of coefficients is different for time division duplex-
ing (TDD) and frequency division duplexing (FDD) systems. Furthermore, they are substantially
more as compared to the conventional systems. It is sufficient to estimate the cascaded BS-RIS-
User channel V for any RIS configuration φ . Suppose pilot signal x is transmitted on each of
the K subcarriers. Let the RIS configuration φi where i is the index of the OFDM block. The
received signal:

r̄(i) = FKV⊤wθ x+ ē(i) ∈ CS, (2.8)

Where FK contains the K rows of F . There are KN unknown coefficients in V but we only get
K observations from r̄(i). One possible way to get KN linearly independent observations, is to
consider a sequence of NOFDM OFDM blocks with different configurations (φ1, . . . ,φN). So, the
joint received signal [113]:

r̄[1], . . . , r̄[N] = FKV⊤ [wθ 1, . . . ,wθ N ]x+ ē[1], . . . , ē[N]. (2.9)

Let r̄ = r̄[1], . . . , r̄[N], wθ = [wθ 1, . . . ,wθ N ] and ē = ē[1], . . . , ē[N]. If wθ is invertible then we
can apply the least square (LS) estimate to compute V as follows:

1
x

F−1
K r̄w−1

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Known
Signal

= V⊤︸︷︷︸
Estimated
Composite

Channel

+
1
x

F−1
K ēw−1

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise
Signal

. (2.10)

The challenge is when wθ is non-invertible and the system is overdetermined to solve.
There are two basic methodologies for RIS channel estimates in the available literature,

which are based on two alternative RIS configurations, depending on whether it is installed with
sensing devices (receive RF chains as per Fig.2.15 or not, and are referred to as semi-passive RIS
and completely passive RIS, respectively. For more details, refer to [114, 115]. One example
for the full passive channel estimation method is by employing [116] the ON/OFF based RIS
reflection pattern but it requires N+1 channel coefficients and substantial reflection power loss.
An other workable method by grouping the neighbouring RIS elements into smaller RIS surfaces
so, only the effective cascaded BS-RIS-User channel associated with each smaller surface needs
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Figure 2.16: Achievable rate versus RIS Grouping [178]

to be estimated, hence significantly reducing the training overhead [107, 117].
In case of MIMO/MISO MU systems, the training overhead will be more as compared with

single user SISO. To handle this, some RIS channel characteristics (such as spatial correla-
tion, sparsity, and low rank) can be used to make the cascaded channel division easier and
decrease the training overhead [118]. The authors in [119] used deep learning and searching
algorithms to accelerate the training for channel estimation. The authors in [120] exploited the
fact that all users share the same RIS-BS channel in the uplink to get minimum training over-
head Nuser +N +max

(
Nuser −1,

[
(Nuser −1)N

Nant

])
where Nuser is the number of active users and

Nant is the number of antennas at base station. Moreover, [121] utilized the redundancy of hav-
ing more OFDM subcarriers than the number of delayed paths in designing OFDM-based pilot
symbols to effectively estimate the channels of multiple users simultaneously. For instance,
by exploiting the common BS-RIS channel and the LoS dominant RIS-User channels. It was
demonstrated that NOFDM + 1 OFDM symbols are required to estimate the cascaded channels
of up to

[
(N+1)(K−L)

N+L

⌋
+1 users at the same time. Where L is the number of multipath and K is

the number of subcarriers.

2.3.2 Channel Estimation: The State-of- The Art

The authors in [176] examines the progression of the reflecting radio idea to RISs, as well as
the RIS-assisted MISO communication model and how it differs from traditional multi-antenna
communication models. For the design and study of RIS-assisted systems, a MMSE based
channel estimate technique was proposed. The BS instructs the microcontroller to keep all RIS
elements turned off throughout the channel estimation phase, and the BS estimates the direct
channel for all users. The BS then sends a signal to the microcontroller to turn element n of the
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RIS ON while leaving the other elements OFF, allowing the BS to begin estimating the cascaded
channel. As a result, the microcontroller instructs the RIS’s control circuit board in Fig. 2.1a to
carry out the needed sequence, and so on. The MMSE estimating method is used to calculate the
estimations. The BS then computes the optimal beamforming vector using the channel estimates
and transmits it to the RIS microcontroller. Using the estimated channels (direct and cascaded),
the phase shifts of the RIS are tuned by utilizing a gradient ascent algorithm.

Similar to [176] the authors in [177] describe a unique passive intelligent surface (PIS)-
assisted energy transfer mechanism from a multi-antenna power beacon (PB) to a single-antenna
energy harvesting user. A controlled LS Channel estimate protocol with binary reflection was
proposed. This binary model is used because it accounts for the fact that a PIS lacks active com-
ponents, forcing PB to estimate all the channel vectors on its own. The above-aforementioned
works require at least N +1 pilot symbols for predicting the total N +1 channel coefficients in
the system. Because only one element is turned on at a time, the ON/OFF-based RIS reflection
setup suffers from considerable reflection power losses, resulting in a feeble reflected signal.

Different from the above research of work, the authors in [160, 178] developed an effec-
tive method of grouping adjacent RIS elements into a sub-surface, referred to as RIS element
grouping; consequently, only the effective cascaded user RIS-BS channel connected with each
sub-surface needs to be calculated, significantly decreasing the training overhead and simplify-
ing RIS reflection configuration for transmitting data. However, it is crucial to mention that the
channel coherence time has a significant impact on the appropriate grouping ratio for practical
implementation. The upward and downward trend of the achievable data rate in Fig. 2.16 is an
obvious example of the effect of the grouping ratio on the data rate at a high SNR regime.

Similar to [160, 178] the authors in [179, 180] studied the channel estimation for the broad-
band system but for MU. The authors in [179] proposed two efficient channel estimate algo-
rithms for various channel configurations in an RIS-assisted multi-user broadband communica-
tion system using OFDMA. The sequential user channel estimation (SeUCE) scheme can sus-
tain more users for channel estimation than the simultaneous user channel estimation (SiUCE)
scheme by leveraging the advantage that all users have the same RIS-AP channel, but at the cost
of increased channel estimation complexity and some decayed channel estimation performance.
The authors in [180] describe a compressive sensing (CS)-based channel estimate (CE) solu-
tion for RIS-aided mm-Wave massive MIMO systems, whereby the angular channel sparsity
of large-scale array at mm-Wave is used for improved CE with reduced pilot overhead. The
authors develop pilot signals based on the previous knowing of the LoS-dominated transmitter-
to-RIS channel as well as previous experience of the high-dimensional transmitter-to-receiver
and RIS-to-receiver channels using CS techniques. To take advantage of the channel sparsity, a
distributed orthogonal matching pursuit method is used. As a result, several writers [122–128]
leverage RIS channel features (such as low-rank, sparsity, and spatial correlation) to simplify
cascaded channel decomposition and decrease training overhead in RIS-assisted single-user
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Table 2.5: Summary of existing work of channel estimation methods and techniques
Ref. Communication Setup Practical Phase shift model RIS Passivity Channel estimation protocol
[176] MU MISO Discrete Full Channel estimation procedure based on

the MMSE
[131] Point to Point MISO Discrete Full LS CE protocol with binary-reflection
[183] Single user RIS-

enhanced OFDM
Continuous Full Interpolation based on discrete Fourier

transform (DFT)/inverse discrete Fourier
transform (IDFT) to estimate the channel

[182] Single user RIS based
OFDM

Discrete Full The RIS’s on-and-off state control of re-
flecting elements

[179] MU OFDMA Uplink Continuous Full The sequential-user channel estimation
[180] MU mm-Wave massive

MIMO
Continuous Full CS-based CE solution

[122] Single user mm-Wave
MISO

Continuous Full CS-based channel estimation

[123] Single-user-assisted
massive MIMO system

Continuous Full Two-stage mixed channel estimate. The
joint bilinear factorization and matrix
completion (JBF-MC) method

[124] Single-user RIS-
assisted MIMO system

Continuous Full Tensor model with parallel fac-
tor (PARAFAC) that may be used to
estimate the communication channels
involved

[125] Single-user RIS-
enabled MIMO system

Continuous Full A bilinear adaptive vector approximate
message passing (BADVAMP) method
with a traditional training uplink tech-
nique

[126] Single-user RIS-aided
mm-Wave MIMO sys-
tem

Continuous Full The channel parameters are successively
estimated using an iterative reweighted
technique

[127] RIS assisted SISO Continuous Full Low complexity channel information ac-
quisition method using the channel spar-
sity and the position of the UE

[128] Single-user MISO Continuous Full Method for channel estimate based on
compressed sensing

[129] A RIS aided MU
MIMO system

Continuous Full CS approaches are used to solve a sparse
channel matrix recovery problem

[130] An RIS aided MU
MIMO system

Continuous Full Dual-link pilot transmission scheme

[131] MU MIMO Continuous Full Matrix-calibration based sparse matrix
factorization

[132] MU MISO Continuous Full Method based on the PARAFAC decom-
position

[133] Single-user m-MIMO
assisted RIS

Continuous Full Design of a hierarchical search codebook
(low-complexity basis of beam training)

[134] MU massive MIMO as-
sisted RIS

Continuous Full Beam training-based cooperative chan-
nel estimation approach for RIS-assisted
MIMO systems

[135] Single-user RIS as-
sisted MISO

Continuous Full
deep learning (DL)-based detector, called
(Deep RIS for channel estimates

[136] MU mm-Wave massive
MIMO

Continuous Full Deep learning bases scheme (twin
convolution neural network (CNN))

[137–
139]

Single-user OFDM
based system

Continuous Nearly passive Deep Reinforcement Learning and CS
Based RIS

[140] Single user SISO Discrete Nearly Passive Method for explicit channel estimation
that uses AO

MIMO/MISO systems. On the other hand, the authors in [129–132] used the same channel
properties to investigate the channel estimation in the MU MISO/MIMO systems.

To speed up the training process in passive RIS-aided MIMO and MISO systems, DL and
hierarchical searching algorithms have been developed for channel estimation [133–136].
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Different from the above-aforementioned works, the authors in [137–140] exploited some
sensing elements interlaced with the passive RIS elements to provide RIS with sensing capabil-
ities for the channel estimation process as per Fig. 2.15. Unlike the fully passive RIS channel
estimation, the nearly passive RIS has two modes of operation. All the reflecting elements are
kept OFF in the first mode or called sensing mode, moreover the sensing elements are powered
up to receive pilot signals from the BS or users in the downlink or uplink for estimating their
respective channels to RIS, whereas in the second mode or called reflection or transmission
mode, the sensors are deactivated, and the RIS reflecting elements are turned on to reflect the
data signals from the BS or users for improving downlink and uplink communication in both.

The authors in [137] presented a new deep reinforcement learning framework for estimating
RIS reflection matrices by teaching the RIS how to anticipate optimum interaction matrices
using sampling channel knowledge on its own. Unlike supervised learning-based methods, this
technique does not require an initial dataset gathering step.

2.3.3 Discussions and Insightful Prospect for Section 2.3

• In summary of the above section, a detailed explanation for the various types of channel
estimation in different wireless communication system environments was presented. Table
2.5 summarize to some extent good literature of channel estimation taking into consider-
ation different communication parameters. The pilot transmission and channel estimation
are not fully covered in the literature.

2.4 RIS Deployment

2.4.1 Why RIS Location is Important?

RIS works in full duplex (FD) mode with just passive reflection, avoiding amplification, pro-
cessing noise and self-interference. These appealing features of RIS have prompted extensive
research into using it to largely enhance the performance of wireless systems in a variety of sce-
narios, including MU NOMA, wireless power transfer (WPT), physical-layer security, multi-
carrier communications, multi-antenna, and MEC [3, 6, 13]. In the existing literature, the RIS
is usually deployed near the distributed users for the purpose of enhancement the local cover-
age which is completely different from that for the active relay, almost placed in the middle of
the transmitter and receiver for balancing the SNRs of the two-hop links, that process and am-
plify the source signal before forwarding it to the receiver. Alternatively, the other deployment
method is to position the RIS near the BS bearing in mind that both methods of deployments
minimize the product distance path loss as per Fig. 2.17a and Fig. 2.17b. It’s worth mention-
ing that RIS might be deployed much more widely across the network, due to its cheap price,
to effectively modify signal propagation. However, this creates a considerably larger-scale de-
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.17: RIS deployment methods, (a) Centralized RIS deployment, (b) Distributed RIS
deployment

ployment optimization challenge that is far more difficult to address in addition to the fact that
because RIS is passive equipment, the strength of their reflected signals decays fast with dis-
tance; consequently, if RISs are placed far enough away, reciprocal interference is essentially
non-existent, considerably simplifying their deployment design so, thanks to the RIS passivity.

2.4.2 RIS Deployment: The State-of- The Art

In this part of chapter 2, we look at the new RIS deployment problems in a variety of scenarios
to get valuable insights into practical design, beamforming performance, and coverage.

The authors in [141] tackles the critical topic of how to place RISs in a wireless communi-
cation network for maximum performance. In terms of different communication performance
metrics, the two traditional techniques of installing RIS at the BS or at distributed users are eval-
uated, and then suggest a novel hybrid RIS deployment approach that combines their cooperative
benefits. An inter-RIS reflective link between both the BS-side RIS and each of the user-side
RIS is included in the hybrid RIS installation proposal. When both direct and single-reflection
links between the BS and its served users are significantly obstructed, the double-reflection links
can be leveraged to provide alternative accessible LoS pathways between them. The double-
reflection path may achieve a significantly larger asymptotic passive beamforming gain than the
single-reflection channel given the same total number of reflecting elements N despite the fact
that N increase of O

(
N4) versus O

(
N2). The simulation results show the superior performance

of the proposed deployment over the conventional ones as per Fig. 2.17. Because all users may
be served by at least one RIS, located whether user or BS side, under the hybrid RIS deployment,
it demonstrates its increased efficacy in terms of network coverage.

The authors [142–145] employed the cooperative RIS method in their work to reap the ad-
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.18: Three typical users’ achievable rates, as well as their minimum rate, given various
RIS deployment techniques [141], (a) System simulation setup,(b) Achievable rate versus de-
ployment method

Figure 2.19: Simulation setup for different RIS deployments

vantages of placing more than one RIS near the users or BSs and to overcome the standalone
RIS which suffers from gain loss if it is located far away from the base station or user equip-
ment. In the case of standalone RIS, when situating the RIS near the user or AP it provides the
highest SNR however, placing it in the midway between the user and the AP yields the lowest
SNR meanwhile the two cooperative RIS case obtains a significant SNR boost When compared
to the highest SNR in the single-RIS scenario.

The authors in [268] studied communication system from a single antenna source AP to
many users equipments using an RIS with N reconfigurable controllable elements as per Fig.
2.19. The AP location is [x,y,z] = [11.5,−100,0] while the users are placed in [x,y,z] = [16,1,0]
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Figure 2.20: Achievable data rate for different RIS deployments

as per Fig. 2.19. The RIS is positioned in three locations to study the related data rate for all
users. It is placed near the AP, near the users and in equidistant between the AP and the users. To
achieve the least pathloss exponent that leads to the minimal pathloss under a given connection
distance, it is practicable to put RIS under LoS conditions with AP and users. Despite a single
RISs of order O

(
N2) passive beamforming gain, the received signal strength at the users suffers

from a twofold pathloss proportionate to the product of the user-RIS and RIS-AP connections’
distances. The simulation Results , as per Fig. 2.20, revealed that the superior data rate for all
users when placing the RIS either near the users or AP nevertheless, the data rate is degraded
when the RIS is located in the middle. The reason behind that is when placing the RIS near the
user or AP it yields the largest SNR while placing it around the middle between the user and AP
leads to the smallest SNR.

The authors in [142] contribute to current research by proposing and assessing a wireless
communication system with the double-RIS communication system. On the reasonable premise
that the reflection channel from the first RIS to the second RIS is of rank one, a combined passive
beamforming design for the two RISs was developed. A power increase of order O

(
N4), may be

achieved by deploying two cooperative RIS with a total of N components, which is superior than
installing one ordinary RIS with a power gain of level O

(
N2). Simulated findings demonstrate

that establishing two cooperative RISs perform much better than deploying one RIS with the
same total number of elements. The simulation shows that when two cooperative RISs are
deployed, their performance is lower than when only one RIS is deployed. However, when the
total number of elements is big, such as N = 1600, using two cooperatives’ RISs instead of one
can result in substantial performance gains. Another point to notice is that increasing the total
number of elements by a factor of two, for example, from N = 800 to N = 1600, raises the
received SNR of the benchmark case with one RIS by 6 dB, while increasing the received SNR
of the two-RIS case with N1 = N2 = N/2 by 12 dB.

Similar to [142], the authors in [144] investigate effective channel estimation and passive
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beamforming solutions for a single and MU communication system helped by a double-RISs.
In [143] the authors consider a cooperative passive beamforming design for a double-RIS as-
sisted MU MIMO that catches the inter-RIS channel’s multiplication beamforming gain. The
constructive received beamforming at the BS and the cooperative passive reflected beamform-
ing at the two distributed RISs, positioned near the BS and users, respectively, are optimised in
a general channel structure with both dual and single-reflection links to increase the minimum
SINR of all users equipment. In the simulation, the maximum power P = 30 dBm was adopted
to investigate the influence of channel ranking and spatially multiplexing gain on system per-
formance for MU and found the superiority of the doubled RIS over the single in relation to
achievable max-min rate data rate for the users.

The researchers in [145] proposed a wireless network consists of multiple RISs, which would
help transmission between a multi-antenna BS and a large number of single-antenna cell-edge
users. The authors aim to optimise the weighted sum rate of all cell-edge users by adjusting the
BS’s transmit beamforming and RIS’s phase shifts together. For several schemes, the simulation
results display the transmit power versus the weighted sum rate (WSR). To begin, all systems’
WSR grows in lockstep with BS power, and when BS has a larger transmit power budget, the
proposed multi-RIS with continuous phase shifts outperforms the single RIS with continuous
phase shifts in terms of WSR. This is because, in multi-RIS systems, having the RIS close to
the users minimises pathloss propagation, allowing the users data rate to increase due to the RIS
passive beamforming gain. This exemplifies the value of using several RISs to increase system
performance.

More inter-RIS reflections are created as the number of RISs in the User-AP connection
grows, resulting in increased pathloss, backhaul cost, and complexity in the aforementioned
activities. However, bigger multiplicative beamforming benefits may be obtained by performing
cooperative passive beamforming across a large number of RISs.

The researchers in [146, 186] considered two workable RIS deployment methods that corre-
spond to various effective channels between users and the AP: scattered deployment, in which
the N elements form two RISs, each placed near one user, and centrally managed deployment, in
which all of the N elements are deployed near the AP. The capacity and achievable rate regions
for both deployment methods using various multiple-access algorithms are calculated consider-
ing the uplink multiple access channel (MAC). It is shown that in symmetric channel settings,
the centrally controlled deployment beats the scattered deployment in terms of achievable user
rates and capacity region. By exploiting the MAC broadcast duality, the results were extended
to the downlink RIS-aided broadcast channel, where the performance advantage of centralized
over distributed RIS deployment was also proven to be true. The advantages of centralized
vs scattered RIS deployment is particularly apparent when the two users have asymmetric rate
demands and channel conditions, according to numerical results. However, in practical scenar-
ios, the assumption of the uplink and downlink channel duality for both RIS deployments may
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change in terms of the LoS and the NLoS which it will by return impact performance gain of
the system.

The uplink power control of an RIS-aided IoT network under the QoS limitations at each
user is investigated in [147]. The objective is to reduce total user power by simultaneously
optimizing RIS reflecting element phase shifts and receiving beamforming at the BS, while
considering each user’s unique SINR restriction. The authors used the environment diversity
by installing several RISs to produce considerable improvements in energy efficiency through
combined optimization of RIS phase shifts and reception beamforming. Specifically, each RIS
is made up of N reflecting components that may independently reflect the incident signal with
an adjustable phase shift. The simulation results reveal that when the number of RIS units rises
from 1 to 8, the riemannian manifold based alternating optimization (RM-AO) algorithm saves
about 4 dBm transmit power in the single-user situation. Furthermore, as the number of users
grows, more transmission power can be conserved. Despite the above-mentioned efforts and
advancements in link-level performance optimization for different RIS-aided wireless systems,
the large-scale deployment of RISs in large size wireless networks require methods and tools to
optimize the huge deployments of the multiple RIS units in the wireless network.

The authors in [148, 149, 184] offer an analytical framework for the RIS assisted hybrid
network relied on stochastic geometry while the authors in [150, 151] rely on machine learning
algorithms in resolving the problems joint RIS deployments, phase shift design, and power
allocation in a MISO NOMA network to increase energy efficiency while considering the data
needs of each individual user.

2.4.3 Discussions and Insightful Prospect for Section 2.4

Table 2.6 summarize the different RIS deployments for various communication system models
for single and multiple users in addition to the purpose and the achievement of the RIS de-
ployments. It was shown that different deployments methods can achieve tradeoff between per-
formance improvements from one side and complexity/budget/training overhead/optimization
from the other side. Moreover, the dimentional size (number of RIS elements) of RIS and the
LoS path bewteen the transmitter and the RIS are essential parameters that should be taken into
account in the RIS designs and deployments to ensure achieving performance gain and better
channel conditions.

2.5 Future Research Directions

Various techniques, examined in this research, represent that RIS-assisted wireless networks can
strongly improve the received signal power, boost the capacity and sum rate, expand network
coverage, minimize transmit power, reduce interference, and provide better security layer and
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Table 2.6: Summary of existing work of RIS deployment
Ref. RIS Deployment method Users Achievement
[137] Hybrid (distributed near the

users and BS)
MU SISO Minimum data rate signifi-

cant improvement over the
methods of placing the RIS
near users or near the BS

[142] Cooperative double RIS (near
BS and user)

Single-user
SISO

Improvement of the power
gain of order O

(
N4) instead

of O
(
N2)

[143] Cooperative double RIS (near
BS and users)

MU MIMO maximize the minimum
SINR among all users

[144] Cooperative double RIS (near
BS and user)

Single-user
SISO

The training overhead and
channel estimate error are
taken into consideration, re-
sulting in significant rate im-
provement

[145] Four numbers of RIS dis-
tributed uniformly at the cell
edge of the base station vicin-
ity

MU MISO maximisation of the cell-edge
users’ weighted sum rate

[146,
186]

Both Distributed and Central-
ized

Two users
SISO

the centralized deployment
beats the distributed deploy-
ment in terms of possible user
rates Under symmetric chan-
nel setups

[147] Multiple RIS near the users MU SIMO By combining the phase
shifts of RIS reflecting
components with receiving
beamforming at the BS, the
overall user power is reduced

[148] Hybrid active and passive
OFDMA wireless network

MU maximizes the hybrid net-
work throughput

QoS supply to multiple users. However, from a communication aspect, the design of RIS-aided
wireless communication has novel and unique issues, which are outlined below:

1. The passive reflections of all reflective elements at each RIS must be constructed in such a
way that they enable coordinated signal focusing and interference elimination at the RIS’s
location. Meanwhile, whether or not an associated RIS is located near every user, the RIS
passive reflections must be built in tandem with the BSs or users’ transmissions in order to
enhance their end-to-end communications across the RISs re-designed wireless channels.

2. Lacking RF chains makes it difficult to obtain the CSI between RIS and its feeding BSs
or users, which is necessary for the RIS reflection optimization mentioned earlier. This is
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Figure 2.21: Frequency response adjustment when employing a varactor to change the effective
capacitance

especially true given that RIS typically has a high percentage of reflecting elements and
consequently related channel coefficients to calculate.

3. Due to their different array structures, passive versus active, operating mechanisms, and
reflect versus transmit or receive, the best possible implementation method for RISs in
wireless networks to achieve maximum network capacity is observed to be extremely dif-
ferent from that for traditional wireless networks with active BSs, APs, and relays, and
thus needs to be thoroughly re-tested. In conclusion, integrating RISs into wireless net-
works effectively brings both new possibilities and problems, both of which need further
exploration.

In this section, we will try to present some challenges of the RIS that we think that still need
more studying and investigations.

• Scaling Laws and Beyond Far-field Regime:
When narrowband capacity increased, the SNR with an RIS grows as N2Hwθ G at the
time when N paths have the same propagation loss [12]. The quadratic SNR scaling does
not imply that a higher SNR may be achieved than if the RIS were replaced with an eq-
uitable antenna array broadcasting at the same power level as the RIS. The SNR would
be proportional to NG in the latter scenario. The SNR scaling can be factorized obtained
by the RIS as (NHwθ )(NG) to recognize the difference. The first term accounts for the
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proportion of the transmitter’s signal power reflected by the RIS, which is a relatively tiny
amount even when N is big. As a result, the RIS can’t get a higher SNR than NG. Conse-
quently, the RIS must be large to be competitive with another enabling technology [224].
Far-field assumptions have been used in the majority of current research on RIS-enabled
SRE. RISs, on the other hand, can be composed of a few square metres of geometrically
large surfaces. This means that inappropriate application settings, such as interior envi-
ronments, RISs can function in the near-field regime. The usage of large RISs allows
for the creation of novel wireless networks that function in the near-field domain, which
is not a common design assumption in wireless communications since the RIS elements
incur substantial variations in propagation loss due to the different propagation distances
and angles. More significantly, the near field allows the RIS to focus signals not only in
a certain direction but also at a specific location within that direction, making it superior
to a mirror [225]. This feature can also be exploited for enhanced localization [226]. The
basic performance restrictions, design requirements, and possible uses and advantages of
near-field transmissions in RIS-enabled SREs have received little attention thus far. The
near-field regime is deserving of greater research because of the possible uses that may be
unlocked, such as highly focused capabilities.

• Mutual Coupling:
When the RIS sections on the substrate material are near together, separating them ap-
propriately is challenging. This causes MC, in which one element’s impedance is linked
to the impedances of its neighbours. As a result, whereas Fig. 2.22 depicts how a RIS
element acts in isolation, the frequency response will change based on the arrangement
of the adjacent elements. The mutual impedance is determined using full-wave simula-
tions, such as the method of moments, and is reliant on the physical characteristics of
the components. A RIS constructed of patch or slot antennas effectively decouples the
reflected wave’s amplitude and phase, providing complete two-phase control. The trade-
off between complexity and performance when the RIS is densified cannot be determined
without adequate modelling of the mutual impedance. As a result, to capture the behaviour
of RISs with closely spaced components, new modelling approaches that do not rely on
the canonical minimum-scattering (CMS) assumption must be devised. Machine learning
methods could be useful to solve the problem of system identification if accurate models
are difficult to develop [12]. The MC will affect both algorithmic design from one side
and communication and localization performance from the other side. The effect of MC
on RIS-aided IoT-based applications is inevitable. The RIS is most beneficial when the
number of its elements is large however when the surface is quite big (for example 4096
elements i.e., 2 Mtrs × 2 Mtrs), the MC between the adjacent elements will impact the
actual response of the reflection coefficients of all elements which will end eventually in
losing the reward of RIS technology in beamforming or steering the beam direction to-
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wards the intended receiver. For example, if the RIS is deployed in LoS with the energy
transmitters and receivers in addition to utilising their big aperture and excellent passive
beamforming gains, the received power of neighbouring IoT devices can be greatly im-
proved nevertheless, such power enhancement cannot be achieved when MC affecting the
beamforming capability of the RIS.
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• Electromagnetic Interference (EMI):
Many researches are ignoring the EMI that is unavoidably present in any environment
and instead focus only on the signals produced by the system [227]. The EMI may result
from a range of natural, purposeful, or unintentional factors, such as man-made devices
and background radiation from the environment. In general, every unregulated wireless
transmission generates EMI [228]. The energy of the EMI waves that strike the RIS
in the space in front of it is proportional to its area. When the EMI energy is radiated
again by the RIS, it will reach the intended receiver resulting in degrading the end-to-end
SNR of the wireless networks which are unaware of such interference effects. The SNR
decline is attributed to the fact that such wireless networks/systems are simply designed
to deliberately act against only the thermal noise generated by the receiver. As a result,
the RIS must be aware of such damaging EMI effect by designing beamforming RIS
asisted algorithms that take into consideration the uncontrollable EMI. For example, many
authors [229] studied the potential of an RIS assisted wireless powered sensor networks
(WPSN) where the RIS is deployed to help multiple IoT devices to enhance their energy
harvesting and data transmission capabilities with intelligently adjustable phase shifts.
Consequently, we will not get considerable improved throughput performance with the
presence of EMI and MC effects.

• Deployment of Large-scale Wireless Networks:
Due to the extensive deployment of reconfigurable metasurfaces on diverse objects in the
future smart radio environment, wireless networks can benefit from a decentralized RIS
system with individually programmable RIS units. The great bulk of previous research
activities have focused on optimizing small scale networks, which are often networks
consisting of a single RIS. This is a natural growth to start when evaluating the potential
advantages of new technology. Furthermore, the evaluation of these fundamental condi-
tions is dependent on modelling hypotheses that may or may not be realistic enough for
the evaluation of sub-wavelength metamaterials. However, quantifying the performance
constraints of SREs in large-scale installations is critical. This creates a difficult scenario
for real-time allocation and optimization of different RISs in dynamic and heterogeneous
networks to service diverse data streams. Individual transceivers can adjust their operat-
ing parameters in response to the channel state, which is determined by a stochastic model
and can be predicted or estimated via a training procedure. Because of the RIS’s reconfig-
urability, the radio environment becomes programmable and non-stationary. As a result,
understanding the CSI via training becomes more challenging for individual transceivers.
This suggests that the RIS-assisted networks, at least for the scattered RIS units, will be
coordinated from a central location. The wireless environment becomes tractable and
controlled as a result. To efficiently allocate and associate RIS units to service numerous
users at the same time, a joint control method is necessary [13]. Consequently, deploying
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large density RISs in a big industrial plant or even in a city’s Centre to improve coverage
probability or energy efficiency are becoming necessary in future wireless systems.

• Sensing and Estimation of Energy-efficient Channels:
The RIS’s supremacy is based on its ability to reconfigure the phase shift of each scat-
tering element based on the channel circumstances from the transmitter to the receiver.
This necessitates channel sensing and signal processing capabilities, which are difficult to
come by without specific signal processing capacity at the passive scattering components.
Channel estimation in an RIS-assisted system is often performed at one side of the com-
munication process, such as the BS with superior computing capabilities or the receiver
end. In channel estimation section 2.3, we overview the different existing RIS channel
estimate techniques, For instance, the paper in [177], assumes that only one scattering
element is active at any one time, with the rest inert. An element-by-element ON/OFF-
based channel estimation technique is fundamentally too costly for a sizable RIS with
massive scattering components. The RIS is underutilized because only a tiny percentage
of the scattering components is active at any given moment. This reduces the precision of
the channel estimate and causes a significant estimation delay. Despite the tremendous ef-
forts exerted in [117, 121, 123, 269–271] in creating robust channel estimation algorithms
to reduce the training overhead and enhancing the estimation accuracy by deviating from
the ON/OFF technique and proposing other effective ones, we think that still feasible, ef-
ficient, and long-term channel estimation methods are needed to alleviate the pressure on
requesting more energy consumption for exchange of information, signal processing, and
computing. Consequently, the authors in [219–221] resolved the optimization problems
by considering schemes without the need for computing the channel state information
calculating the convex optimizations. For example, the authors in [219] optimizes beam-
forming without CSI at the BS and RIS by decreasing transmit power while maintaining
a minimal SNR by proposing a particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique which is a
stochastic optimization method inspired by some animal species’ social behaviour based
on updating the varying velocity and positions of the particles and then , for each parti-
cle, comparing the SNR at the user equipment with threshold to update its state and so
on. While the researcher in [221] solved the optimization problem by proposing cosine
similarity based low complexity algorithm to avoid the complex iterations and the huge
overhead needed when using convex optimization techniques. Despite, the proposed algo-
rithm is not powerful in comparison to convex, it is still very simple and does not require
many iterations to adjust the phases of the RIS elements.

• RIS Configuration Under Mobility:
Many characteristics of communication systems have been investigated under the idea that
the channel is approximately piecewise time-invariant, allowing the use of linear time-
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invariant (LTI) system theory, in the majority of the research employing the RIS to aid
transmission however, the wireless channels are time-variant because of the mobility of
the transmitter/receiver. The authors in [12,222,223] revealed the importance of using the
RIS in reducing the delay spread and eliminating additional Doppler spread. However,
the results in [222] were based on hypothetical RISs which create specular reflections
with a single and very large conducting elements. While in [223] the inclusion of statisti-
cal channel model that accounts for atmospheric effects and line of sight outage were not
considered in the system model and optimization of the RIS assisted low earth orbit (LEO)
satellite communications. Consequently, the literature is still lacking to be enriched with
practical communication models that take into consideration real and practical assump-
tions and parameters.

In the above-mentioned points, we tried to summarize some challenges that have been no-
ticed while preparing this survey and the purpose of referring to them is to ensure that the
research is still in its infancy and herculean efforts are required to establish strong foundation
research to create strong enabling RIS technologies for beyond 5G and 6G wireless standards
so, this chapter suggests some study directions for future investigation based on the existing
literature review and the thorough system analysis of the present volume of researches.

• Machine Learning for Passive Beamforming:
Machine learning techniques, rather than the AO techniques often used in the literature,
may be more appealing to the RIS in terms of achieving flexible and light-weight phase
management dependent on locally obtained radio environment data. This might reduce the
quantity of data shared between the RIS and active transceivers [13, 129, 130, 142–144].

• mm-Wave and THz Communications:
mm-Wave communications cannot give gigabit-per-second data rates in the future, en-
abling rate-demanding wireless applications (augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR) and on-
line gaming, because of the large bandwidth available at mm-Wave frequencies (i.e.,
30–300 GHz). However, because of the growing figure of operating antennas and RF
chains, mm-Wave communications have significantly higher energy consumption and
hardware costs [3]. Furthermore, mm-Wave communication channels are more prone
to obstruction and suffer from greater propagation loss overall. When RISs are installed
between base stations and end-users, the RIS’s two key EM features of reflection and re-
fraction may be leveraged to address the critical problem of dead spots by establishing
LoS channels between the AP and the user equipment, allowing for high SE and data
rates [211–213]. It is predicted that the RIS will be integrated with the beyond 5G, Fig.
2.22 , networks and the current massive MIMO and the mm-Wave and THz networks to
enhance the network coverage and increase the capacity.
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Figure 2.22: 3G Metasurfaces [6]

• Multiple Access MEC:
The core premise of the MEC is that network congestion is minimized, and applications
function better when applications and related processing activities are executed closer to
consumers. The MEC technology is intended for use at cellular base stations and other
edge nodes. It helps clients to deploy new applications and services in a flexible and timely
manner, in addition, to assisting in offloading computing workloads from mobile devices
to reduce latency and energy consumption. Some academics have been looking into the
use of RISs in this setting recently [214–218] to enhance the computing performance gains
and optimize the computing and communication operations.

• Advanced Applications of RISs in Wireless Communications:
In the above discussions, the applications of RISs in wireless communications are fo-
cused on controlling the wireless channels and improving the wireless environment by
reconfiguring the beam directions and beam coverages, in which the metasurfaces are
not involved in the digital information modulations. Recently, digital coding and pro-
grammable metasurfaces have been presented [187–194], in which the metasurfaces are
characterized digital states and controlled by FPGA. On one hand, the digital coding and
programmable metasurfaces can manipulate the beam directions, beam coverages, number
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of beams [187–189], polarization states [190], and the waveforms like cone beams [191]
and orbital-angular-momentum vortex beams [192–194] in real time and in programmable
way; and on the other hand, they can directly modulate the digital information. More re-
cently, time-domain digital coding metasurfaces have been developed, which increase an
additional degree of freedom to control the EM waves - the frequency spectral distri-
butions [195, 196]. In this manner, the general space-time-coding digital metasurfaces
have the capabilities in engineering both spatial beams and the frequency spectra simul-
taneously and independently, and directly modulating the digital information [197, 198].
Hence, the digital coding and programmable metasurfaces are also called as informa-
tion metasurfaces [199–201], which have set up a broad link between the EM physical
world and the digital world. The information metasurfaces can be regarded as advanced
RISs, which will have deeper applications in wireless communications. For example, the
information metasurfaces can be utilized to construct new architectures of the wireless
communication systems, in which the digital-analog converters, mixers, RF devices, and
antennas in the traditional transmitters are no longer required [202–208]; and the infor-
mation metasurfaces can also be used to develop the EM information theory to combine
the Shannon information theory and the Maxwell’s equations, in which both EM infor-
mation and bit-stream information are considered simultaneously [209, 210]. Based on
the information metasurfaces, ambient backscatter communications were demonstrated by
manipulating the commodity Wi-Fi signals, making it possible to realize secure wireless
communications without any active radio components [206]. In the future, we expect that
the information metasurfaces, or the advanced RISs, will push revolutionary advances of
the wireless communications in basic theories, system levels and communication security
for future wireless generations.

The literature is full of interesting and promising future research directions, however, this
study concentrates on the conceptual and the techniques of analysis and optimization for RIS
more than investigating each RIS assisted application individually.

2.6 Summary

This chapter provided a thorough overview of the RIS’s architecture and uses in wireless com-
munication networks. In the beginning, we have presented the RIS principles to throw new light
on the RIS design and different types of control mechanisms that show the applied tuning meth-
ods used in various communication models. In addition to the channel correlation fading and
practical pathloss models which characterize the signal and channel model in RIS-aided commu-
nications. Then, the optimization frameworks and performance analysis methodologies for RIS,
are discussed. The methods have shown promises in increasing the spectral efficiency of wire-
less networks because of their capacity to modify the behaviours of the interacting EM waves
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through intelligent manipulations of the reflections phase shifts under different wireless com-
munication scenarios, including the SNR/data rate/secrecy rate maximization, transmit power
minimization and EE/SE maximization. The chapter afterwards gives various relevant RIS de-
ployments strategies and channel estimation algorithms to teach the RIS how to recognize the
surrounding environments and enhance the system performance despite its passiveness. Finally,
this work paves the way for some research limitations and future directions.

This chapter encompasses a wide range of research topics related to RIS and its uses in wire-
less communication, from its physical tuning, channel modelling, digital coding and information
modulations to research issues from a wireless communication viewpoint, with a key goal on
the optimization techniques and solution approaches for RIS-assisted wireless systems. The
presented methods in the current research are still limited to certain assumptions and dropping
some practical parameters and limitations. For example, the MC between the adjacent RIS el-
ements, the impractical phase shift resolution models that describe the reflection coefficients of
all RIS elements and the uncontrollable EM interference are vital, crucial and essential factors in
limiting and degrading the RIS performance. In addition to the scaling laws in the near/far-field
regime and the time-variant channel mobility which are still required to be explored thoroughly
due to their significant effects on the performance of RIS-aided communication. The current so-
lutions mentioned in the literature is depending mainly on the AO methods and grouping the ele-
ments to reduce the overhead and guarantee the convergence of the algorithms to locally optimal
solutions nevertheless, the computational complexity and the elapsed run time are still substan-
tially high. In the future work, by analyzing low complex and run time RIS-based algorithms
using the machine learning methods for acceleration the phase management, the RIS-aided wire-
less systems are predicted to attain not only a higher performance gain but also it will establish
for more refined and realistic communication models. Furthermore, the RIS must be aware of
the MC, the uncontrollable electromagnetic interference and the practical phase shift models for
the RIS coefficients to guarantee remarkable and optimum RIS performance outcome in their
beamforming algorithms. Besides, the RISs provide LoS channels which can be exploited to
enhance the coverage in the dead spot zones of the mm-Wave communication channels and
the MEC computing performance gains in congested networks. However, the research of RIS-
enhanced networks is still full of challenges and future directions not only from controlling the
wireless channel and the SRE perspective but also when the RIS is involved in digital coding and
information modulations which will push for revolutionary advances in security communication
based RIS systems.



Chapter 3

Rate Optimization Using Low Complex
Methods

With the help of a developing technology called RIS, it is possible to modify the propagation
environment and boost the data rates of wireless communication networks. In this chapter,
we optimized the phases of the RIS elements and performed a fair power allocation for each
subcarrier over the full bandwidth in a SISO wideband system where the user and the AP are
provided with a single antenna. The data rate or its equivalent channel power is maximized by
proposing different low-complex algorithms. The STM and power methods are compared with
the SDR method in terms of computational complexity and data rate performance. Runtime and
complexity analysis of the suggested methods are computed and compared to reveal the actual
time consumption and the required number of operations for each method. Simulation results
show that with an optimized RIS, the sum rate is 2.5 times higher than with an unconfigured
surface, demonstrating the RIS’s tremendous advantages even in complex configurations. The
data rate performance of the SDR method is higher than the power method and less than the STM
method but with higher computational complexity, more than 6 million complex operations,
and 50 minutes of runtime calculations compared with the other STM and power optimization
methods.

3.1 Introduction

The use of RIS is a recent method that enhances the quality of wireless channels [6, 12, 240]. It
enables the receiver to concentrate the signal due to the combined impact of reflections from all
RIS elements and the direct LoS route between the transmitter and the receiver. This combina-
tion produces a focused beam in a specific direction [52]. Unlike wireless repeaters and relays,
RISs have unique features such as configurability, no signal amplification requirements, and no
need for complex processing, coding, and decoding techniques [53].

The literature has suggested a number of alternative optimization techniques for increasing

65
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the data rates in RIS-assisted wireless communication systems, which aims to identify a nearly
ideal solution with tolerable computational complexity and run time. Heuristic solutions, such
as SDR [50,152,167,213,234–237], strongest signal path maximization in time domain [12,117]
and successive convex approximations [107] are investigated by many authors in the literature.
Applying the SDR and the successive convex approximation approaches require efficient op-
timization tools. Furthermore, the SDR needs Gaussian randomization methods to obtain the
rank-one suboptimal solution. Considerable effort has been devoted to developing sophisti-
cated algorithms that can identify high-quality solutions that are close to optimal. However, the
computational complexity associated with these algorithms is often quite high, making them
prohibitively expensive in practical settings where a large number of RIS elements are present.
It is precisely in such situations that RIS is most valuable. [112, 239, 242].

3.1.1 Contribution and Organization of The chapter

The contributions of this chapter are highlighted as follows:

• We maximize the data rate of the SISO wideband system equipped with RIS surface and
single antenna for both AP and user equipment. We formulate a joint optimization prob-
lem of the subcarriers power allocations and the phase shifts of the RIS elements. Then,
we proposed an iterative power method to solve the non-convex problem resulting from
the unit-modular constraint on each RIS element. It is noted that for large surfaces the
reflection coefficients can be estimated by the column of the DFT matrix [232]. We used
the DFT beamforming codebook to select an SNR maximizing configuration to be utilized
in the proposed power method.

• To evaluate the performance of the power method in terms of the data rate and complex-
ity computation, it is compared with the SDR method. The SDR approach handles the
nonconvexunit-modulus constraint by transforming the passive beamforming vector into
a rank-one and positive semidefinite matrix. The non-convex problem is transformed into
a convex SDP problem by utilising the SDR technique, which may then be addressed
by a variety of effective convex optimization tools. The SDR method shows a higher
performance data rate than the power method but at the cost of increased computational
complexity and runtime. However, it shows lower performance than the STM method.
The STM chooses a configuration that is good for channel tap rather than a subcarrier,
when there exits a stronger a LoS path.

• The goal of this article is to demonstrate that the heuristic approaches like power and
STM methods show significantly less computational complexity than the famous SDR
method and achieve comparable data rates as a state-of-the-art benchmark scheme. The
performance of all the methods is validated by comparing them with the upper bound of
the system.
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Figure 3.1: System setup illustration.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. The system and channel models are presented
in Section 3.2, while Section 3.3 discusses the data rate optimization using different schems.
Section 3.4 presents simulation results for single and MU and 3.5 gives summary for the chapter.
Finally, Section ?? concludes this chapter.

3.2 System Model

A single antenna (transmitter) and a single user (receiver) are used in a SISO wideband system.
As depicted in Fig. 3.1, a RIS with N reconfigurable elements is taken into consideration inside
the coverage area of the transmitter and receiver. An OFDM is used for transmission. In the
complex baseband domain, if x(k) is the transmitted discrete-time signal, then the discrete-time
received signal at the receiver can be written as [12]:

r[k] =
M−1

∑
l=0

hθ [l]x[k− l]+ e[k], (3.1)

where, the wideband channel in the time-domain with the RIS configuration θ is represented
as{hθ [l] : l = 0, . . . . . . ,M−1} and e[k]∼NC

(
0,σ2

e
)

is the receiver noise. The hθ [l] is given by:

hθ [l] = hd[l]+ v⊤l wθ , (3.2)

where, hd[l] and vl ∈ CN are the AP-User uncontrollable direct channel and the AP-RIS-User
controllable indirect channels via all RIS N elements respectively. The reflection coefficients of
all elements is described by wθ ∈ CN . With K > M subcarriers and a length of M− 1 cyclic
prefix, an OFDM transmission is taken into consideration. As a result, a time domain signal
with a block of K +M−1 is transmitted to generate a block of OFDM signal with K of parallel
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subcarriers by using the DFT:

r̄[s] = h̄θ [s]x̄[s]+ ē[s], s = 0, . . . ,K−1. (3.3)

The above equation (3.3) can be illustrated in vector form as follows:
r̄[0]

...
r̄[K−1]

=


h̄θ [0]

...
h̄θ [K−1]

⊙


x̄[0]
...

x̄[K−1]

+


ē[0]
...

ē[K−1]

 , (3.4)

where, ⊙ describes the hadamard product. The channel vector h̄θ can be realized a function of
wθ as per following:

h̄θ = F


hd[0]+ v⊤0 wθ

...
hd[M−1]+ v⊤M−1wθ

= F
(

hd +V⊤wθ

)
, (3.5)

where, hd = [hd[0], . . . . . . ,hd[M−1]]⊤ and V = [v0, . . . . . . ,vM−1] ∈ CN×M are the AP-User un-
controllable direct channel components and the AP-RIS-User controllable indirect propagation
channels respectively. The channel parameters will be defined later, in the channel model. We
assume that the channel models are known in the system. The (s,k)th element of the DFT matrix
F ∈ CK×M is e−

2πks
K . The reflection coefficients of the RIS that accounts for the effective phase

shifts ( /01, /02, . . . , /0N) ∈ [−π,π) and amplitude coefficients (γ1,γ2, . . . ,γN) ∈ [0,1] are included
in the vector wθ = [wθ1, . . . ,wθN ]

⊤ ∈ CN×1. The sum data transmission rate across K subcarri-
ers, given a specific RIS setup, assuming uniform power distribution and known channel at the
receiving end, is expressed as:

R=
B

K +M−1

K−1

∑
s=0

log2

(
1+

Ps
∣∣ f H

s hd + f H
s V⊤wθ

∣∣2
BNo

)
bit
s
, (3.6)

the channel bandwidth represented by B, the power allocated to the subcarrier s indicated by Ps,
the number of channel taps referred to as M, and the f H

s component, which corresponds to the
vth row of DFT matrix F . It is worth noting that the upper bound of equation (6) is provided
in [12]:

R≤ B
K +M−1

K−1

∑
s=0

log2

(
1+

Ps

BNo

(∣∣ f H
s hd

∣∣+∥∥∥ f H
s V⊤

∥∥∥
1

)2
)
, (3.7)

where, ∥ · ∥1 is the L1 norm.
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3.2.1 Channel Model

The uncontrollable direct channel is given by [230]:

hd =
Ld

∑
ℓ=1

√
βd,ℓe− j2π fcτd,ℓ


sinc

(
0+B

(
ς − τd,ℓ

))
...

sinc
(
M−1+B

(
ς − τd,ℓ

))
 , (3.8)

where, βd,ℓ is the ℓth pathloss from the AP to the user with Ld propagation paths as per Fig. 3.1,
τd,ℓ is the delay of propagation and the sampling delay over the shortest path is ς . Similarly, the
controllable indirect channel is presented as:

V =
La

∑
ℓ=1

Lb

∑
ℓb=1

√
βH,ℓβG,ℓbe− j2π fc(τH,ℓ+τG,ℓb)

(
a
(
ϕH,ℓ,ϑH,ℓ

)

⊙a
(
ϕG,ℓ,ϑG,ℓb

))
sinc

(
0+B

(
ς − τH,ℓ− τG,ℓ

))
...

sinc
(
M−1+B

(
ς − τH,ℓ− τG,ℓb

))

⊤

.

(3.9)

the paths La and Lb represent the propagation of signals from the AP to the RIS, and from the
RIS to the users, respectively. The attenuation of the combined indirect channel from the AP
to the user via the RIS is denoted by βH,ℓ ≥ 0, and βG,ℓb ≥ 0, as depicted in Fig. 3.1. The
time delay for propagation along the paths to and from the RIS is τH,ℓ and τG,ℓb , respectively.

The array response vector is denoted by a(ϕ,ϑ) =
√

D(ϕ,ϑ)
[
e jK(ϕ,ϑ)⊤U1, . . . ,e jK(ϕ,ϑ)⊤UN

]⊤
,

where D(ϕ,ϑ) represents the directivity pattern of each element, and ϑ and ϕ denote the eleva-
tion and azimuth angles, respectively. Furthermore K is defined as the wavenumber, K(ϕ,ϑ) =
2π

λ
[cos(ϑ)cos(ϕ),cos(ϑ)sin(ϕ),sin(ϑ)]⊤. The location of the nth element is represented by

Un = [0, i(n)0.25λ , j(n)0.25λ ]⊤, where i(n) = mod (n−1,Nhor) and j(n) = ⌊(n−1)/Nhor⌋
correspond to the horizontal and vertical indices of element n. The modulus and truncate op-
erations are represented by mod(., .) and ⌊.⌋, respectively. Finally, the vertical and horizontal
spacing between the elements is λ/4.

3.3 Data Rate Optimization Using Different Methods

The need for faster data rates has grown significantly and exponentially over the past few years.
The proliferation of mobile phones and the emergence of services that demand high data rates
(such online gaming and video streaming) are the key factors that are continually driving up this
demand. Massive MIMO and mm-Wave are enabling technologies for future communication
systems. These technologies can provide wide bandwidths combined with improved beamform-
ing and spatial-multiplexing benefits from the antenna arrays to satisfy the requirements for in-
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creased data rates and accommodate an increasing range of wireless equipments [106]. Despite
having potentially large possible rate improvements, these technologies typically have higher
hardware and power costs, necessitating a separate evaluation of the overall benefits of their ap-
plication for each user scenario. In addition, they are unable to directly control the propagation
channel, whose randomness nature can occasionally limit the effectiveness of these solutions.

The sum rate in RIS-enhanced multi-user MISO downlink communications was maximised
by the authors in [102]. The power allocation and the RIS reflection matrix were optimised
alternatively using the majorization-minimization method by using the zero-forcing precoding
at the BS. The authors in [104] also looked at the issue of weighted sum rate maximisation.
Three iterative techniques were developed for optimising the reflection coefficients in terms of
various kinds of RIS reflection components within the AO framework in order to produce the
transmit beamforming. In [107], the authors first provide a workable transmission protocol for
estimating the channels in a MIMO-OFDM system via pilot training, and they then suggest an
AO algorithm for optimising the RIS phase shifts and power allocation matrix. The authors
in [230] discuss the sum data increase with the presence of mutual coupling in a SISO OFDM
system and provide a simple method for channel estimation and RIS construction that includes
realistic reflection amplitudes and binary RIS phase shifts. In order to increase the attainable
average sum rate in a RIS-enhanced multi-user system, [241] presented a two-timescale trans-
mission protocol as opposed to optimising the passive beamforming using the instantaneous CSI.
In [156], the authors used the AO approach to increase the achievable data rate of a multi-stream
MIMO communication system supported by RIS. Despite being a straightforward optimisation
technique to use, it may take several iterations to converge.

A more challenging RIS optimization problem arises in the wideband scenario with K or-
thogonal subcarriers than in the narrowband case with a single subcarrier. Estimating the ideal
vector wθ and fairly assigning the power to each subcarrier are necessary for maximizing the
data rate in (3.6). In a one-bit RIS architecture, each RIS element can alternate between the
phase shifts of 90 or -90 degrees. The phase matrices can be created from the DFT columns of
the beamforming codebook [232].

3.3.1 Beamforming 2D-DFT Codebook

Finding the optimal configuration involves a lengthy analysis and is essentially impossible for
large values of N because there are 2N possible RIS configurations. In existing research, switch-
ing between N orthogonal configurations for a RIS with N reflecting elements depends on accu-
rate configurations. The structure of the optimal RIS phase shifts remains compatible with the
2D-DFT codebook for a given incident and desired reflected angles [232]. Therefore, if an in-
coming signal is directed towards a particular beam, each column of the codebook beamformer
Wθ = F (Nv)⊗F (Nh) ∈ CN×N , (where ⊗ represents the Kronecker product) may correspond
to a potential reflection configuration. As a result, for this codebook setup, the likelihood of
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Algorithm 1: Proposed power method for optimizing
∥∥h̄θ

∥∥2.
1: Input: wθCodeBook , Ω0, hequivalent
2: Output: wθoptimized

3: Select wθCodeBook from the codebook {Wθ} that gives the maximum SNR in (11) and set

wθ = wθCodeBook so, Ω0 =

[
1

wθ

]
4: Set n = 1
5: for n < maximum number of iterations do
6: Compute Hi = hequivalent Ωi from the initial solution Ω0 and let the first entry

Hi,1 = sign
(
H∗i,1Hi,1

)
to ensure that the direct path is always assigned to 1 and

unconnected with the RIS configurations. sign(.) is the signum function
7: Set Ωi+1 =Hi and then quantize the current phases of all candidates arg([wθ ]i) where

i = 1, . . . ,N to be either
{

e jπ/2 or e− jπ/2
}

if arg([wθ ]i) ∈ [−π,0) and
arg([wθ ]i) ∈ [0,π) respectively.

8: Iterate until convergence
9: end for

10: After convergence wθOptimized is obtained.
11: Calculate the power allocation for subcarriers Ps as per (25).
12: Evaluate the data rate R in (6) by substituting wθ = wθoptimized and the optimized Ps resulting

from (25).

obtaining a strong SNR configuration is significantly high. The DFT matrices for the columns
F (Nv) and F (Nh) can be denoted as:

F (Nv) =


1 1 1 · · · 1
1 fNv f 2

Nv
· · · f Nv−1

Nv
...

...
...

...
...

1 f Nv−1
Nv

f 2(Nv−1)
Nv

· · · f (Nv−1)(Nv−1)
Nv

 , (3.10)

in this context, fNv = e− j2π/Nv = cos(2π/Nv)− sin(2π/Nv)). The variables Nv and Nh corre-
spond to the number of vertical and horizontal elements, respectively, within the RIS, as shown
in Fig. 3.1. To fit the RIS design, the phase shifts produced by the codebook should be quantized.
Therefore, the reflection coefficient wθ for element i can be either e jπ/2 if arg([wθ ]i) ∈ [−π,0)
or e− jπ/2 if arg([wθ ]i) ∈ [0,π). We looked through the codebook Wθ to find the best configura-
tion that will maximize the SNR in (11). The best phase configuration that can be created from
the codebook can be represented as wθCodeBook ∈Wθ . It is considered the standard or reference
point for achieving the maximum SNR:

SNR =
P
∣∣h̄θ

∣∣2
BNo

. (3.11)
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Algorithm 1 utilizes the optimal configuration with the highest SNR, which is determined by
evaluating P across all numbers of subcarriers.

3.3.2 Problem Formulation

The objective of this research is to enhance the sum rate received by the user by optimizing the
transmit power P and reflection coefficient vector wθ across all the RIS elements. The optimiza-
tion problem (OP1) can be formulated mathematically to represent the problem of maximizing
the sum rate:

(OP1) max
P,wθ

R(P,wθ ) =
K−1

∑
s=0

log2

(
1+

Ps
∣∣ f H

s hd + f H
s V⊤wθ

∣∣2
BNo

)
,

s.t:

(C1) : | [wθ ]i|= 1, ∀i ∈ N,

(C2) :
1
K

K−1

∑
s=0

Ps ≤ P,

(C3) : Ps ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ K.

(3.12)

The first constraint (C1) confirms that there is no pathloss in the reflection of each RIS element.
It is necessary to use unit magnitude elements as RIS elements do not amplify or decode signals
like relays. Constraint (C2) specifies that power allocations across all subcarriers must not
exceed the power budget of the base station and should be≥ 0, as indicated in constraint (C3). It
is important to note that the non-convexity of the (OP1) over the unit modular constraint (C1) for
all RIS elements [107] is addressed by iteratively utilizing the power method until convergence
is achieved, leading to the optimal wθ that can impact all subcarriers. Furthermore, the power in
constraint (C2) is allocated to each subcarrier using the well-established water-filling algorithm.

3.3.3 Proposed Solutions

Power Method

In order to optimize the RIS phase shifts, we employ the power method to identify a low-
complex solution. It determines the channel power’s dominating eigenvector. The channel
power is given as follows:
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∥∥h̄θ

∥∥2
=

[
1

wθ

]H

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΩH

[
hd,V⊤

]H [
hd,V⊤

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

hequivalent

[
1

wθ

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

. (3.13)

We consider that the channels hd and V are known at the receiver. To initiate the power method
and optimize the quadratic form of the channel

∥∥h̄θ

∥∥2, we select wθCodeBook from the codebook
Wθ ∈ CN×N as shown in Algorithm 1. The power method determines the dominant eigenvalue

by iteratively computing Ωi+1 =
hequivalent Ωi

∥hequivalent Ωi∥ from the initial solution Ω0 =

[
1

wθ

]
, where we

set wθ = wθCodeBook , until convergence, following the steps outlined in Algorithm 1.

Semidefinite Relaxation Method

The s-th (s = 0,1, . . . ,K−1) subcarrier has a channel gain as follows:

∥∥h̄θ

∥∥2
=

K−1

∑
s=0

∣∣∣ f H
v hd + f H

v V⊤wθ

∣∣∣2 . (3.14)

The channel gain fluctuates as a function of the passive beamforming vector wθ . In order to
increase the data rate in (3.6), we develop an optimization problem, relying on (3.14), using
beamforming reflection coefficient vector wθ and fairly allocating the power over the entire
subcarriers. The optimization problem below is specifically reformulated as follows:

(OP2)max
P,wθ

K−1

∑
s=0

∣∣∣ f H
v hd + f H

v V⊤wθ

∣∣∣2 ,
s.t:

(C1): |[wθ ]i|= 1, ∀i ∈ N,

(C2): 1
K ∑

K−1
s=0 Pv ≤ P,

(C3): Pv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ K,

(3.15)

where unnecessary terms have been removed for the sake of clarity. Keep in mind that the sum
channel gain maximization at the user is the optimal value of (OP2). Through the use of the
semidefinite relaxation approach, we are able to solve the problem (OP2) sub-optimally. Thus,
the (OP2) objective function of (3.15) is denoted as:

Ũ =
K−1

∑
s=0

f H
v VV H (3.16)

ũ =
K−1

∑
s=0

f H
v V hd (3.17)
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D̃ =
K−1

∑
s=0

∣∣ f H
v hd

∣∣2 (3.18)

where (OP2) is equivalent to:

(OP3): max
wθ

wH
θ Ũwθ +wH

θ ũ+ ũHwθ + D̃

s.t:

|[wθ ]i|= 1,∀i = 1,2, . . . ,K

1
K

K−1

∑
s=0

Pv ≤ P,

pv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ K

(3.19)

Problem (OP3) is easily distinguishable as a non-convex QCQP problem, which can be rewritten
as a homogeneous QCQP problem. In particular, by describing:

Q =

[
Ũ ũ

ũH 0

]
, w̃θ =

[
wθ

t

]
, (3.20)

where, t is an auxiliary variable. Let us define φ = w̃θ w̃⊤
θ

with rank (φ) = 1. Optimization
Problem (OP3) is changed into the following problem:

(OP4) : max
φ

tr(Qφ)+ D̃

s.t:

[φ ]i,i = 1, ∀i = 1,2, . . . ,N +1

φ ≥ 0.

(3.21)

It is noted that due to the rank-one constraint, (OP4) is still not convex. As a result, We apply
the SDR method to overcome the rank-one constraint, transforming (OP4) into a convex SDP
that can be solved effectively with the help of current convex optimization solvers like CVX
[238]. It is important to note that the ideal objective value of (OP4) acts as an upper bound
on that of (OP2). However, the best solution φ∗ to (OP4) might not be a rank-one answer. As
a consequence, using the Gaussian randomization method, we produce the following rank-one
solution.

φ
∗ = ΛΣΛ

H (3.22)

where Λ = [ρ1, · · · ,ρN+1] and Σ = diag(A1, · · · ,AN+1) are unitary and diagonal matrices, re-
spectively, both with the size of (N+1)×(N+1). then we obtain a suboptimal solution to (OP4)
as w̃∗

θ
=ΛΣM where M∈C(N+1)×1 is a random vector generated according to M∈NC (0, IN+1)

denoting the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) distribution with zero mean and
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covariance matrix IN+1. Finally, we achieve a suboptimal solution to the issue (OP2) as wθ
∗ =

e j∠([w̃θ
∗]1:N/[w̃θ ]N+1).

Strongest Tap Maximization Method

According to STM, the received signal power should be concentrated in the time domain rather
than distributed over the K subcarriers. Therefore, choosing a configuration that is suitable for
a single channel tap is preferable to the one which is suitable for a single subcarrier. This is
especially valid if one of the LoS propagation paths is significantly more powerful than all other
paths. It should be noted that the total energy of the incoming signals, computed in the frequency
domain, is the objective function in (3.15). The optimization Problem (OP2) is thus equivalent
to the following problem:

(OP5) :max
wθ

M−1

∑
l=0

hd[l]+ v⊤l wθ

s.t:

|[wθ ]i|= 1, ∀i ∈ N.

(3.23)

Because practical wireless communication systems have M≪ K , it should be noted that com-
puting the objective function in (3.23) is more effective than calculating it in (3.15). To start, we
determine the vector wθ that increases the magnitude of every channel tap. We then select the
solution resulting in the largest magnitude with respect to the channel tap index l.

ℓopt = argmax
ℓ∈{0,...,M−1}

∣∣hd[ℓ]+ vT
ℓ ωℓ

∣∣2 (3.24)

Consequently, we obtain the following sub-optimal solution to the problem (OP2) as wθl =[
ej(arg(hd [l])−arg([vl ]1)), . . . ,ej(arg(hd [l])−arg([vl ]N))

]T
, where the argument of a complex number is

provided by arg(·) and the nth entry of vl is signified by [vℓ]n. The phase of every component in
the inner product vT

l ωl is rotated in this solution to line up with the phase of hd[ℓ].

Water-filling Algorithm

All subcarriers P0, . . . ,PK−1 have a power distribution that satisfies P = 1
K ∑

K−1
s=0 Ps, where Ps =

E
{
|x̄[v]|2

}
is the power assigned to subcarrier s. The symbol E{.} represents the expectation

operator. To determine the optimal amount of power assigned to each subcarrier, the water-filling
algorithm [107] can be employed.

Ps = max

(
η− BNo∣∣ f H

s hd + f H
s V⊤wθ

∣∣2 ,0
)
, (3.25)
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Figure 3.2: Fair Power allocations for all subcarriers in STM method, SDR method, Power
method and the case when the RIS surface is unconfigured

where, the parameter η ≥ 0 is chosen to satisfy 1
K ∑

K−1
s=0 Ps = P. Consequently, the power allo-

cated for sth subcarrier Ps is dependent on the water level parameter η and can be re-written as
follows.

Ps =


η− BNo

| f H
s hd+ f H

s V⊤wθ |2
if η ≥ BNo

| f H
s hd+ f H

s V⊤wθ |2

0 if η < BNo

| f H
s hd+ f H

s V⊤wθ |2
(3.26)

The water-filling algorithm is used to allocate the transmitted power fairly to all subcarriers
in the different optimization methods, STM, SDR, Power method and the case when the surface
is unconfigured. In Fig. 3.2, we show how the water-filling algorithm allocates the 15 Watt
power for the entire number of subcarriers fairly taking into consideration the channel gain
status. the black circles in the figure refer to the amount of power allocated by the algorithm to
some subcarriers taking into consideration their corresponding noise to signal ratio status.

3.3.4 Computational Complexity

This section discusses the computational complexity of the proposed optimization methods for
allocating fair power to all subcarriers and tuning phases of the RIS. To estimate the Big-O (O)

complexity of these methods, we followed the same procedure as in [106]. The complexity of the
power method can be calculated by considering the steps in Algorithm 1. The algorithm requires
(N+1)2 complex multiplications for the term hequivalent , while the term hequivalent Ωi necessitates
(N + 1) complex multiplications and phases quantization demands N complex computations.
Additionally, allocating power to all subcarriers requires 2(KM) complex multiplications. Thus,
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Table 3.1: Proposed methods complexities and qualities
Method Complexity Objective Function Quality
Power O

((
(N +1)2 +

(N +1)+N)IR +
2(KM))

Equivalent Power of the
channel

Low complex and sub-
optimal solution

SDR O
((

2(N +1)2 +

(N +1)4.5 +
2(KM))

Equivalent Power of the
channel

High complex and sub-
optimal solution

STM O((N)+2(KM)) Equivalent Power of the
channel

Low complex and sub-
optimal

the estimated overall complexity per iteration is denoted as OPower :

OPower = O
((
(N +1)2 +(N +1)+N

)
IR +2(KM)

)
(3.27)

where, IR represents the maximum number of iterations required to achieve the optimal data rate.
The complexity of the SDR method can be determined by calculating the complex operations
of the following terms. The terms Q and φ in (3.20) require (N + 1)2 complex multiplications
for each of them. The gaussian randomization method needs (N+1)4.5 complex multiplications
to compute the best solution φ∗. Moreover, power allocation for all subcarriers, as per Fig.
3.2 SDR method, needs 2(KM) complex multiplications. Consequently, the overall estimated
complexity is given as OSDR:

OSDR =
(

2(N +1)2 +(N +1)4.5 +2(KM)
)

(3.28)

The complexity in (3.28) meets with the computational complexities estimated in [107]
and [167]. The complexity in [107] is O

(
NKISA +N4.5K3.5IT

)
where ISA denotes the num-

ber of iterations that the successive approximation requires and IT is the total time that is needed
to solve the problem during the successive convex approximation algorithm. Furthermore, the
complexity is calculated as O(N +1)4.5 in [167]. Consequently, the complexity in (3.28) coin-
cides with the results in [107] and [167] in terms of the complexity degree of O(N)4.5. Further-
more, the complexity for STM method is computed using the same procedure:

OST M = O((N)+2(KM)) (3.29)

The methods complexities are compared in Table 3.1. It is obvious from Table 3.1 that the
SDR complexity is the highest in terms of O(N)4.5 while the STM is the lowest in terms of O(N)

and the power method is lying in between SDR and STM with Complexity O(N)2.
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Table 3.2: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value

Carrier frequency fc 4e9 Hz
Speed of light c 3e8 m/s
Wavelength λ 0.075 m

Total number of elements N 400
Number of horizontal Elements Nhor 20

Number of vertical Elements Nver 20
Vertical and horizontal element spacing λ/4

AP Location in meter, Coordinates [x,y,z]
[

40−200 0
]⊤

User Location in meter, Coordinates [x,y,z]
[

20 0 0
]⊤

RIS Location in meter, Coordinates [x,y,z]
[

0 0 0
]⊤

Pathloss NLoS 34.53+38log10(d)
Pathloss LoS 30.18+26log10(d)

Channel Taps M 23
Total Number of Subcarriers K 1000

Transmitted Power P 15 W
Bandwidth B 15e6 Hz

3.4 Simulation Results

We analyze the performance of our suggested approaches for increasing the RIS-aided SISO-
OFDM system achievable data rate by providing numerical results from Monte Carlo simula-
tions. The simulation parameters are considered by using the 3GPP channel model [231] and
Table 3.2. In this study, we take into account an OFDM system with number of subcarriers
K = 1000 and a more realistic multi-path channel model with channel taps M = 23 at random
delays and an exponential power decay profile. The AP, user, RIS locations coordinates in meter
are shown in Fig. 3.1. We considered LoS channels between the AP-RIS-User indirect link as
per Fig. 3.1, to guarantee effective transmissions and large channel gains. However, the NLoS
propagation is assumed between the AP and the user direct link. We contrast the achieved data
rate of the suggested methods with the system’s upper bound. For Comparison with the system
upper bound, we consider the power method, SDR, STM benchmark schemes, the random phase
shifts and the case when the surface is Un-configured where we replaced the RIS with a passive
metal sheet causing zero phase-shifts for the entire elements. We search in the codebook Wθ for
the best configuration that maximize the SNR in (3.11). Fig. 3.3 depicts the related strongest
and weakest SNR with a difference of around 20 dB. The strongest SNR configuration is fur-
ther utilized in Algorithm 1. The strong SNR which is achieved by the beamforming codebook
increases the data rate as per Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6.

In order to validate the performance of the proposed method, Fig. 3.4 shows the performance
of the iterative power method and the benchmark schemes at different SNR values, with N =

400. It is noticed that all the schemes with RIS (SDR method, power method and random
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Figure 3.4: Achievable data rate versus SNR.

phase) outperform the scheme without RIS (un-configured surface), owing to the RIS-enhanced
average channel power between the AP and the user. Additionally, the proposed iterative power
method and the SDR scheme both significantly outperform the random phase scheme in terms
of achievable rate because of the tuned RIS coefficients that help the direct and the reflecting
channel to be superimposed more constructively at the receiver. The SDR method shows slightly
superior performance to the power method at low and high SNR regimes. Nevertheless, the
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the achievable data rate versus number of subcarriers for diferent
schemes when N = 4096.

Figure 3.6: Comparison of data rate versus the number of subcarriers when considering LoS
channel between the AP-RIS-User composite indirect link when N = 400.

performance gap between them is very small and can be sacrificed for the sake of practical
implementations and lower complexity.

The data rate of the proposed methods is compared in Fig. 3.6 considering LoS channels
between the AP-RIS-User indirect link as per Fig. 3.1. The heuristic STM method outperforms
both the SDR and the power methods while the data rate is the lowest in case of the uncon-
figured RIS (metal sheet). The achievable data rate is dramatically boosted up as the range of
subcarriers increases. In comparison to unconfigured RIS (metal sheet) configuration, the pro-
posed approaches improve the sum data rate dramatically with an optimized RIS because of the
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of data rate versus the number of subcarriers when considering NLoS
channel between the AP-RIS-User composite indirect link.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of data rates for different values of N.

adjusted RIS coefficients that allow the direct and reflecting channels to be integrated at the re-
ceiver more effectively and constructively. The power method shows the lowest data rate among
the other methods however, it is a practical way to configure the RIS surface by implementing
the strongest SNR configuration selected from the Wθ codebook. The SDR method outperforms
the power method by optimizing the quadratic form of the channel power, however, the STM
method shows the highest achievable data rate since it implements the dominant LoS in the
composite AP-RIS-User channel.

Unlike the scenario in Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7 incorporates the example when the path to the RIS
encounters an NLoS, which sheds light on two influences: There is no dominant path, and the
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Figure 3.10: Runtime consumption for each optimization method when N = 400.

path via the RIS is weaker. The upper bound and the unconfigured RIS surface (metal sheet)
are much closer together due to the weaker path through the RIS, whereas the absence of the
dominating path leads to the impossibility to identify a single RIS configuration that works for
the total number of subcarriers. Fig. 3.7 results meet with [12] when the authors demonstrated
the same scenario for the STM method and the upper bound cases.

An important parameter that should be taken into account when investigating the data rate
is the dimension of the RIS surface. The RIS enhances the data rate and it increases further
when the surface is large are per Fig. 3.8. We compare the achievable rate of different schemes
versus the number of RIS elements at SNR = 20 dB. It is clear that the rate performance of the
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Figure 3.11: (a). Two configurations:θn ∈ {0,π} (b). Four configurations: θn ∈
{0,π,π/2,−π/2}

un-configured surface (zero phase shifts) scheme at the RIS is independent of the number of
elements. However, the tuned RIS phase profiles in the other schemes (STM, SDR and power
method) enhanced the data rate with the increase number of RIS elements. The highest average
data rate over the entire bandwidth is shown when the number of elements on the surface is
N = 400, while the lower data rate is obtained at N = 100 or less.

Another crucial factor that should be considered is the complexity and runtime. Table 3.1
reveals the complexity level for each method. The complexity in SDR method is O

(
N4.5) while

it is very less in both power and STM methods, O
(
N2) and O(N) respectively. We illustrated

the complexity level and the runtime consumption for each method in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10
respectively. We noticed that the SDR method complexity is the highest (more than 6 millions of
complex multiplications) with a runtime larger than 50 minutes, however, the complexity in the
other two methods, STM and the power method, is less than the SDR with few minutes runtime
consumption.

The above simulation results considered low finite resolution phase shift configurations. Two
phase configurations (1-bit RIS) θn ∈ {0,π} or

{
π

2 ,
−π

2

}
are used to maximize the SNR at the

user. It is preferable, for more realistic and practical scenarios in the design, to select the phase
shifts which are limited to a certain number of states. The higher resolutions necessitate complex
RIS design with different bias voltages dedicated for each state. For example, in 2-bit RIS
scenario four phase configurations are required for each RIS cell or element while the 3-bit RIS
design switch over to eight-phase configurations. The channel gains βH,ℓ and βG,ℓb move along
the unit circle with these phase shifts configurations while the path βd,ℓ cannot be moved since
it is the direct channel path as per Fig. 3.1. Consequently, if 1-bit RIS design is considered then
one should select 0 or π phase shift. If 0 phase shift is selected, then the gains βH,ℓ and βG,ℓb will
remain at the location where they are on the unit circle however, if π is chosen then the gains
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will move to the opposite side of the circle. The key point is to shift theses signal gains βH,ℓ

and βG,ℓb in the same half-space of the unit circle as the direct channel gain so, one can add all
the terms

(
βd,ℓ,βH,ℓ and βG,ℓ

)
constructively. The same procedure can be repeated for higher

resolutions of phases where all the signals are added up in the same quadrant of the unit circle
as the direct path. Therefore, higher phase resolutions are not required as long as the signals can
be added constructively without cancelling each other. An illustration is shown on the unit circle
for two and four finite phase resolutions when the RIS has two elements only for simplicity [12].
All the signals are gathered in the same half space in the two configurations case while they are
in the same quadrant in the four configurations case as per Fig. 3.11.

The finite phase resolutions for different bit-RIS designs are studied in the case of the STM
scheme. The obtained results of the sum data rate in case of higher-bit RIS are very close
to the 1-bit and 2-bit RIS and this is expected since the path phases of the indirect channels
are aligned with the dominant LoS path of the direct channel gain in the STM method. Conse-
quently, they are added up constructively at the receiver and hence increase the SNR and the sum
rate. However, choosing higher-bit RIS design increase the complexity from O((N)+2(KM)) to
O((2N)+2(KM)) due to assigning more phases for each RIS individual element and the switch-
ing between of them to aim the direction of the beamforming towards the receiver. Furthermore,
the increase in the computational complexity O(2N) instead of O(N) is negligible and will in-
crease the run time few seconds only. The challenge is clearly evident in the RIS hardware when
higher-bit RIS is required. Generally speaking, it is required more PIN or varactor diodes for
each RIS cell or element to achieve more states of phases so, it not recommended to complicate
the design and increase the cost by selecting high-bit RIS while the 1-bit RIS phase profile can
give comparable sum data rate performance. Fig. 3.12 shows the data rate for different bit RIS
designs with slight difference in the performance for the STM scheme when N = 900 elements.
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Considering the MU scenario, in Fig. 3.13, the heuristic STM technique surpasses the SDR,
the iterative power, the random and the RIS when is it is replaced by an absorbed material and
passive metal sheet in terms of data rate performance. However, the data rate is at its mini-
mum when dealing with an unconfigured RIS, represented by a absorbed material and metal
sheet. Nevertheless, the STM outperforms all other methods for the users who enjoys LoS
path from the RIS and the achievable rate is degraded for the NLoS users from the RIS. This
is due to the fact that the STM approach of maximizing the strongest tap, aiming to enhance
the magnitude of the largest element in the channel vector hd +V Twθ . While effective for LoS
channels, this method does not perform well for NLoS channels. Compared to an unconfigured
RIS, the proposed approaches (STM,SDR and iterative power) yield a significant enhancement
in the achieved data rate through the optimized RIS configurations with a 2.5× increase. This
improvement is due to the adjusted RIS coefficients, which facilitate a more efficient and con-
structive integration of both direct and reflected channels at the user. The iterative power-based
algorithm, although providing a lower data rate than the SDR algorithm, offers a practical and
realistic means to tune and program the RIS surface. This is achieved by applying the configura-
tion with the strongest SNR, chosen from the wθ codebook. The SDR algorithm surpasses both
the iterative power method and the random phase case. However, it comes with the trade-off of
higher computational complexity.

In Fig. 3.14, we juxtapose the achievable data rates of various strategies against the number
of RIS elements, with SNR of 25 dB. Initial observations reveal two significant patterns. Firstly,
it becomes evident that the rate achieved with the random phase shift approach on the RIS
remains unaffected by the number of elements. This outcome is anticipated, given that this
method solely relies on aperture gain, lacking any passive beamforming gain. However, the
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Figure 3.14: Achievable rates versus number of reflecting elements N using different schemes.

random configuration is still higher in the achieved data rates than the unconfigured metal and
absorbing sheets cases. Furthermore, a distinct trend emerges: STM, SDR and iterative power-
based methods exhibit better performance compared to the random phase involving the RIS, as
well as the unconfigured surfaces.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we showed that the RIS can be configured to provide significantly higher data
rates, in comparison with a uniform surface, e.g., metal sheets. The codebook approach was im-
plemented to generate varieties of phase configurations for the RIS surface in which we searched
for the best configuration to be used in the optimization process. A problem formulation is de-
scribed, and a solution is presented using different optimization methods and the water-filling
algorithm. The data rate which is produced by different methods is compared with the upper
bound. We noticed that all methods give performance near the upper bound, however, the data
rate declines with the decrease in the dimensional area of the surface (number of elements per
dimension). in addition, we have proved that the STM and the power methods are simple ways
to configure the RIS with lower complexity and less runtime consumption. Selecting higher-bit
RIS phase resolutions enhances slightly the sum data rate but at the cost of the hardware and
computational complexities. The 1-bit RIS gives performance very close to the higher-bit phases
which is enough to align the direct and the indirect paths constructively at the receiver. The RIS
is a promising technology and is predicted to have a significant contribution in the 6G networks
so, the search for low complex algorithms with reasonable data rate outcomes is crucial and
necessary for realistic communications models.



Chapter 4

Data Rate Investigation of RIS-assisted
Communication Considering MC and EMI
Effects

In wireless communications, various study findings have shown that a RIS may successfully
alter wireless wave parameters like phase and amplitude without requiring sophisticated signal
processing and decoding at the receiver. However, it is necessary to take into account designing
the surface under a realistic frequency selective fading channel. Because of this, we chose a
wideband OFDM multi-user communication system based on an actual RIS setup that considers
MC and EMI. In this chapter, we used Hadamard matrix in the pilot transmissions to estimate
the uncontrollable and the controllable channels. The best pilot configuration was selected to
initialize the gradient descent method in order to calculate the optimal reflection coefficient that
maximize the data rate for each user in the presence of EMI and MC. Simulation results revealed
that the data rate has been degraded when considering EMI and MC for around 30 Mbits/s for
each user. This confirms that both EMI and MC must be given considerable attention in our
research due to their inevitable effects on the system performance.

4.1 Introduction

RISs are a recent innovation in the field of wireless communication research. The RISs are
electromagnetically produced intelligent surfaces. Microelectronic circuits that are capable of
wireless communication are used to regulate the materials and handling wireless propagation
scenarios in a manner that was not before known [113, 114]. The RISs are made up of many
tiny, inexpensive passive components (elements) that may be used to change wireless waves that
impinge on them in ways that ordinary substances and materials cannot. It is important to note
that prior research primarily focused on frequency flat fading channels for narrowband commu-
nications, where the reflection coefficients of the RIS are intended to modify the phase of the

87
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Figure 4.1: Simulation setup for multi-users OFDM aided RIS communication

BS-RIS-User reflected path with the BS-User direct path for constructive interference. The RIS
reflection coefficients must, however, account for all signal paths at varying delays when chan-
nels with frequency-selective fading nature are present, making optimization challenges more
difficult to resolve. In contrast, several subcarriers in OFDM systems favour various configura-
tions over a single one, which complicates the optimization process and reduces the effective-
ness of RIS [113]. Heuristic techniques of various complexity are proposed in [160, 178, 243]
for coupled channel estimation and RIS configuration in OFDM setups.

However, high percentage of the previous works did not take into consideration the effects of
MC and EMI on RIS performance. According to our knowledge, we notice that the literature is
lacking such important parameters and most of the research obtained results are overoptimistic.
We have investigated RIS setup to look at the effect on the information rate for both the users
who have LoS and the NLoS users under MC and EMI in a SISO MU OFDM communication
Setup. In this Chapter, we developed the gradient descent method to reach to the optimal pilot
configuration for each user. Simulation results revealed the gap in performance between the
ideal case (when there is no EMI and MC) and the case when they have effect on the system
setup. A summary of the remaining of this chapter is given as following. The system model is
introduced in Section 4.2. The EMI and channel model is the focus of Section 4.3, while section
4.4 present the phase shift model that is realistic. We show the pilot transmission and channel
estimation in section 4.5. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 depict the dataset and the RIS optimization with
the knowledge of EMI, respectively. Simulation results and summary for the chapter are given
in section 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. Finally, section ?? list the publications resulted from this
chapter.
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4.2 System Model

We take into account an OFDM-based MU wireless system where a RIS is used to improve
communication between a BS and a user, as shown in Fig. 4.1. We assume for the sake of
explanation that both the BS and the user are outfitted with a single antenna. It is consid-
ered that the RIS consists of N passive reflecting elements which is organized into a homo-
geneous planar array with horizontal row elements Nhor = 64 and vertical column elements
Nver = 64. The system’s entire bandwidth is evenly split into K orthogonal subcarriers (SCs),
similar to a typical OFDM-based system. All subcarriers’ power distributions P0, . . . ,PK−1

fulfil P = 1
K ∑

K−1
s=0 ps where ps = E

{
|x̄[s]|2

}
is the power given to subcarrier s. Let the di-

rect channel hd = [hd[0], . . . , . . . ,hd[M−1]]⊤ ∈ CM×1 describes all the direct (uncontrollable)
channel coefficients. Additionally, there is a M-tap baseband equivalent multipath channel
for the BS-RIS-user link via which the RIS reflects the signal that the BS transmits before it
reaches the users. Consequently, let H = [h0, . . . ,hM−1] ∈ CN×M is the BS-RIS channel where
hl ∈ CN×1 corresponds to the l-th tap, 0 ≤ l ≤ M− 1 while G = [g0, . . . , .,gM−1] ∈ CN×M is
the RIS-User channel where gH

l ∈ C1×N corresponds to the l-th tap, 0 ≤ l ≤ M− 1. When
the signal is received at the RIS, each element re-scatters it with a different reflection coeffi-
cient so, wθ = diag

(
e j /01 ,e j /02, . . . ,e j /0N

)
is the diagonal matrix that contains the reflection coef-

ficients of the RIS. For the sake of clarity, let us denote V = [v0, . . . ,vM−1] ∈CN×M where vH
l =

gH
l diag(hl) ∈ C1×N . Then we have vH

l wθ = gH
l wθ hl that characterizes the BS-RIS-User com-

posite channel at the l-th tap. The received signal zk ∈ C at the s-th subcarrier s = 0, . . . ,K−1
using the DFT at the RIS is given [228]:

zk = Hkxk + eEMI, (4.1)

where, xk is the transmitted signal and eEMI ∈ CN is the EMI produced by the incoming uncon-
trollable waves. The received signal rk ∈ C at the receiver is given as per Fig. 4.1:

rk = zkwθ GH
k +hdxk + ek, (4.2)

where, ek ∼ NC
(
0,σ2

e
)

is the receiver noise affecting the wave reception except for the EMI
reflected by the RIS. By substituting (4.1) in (4.2).

rk =
(
GH

k wθ Hk +hd
)

xk +wθ GH
k eEMI + ek. (4.3)

Let us denote hθ =
(
GH

k wθ Hk +hd
)

and G= wθ GH
k . We can represent (4.3) in a vector form as

follows:
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r̄[0]

...
r̄[K−1]

=


h̄θ [0]

...
h̄θ [K−1]

⊙


x̄[0]
...

x̄[K−1]




GēEMI[0]
...

GēEMI[K−1]




ē[0]
...

ē[K−1]

 (4.4)

where, ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product. The output of the OFDM block can be described in a
short form as follows:

r̄ = h̄θ ⊙ x̄+ ḠēEMI + ē. (4.5)

We notice that the channel frequency response of h̄θ is:

h̄θ = F


hd[0]+ vH

0 wθ

...
hd[M−1]+ vH

M−1wθ

= F
(
hd +V Hwθ

)
(4.6)

where, F is a K×M DFT matrix. At each s-th SC, the channel frequency response is charac-
terised as follows:

hθk = f H
s hd + f H

s V Hwθ , s = 0, . . . ,K−1, (4.7)

where, f H
s describes the k-th row of the DFT matrix F . Consequently for all subcarriers K

with equal power distribution, we can represent the total sum information rate for a known wθ

configuration and complete channel knowledge as follows:

R=
B

K +M−1

K−1

∑
s=0

log2

(
1+

P
∣∣ f H

s hd + f H
s V Hwθ

∣∣2
Aσ2GHRG+σ2

e

)
(4.8)

where, the total bandwidth is B , P is the radiated power in watt, M is the channel taps and the
term Aσ2GHRG is the interference term that will be considered as a noise in this chapter. We
will define and explain the channel and the EMI parameters in section 4.3.

4.3 EMI and Channel Model

RIS-enhanced communications is a burgeoning area of interest drawing considerable attention,
with numerous studies highlighting potential advantages in spectral and energy efficiency. How-
ever, it’s common practice to solely focus on the signals generated by the system, overlooking
the EMI or "noise" inherent in any environment. This EMI can stem from various sources, in-
cluding natural phenomena, deliberate actions, or unintentional emissions such as those from
man-made devices or background radiation. Essentially, any uncontrolled wireless signal con-
tributes to EMI. Despite its ubiquitous presence in wireless communication systems, EMI can
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significantly impact system performance. When EMI impinges on the RIS, it is absorbed pro-
portionally to its area and then re-radiated. Although the re-radiated EMI may not be directed
towards the intended receiver, a substantial portion of its energy, owing to the extensive sur-
face area of the RIS, may still reach it, thereby degrading the system’s end-to-end Signal SNR,
typically optimized under the assumption of only thermal noise presence.

4.3.1 EMI Model

A cline of incoming plane waves from external sources are superimposed to create the EMI
eEMI . The eEMI is modelled as in [228] and distributed as eEMI ∼NC

(
0,Aσ2R

)
where A is the

RIS element area, σ2 is the interference variance and the (n,m)-th unit of R is given by:

[R]n,m =
∫∫

π/2

−π/2
e jK(ϕ,ϑ)T(Un−Um) f (ϕ,ϑ)dϕdϑ , (4.9)

where, K(ϕ,ϑ) = 2π

λ
[cos(ϑ)cos(ϕ),cos(ϑ)sin(ϕ),sin(ϑ)]T is the wave number that describes

the phase changes of the plane waves in relation to its three Cartesian coordinates. f (ϕ,ϑ) is
the power angular density with

∫∫ π/2
−π/2 f (ϕ,ϑ)dϕdϑ = 1 and Un = [0, i(n)dv, j(n)dh]

T is the
location of the n-th element with n ∈ [1,N]. dv and dh are the vertical and horizontal elements
spacing where, d2

v = d2
h = A and i(n) and j(n) are the horizontal and vertical indices of element

n. Under circumstances of isotropic distribution (i.e. uniform distribution from all angles), (4.9)
can be reduced to [37]: [

Riso
]

n,m
= sinc

(
2∥Un−Um∥

λ

)
, (4.10)

where, ∥ · ∥ is the Euclidean norm.

4.3.2 Channel Model

The propagation models used in this research are more realistic because it considers multipath
and can be represented by array response vectors rather than narrow flat fading channel. The
channels are determined by the shape of the RIS and environment. Particularly, the wideband
channel of [113] is implemented, where the BS-User direct uncontrollable link is given as:

hd =
Ld

∑
ℓ=1

√
βd,ℓe− j2π fcτd,ℓ


sinc

(
0+B

(
ς − τd,ℓ

))
...

sinc
(
M−1+B

(
ς − τd,ℓ

))
 , (4.11)

where, Ld is the number of propagation paths, Bd,ℓ ≥ 0 is the pathloss of the l-th path, τd,ℓ is
the propagation delay and ς is the sampling delay over the shortest path. Similarly, it is worth
mentioning that explicit knowledge of individual channels hl and gH

l are not needed and the
controllable composite link BS-RIS-User is given by:
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V =
La

∑
ℓ=1

Lb

∑
ℓb=1

√
βH,ℓβG,ℓbe− j2π fc(τH,ℓ+τG,ℓ)

)(
a
(
ϕH,ℓ,ϑH,ℓ

)

⊙a
(
ϕG,ℓb,ϑG,ℓb

))
sinc

(
0+B

(
ς − τH,ℓ− τG,ℓb

))
...

sinc
(
M−1+B

(
ς − τH,ℓ− τG,ℓb

))

⊤

,

(4.12)

where, La and Lb are the propagation paths from the BS to the RIS and from the RIS to the
users, respectively. BH,ℓ ≥ 0, and BG,ℓb ≥ 0, are the pathlosses from the BS to the RIS and from
the RIS to the user, respectively. τH,ℓ and τG,ℓb are the propagation delays to and from the RIS
and a(ϕ,ϑ) is the array response vector with ϕ and ϑ are the azimuth and elevation angles.
We perform pilot transmission in section V to estimate the channels hd and V at the receiver
however, accurate knowledge of the channel link G between the RIS and the users is needed to
calculate the uncontrollable EMI so, we will assume the knowledge of G at the receiver. The
simulations parameters are considered based on 3GPP channel models [161, 231].

4.4 Practical Phase Shift Model

The corresponding model for the n-th reflecting element impedance is provided by [23]:

Zn

(
Cn,Ω

ohm
n

)
=

j2π fcI1

(
j2π fcI2 +

1
j2π fccn

+Ωohm
n

)
j2π fcI1 +

(
j2π fcI2 +

1
j2π fccn

+Ωohm
n

) . (4.13)

The bottom layer inductance, top layer inductance, effective capacitance, effective resistance,
and carrier frequency of the incident signal are represented as I1, I2,Cn,Ω

ohm
n and fc respectively.

The reflection coefficient describes the portion of the reflected electromagnetic wave that is
attributable to the discontinuity in impedance between the element Zn

(
Cn,Ω

ohm
n
)

and free space
impedance Zo:

Γn =
Zn
(
Cn,Ω

ohm
n
)
−Zo

Zn
(
Cn,Ωohm

n
)
+Zo

. (4.14)

Γn being a function of Cn,Ω
ohm
n and fc, allows us to control and programme the reflected elec-

tromagnetic waves by changing the values of Cn,Ω
ohm
n and fc. Cn has values that vary from 0.15

pF to 1.5 pF, Ωohm
n = 1 ohm, Zo = 377, and f = 4GHz. The RIS element will scatter a sinu-

soidal signal impinging at frequency f with an amplitude of |Γn| and a phase shift of arg(Γn).
For example, in the case of a one-bit RIS, one PIN diode is required per RIS element, and more
diodes are needed for more resolution but at the cost of complex design. Consequently, the RIS
is adjusted by using multiple PIN diodes numbers assigned to every element. Two alternative
capacitance values can be used with each PIN diode. In this investigation, we look at the in-
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Figure 4.2: a) Amplitude and b) Phase responses versus Cn
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Figure 4.3: Reflected amplitude vs. phase shift for RIS element

formation rate for users for different capacitance value pairs that correlate to varying reflecting
phase shifts per RIS element. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the responses of amplitude and phase for dif-
ferent values of capacitances. It was found that because the amplitude response and phase shifts
of the reflecting element are typically non-linearly linked, they cannot be controlled separately.
The reflection amplitude , as illustrated in Fig. 4.3, achieves a modest value at phase shift equals
zero, but it grows consistently as the phase shift reaches 180 or -180 degrees and asymptotically
approaches one. As a consequence, it is incorrect for many earlier research to assume that the
amplitude response value is one.

The reflecting phase shift provided by each capacitance value varies. For instance, the ca-
pacitance values of 0.5011 pF and 0.3732 pF correspond to phases of -90 and 90 respectively,
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Figure 4.4: Assigned capacitance of itself and its surrounding elements is correlated with the
actual capacitance of the RIS element at row 10 and column 10.

and will provide a 180 phase shift spacing per element. When RIS is included, the reflection
coefficients can be expressed as follows [185]:

wθ =


Γ(C1, fc)

...
Γ(CN , fc)

 , (4.15)

where, Cn ∈ {C1, . . . ,CN} is the actual capacitance value of element n. We used the statistical
correlation model of the coupling effect in [185] to study the effect of MC on the performance:

Cn =
N

∑
i=1

C∼i,θ
100−dn,i

λ

∑
N
j=1 100−dn,i

λ

, (4.16)

where, dn,i is the distance between element n and element i, C∼i,θ is the capacitance assigned
to element i and λ is the wavelength. By examining the element in row 10 of column 10, the
factor multiplied by C∼i,θ , in (4.16) for the various elements is shown in Fig. 4.4. We see that
the assigned capacitance of the element and the intended capacitance of its neighbours both
affect the actual capacitance to 45% and 55%, respectively. The more closely two elements are
together, the more they effect one another [185]. The effect of MC on the reflection coefficient
phase response at the carrier frequency fc = 4 GHz is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The assigned
capacitance value for the element is changed due to the MC effect and hence the corresponding
phase is changed accordingly. For example in the case without MC, the assigned values of
capacitance 0.37 pF and 0.5 pF are corresponding to phase shifts 90 and -90 degrees. However,
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Figure 4.5: Reflection coefficients phase response in (4.14) considering mutual coupling at
4GHz frequency.

when considering MC, the actual values of capacitance will be 0.31 pF and 0.25 pF and that lead
to a deviation in the phase shifts from 90 and -90 degrees to 138 and 124 degrees. We will show
the effect of the MC on the achievable data rate in the next sections.

4.5 Pilot Transmission and Channel Estimation

The pilot signaling will be based on employing the columns of a Hadamard matrix, whose
entries are either +1 or 1, with a scheme that makes the columns mutually orthogonal [243].
The received signal from the pilot transmission will be expressed as in [185] with extra step that
add the EMI eEMI in the received signal in addition to the receiver noise. EMI is seen as noise
in the context of wireless communications due to the fact that EMI is produced by uncontrolled
signals.

r = xF
(

hd[1, . . . . . . ,1]+V⊤ [wθ1, . . . . . . ,wθN ]
)
+GeEMI + e

= xF
[
hd,V⊤

][ 1, . . . . . . ,1
P

]
+GeEMI + e,

(4.17)

where, r = [r̄1, . . . . . . , r̄N ] ∈ CN×N contains all the received signals, and the term GeEMI =[
GēEMI1, . . . . . .GēEMIN

]
∈ CN×N is the interference matrix, e = [ē1, . . . . . . , ēN ] ∈ CN×N is the

noise matrix and P = [wθ1, . . . . . . ,wθN ] gathers all the RIS configurations. The assigned matrix
P̂ = P+E where E is the unknown hardware mismatch. Let † represents the Moore-Penrose
inverse, then the least square (LS) estimate of the received signal in 4.17 can be calculated as
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follows [113]:

1
x

F†r

[
1, . . . ,1

P̂

]†

=
[
hd,V H][ 1, . . . ,1

P̂

][
1, . . . ,1

P̂

]†

+
[
hd,V H][ 0, . . . ,0

E

][
1, . . . ,1

P̂

]†

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hardware Mismatch

+
1
x

F†GeEMI

[
1, . . . ,1

P̂

]†

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interference

+
1
x

F†e

[
1, . . . ,1

P̂

]†

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise

,

(4.18)
where,

[
hd,V H] is the desired channel term. The number of pilot signals is sufficient to obtain

a unique LS estimate for the channel coefficients. However we can reduce the dimension of the
estimation problem by taking the advantage that the channel components within each column of
the RIS are equal so, equation (4.17) can be expressed as:

r = xF
[
hd,V H

row
][ 1, . . . .,1

AHP

]
+GeEMI + e, (4.19)

where, A= (1NV⊗ INH)∈CN×NH , is the projection matrix and⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
Vrow ∈ CNH×M is the reduced dimension channel coefficients for RIS rows. Consequently, it is
possible to compute the LS estimate as follows:

[
ĥd,V̂⊤row

]
=

1
x

F†r

[
1, . . . . . . ,1

AHP̂

]†

. (4.20)

It is necessary to choose the optimal vector P̂ in order to maximize ĥd and V̂⊤row with regard
to the RIS configurations. We must identify a considerable tradeoff among all K subcarriers
to optimize the RIS. In the academia, there are heuristic methods that rely on successive con-
vex approximation, semidefinite relaxation, and strongest tap maximization (STM) in the time
domain [160, 178]. However, we will use the same methodology in [185] but the gradient de-
scent instead of the power method in order to ensure that it works for LoS and NLoS channels
as shown in Algorithm 2. The gradient descent method starts with the initial solution ā0 and
ending with calculating the optimized reflection coefficient vector wθ for each user. The output
of Algorithim 1 is to get the optimized wθoptimized in order to achieve the maximized information
rate for each user.

4.6 Dataset

We used the Dataset-2 of [185] which takes into account 50 users and contains N received
OFDM signal blocks for each user obtained with the pilot transmission P̂ with additional mod-
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Algorithm 2: Gradient descent method for optimizing the data rate R

1: Select wθpilot ∈ [wθ1 , . . . . . . ,wθN ] from the received signal r in (4.17) that gives the
maximum data rate in (4.8) and set wθ = wθpilot

2: Let V=
[
ĥd,V̂⊤row

]H [
ĥd,V̂⊤row

]
and ā0 =

[
1

wθpilot

]
3: Compute Vāi
4: Set n = 1
5: for n < Maximum number of iterations do
6: set µ = γ/λ

(√
V

H√
V
)

with γ ∈ [0,1] [228] and λ is the wavelength
7: Update āi+1 = āi +µVāi
8: Set ai+1 = e j arg(āi+1)

9: Rotate the solution to ensure that the 1st entry is 1 for the direct channel hd
(uncontrollable)

10: Quantize phases of ai+1 to be 1 or -1 to get the optimized wθpilot vector.
11: end for
12: We get wθOptimized

13: Evaluate the new data Rnew with wθOptimized according to (4.8) by setting wθ = wθoptimized

ifications that include the EMI and MC. We considered the EMI term wθ GH
k eEMI in (4.3) to

the received signals of all 50 users to study the effect of interference on the information rate
for users. Moreover, we set the correlation matrix in the Dataset-2 for the capacitance to unity
matrix IN to compare the achievable data rate with and without MC using the statistical model
defined in (4.16).

4.7 RIS Optimization with The Knoweledge of EMI

In this part of the chapter, we give an example of enhancing the data rate for a single user when
the RIS is aware of the EMI, we look at the issue of maximizing the sum data rate at the user by
finding the optimal transmit power P to be distributed across all subcarriers based on the power
limitation for each subcarrier and the optimal phase matrix wθ for all RIS elements. However,
It is worthwhile to optimize if configuring the RIS relies on the EMI and the awareness of the
spatial correlation matrix R would result in a higher data rate. The SNR cab be represented as
follows:

SNR =
P
∣∣h̄θ

∣∣2
Aσ2GHRG+σ2

e
=

P
∣∣hd +V Hwθ

∣∣2
Aσ2GHRG+σ2

e
(4.21)

We deliberately mention the signal to noise ratio because we consider the interference as a noise.
Let us neglect the direct channel and rewrite (4.21) as follows:

SNR =
P

σ2
e

wH
θ
Awθ

wH
θ

qwθ +1
(4.22)
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Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters
System Parameter Simulation value

Carrier frequency fc 4e9 Hz

Speed of light 3e8 m/s

Wavelength λ 0.075 m

Number of elements N 4096

BS Location in meter
[

40−150 0
]⊤

User Location in meter
[

20 0 0
]⊤

Pathloss Model NLoS 34.53+38log10(d)

Pathloss Model LoS 30.18+26log10(d)

La,Lb and Ld 100, 51 and 100 respectively

Number of channel taps M 23

Number of subcarriers K 1000

Transmit Power P 15 Watt

Bandwidth B 15e6 Hz

where A=VV H and q = A
σ2

e
σ2GHRG. Consequently, we can represent (4.22) as:

SNR =
P

σ2
e

wH
θ
Awθ

wH
θ
Cwθ

(4.23)

where C= q+ IN . So, it is necessary to address the following problem in order to maximise the
SNR in (4.23):

max
P,wθ ,w̄θ

(
w̄H

θ
Dw̄θ

)
s.t |[wθ ]i|= 1, ∀i ∈ N

w̄θ = C1/2wθ

1
K ∑

K−1
s=0 ps ≤ P,

ps ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K

(4.24)

where D =
(
C−1/2

)H
AC−1/2. The optimization problem is non-convex over the unit modular

constraint on all RIS elements and the vector wθ does not vary with the subcarrier index k.
This constraint ensures that each RIS element’s reflection has no pathloss. Furthermore, unlike
relays, RIS components do not amplify or decode then convey a received signal, necessitating
the use of unit magnitude RIS elements. The initial solution can be selected to be the best
configuration and then compute Dw̄θi and after that quantize phases of all candidates arg([wθ ]i)

where i = 1, . . . ,N to be either
{

e jπ/2 or e− jπ/2
}

if arg([wθ ]i)∈ [−π,0) and arg([wθ ]i)∈ [0,π)
respectively. Finally iterate until convergence.
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Figure 4.6: The Data rate achieved with the presence of both MC and EMI.

Water-Pouring Algorithm

Moreover, the power P should be optimized all over the subcarriers. The power distribution for
all subcarriers p0, . . . , pK−1 are satisfying P = 1

K ∑
K−1
s=0 ps where ps = E

{
|x̄[s]|2

}
is the power

related to subcarrier s. Taking into account the EMI, The power allocation for the subcarriers
can be optimized by the water-pouring algorithm.

ps = max

(
µ− Aσ2GHRG+σ2

e∣∣ f H
v Hd + f H

v V⊤wθ

∣∣2 ,0
)

(4.25)

Where the parameter µ ≥ 0 is chosen to fulfil 1
K ∑

K−1
s=0 ps = P. Consequently, the power allocated

for s-th subcarrier ps is dependent on the water level parameter µ .
The water-pouring algorithm is used to allocate the transmitted power fairly to all subcarriers

where the weak channel gain is allocated less power while the strong channel gain is allocated
more power however, the total allocated power should not exceed the total power (15 Watt) as
per Fig. 4.7. In Fig. 4.7, we show comparison for the power allocation between the cases with
and without EMI to demonstrate how the algorithm allocate the power to each subcarrier taking
into consideration the channel gain status.

4.8 Simulation Results

Figure 4.6 displays the data rates attained by the 50 users in various configuration scenarios.
The case without EMI and MC is the reference that we will compare the other setups with. We
investigated the effect of MC and EMI together and separately on the system performance and
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Figure 4.7: Power allocation for subcarriers in two cases: with and without EMI
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Figure 4.8: Data rate against number of subcarriers with and without EMI

notice that the data rate is dramatically declined with the presence of both MC and EMI. We
select user 14 among the NLoS users and user 34 from the LoS users to calculate the gap in
the data rate between the ideal reference case and the case that includes both MC and EMI.
We notice a degradation of 30 Mbits/s for each user and this confirms that MC and EMI are
parameters that we should consider in RIS design especially when the surface is large which
exactly corresponds to the situation when the RIS is most beneficial.

In this part, we provide simulation results to assess the performance of the data rate when
the RIS is aware of the EMI. Table I shows the system parameters used in the Monte Carlo
simulations.
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In Fig. 4.8, we considered the case when there is no EMI is the reference to be compared with
the cases with EMI and uniform surface (NO RIS). There is a remarkable difference between
the cases with and without EMI so the iterative algorithm enhanced the rate to be very close to
the case without EMI. Consequently, the RIS must be aware of EMI in order to get higher data
rate for the user.

4.9 Summary

In this research, we demonstrated the effect of EMI and MC on the achievable data rate for
each user. The pilot transmission is utilized to estimate the direct and the indirect channels. A
gradient descent algorithm 2 is developed to allocate the best and the high quality configuration
to enhance the information rate per each LoS and NLoS user. Since RIS technology and 6G
research are intertwined, it is now important to find improved communication models that can
take advantage of electromagnetic characteristics and be compatible with practical applications.



Chapter 5

Near-field Localization with RIS-assited
Communication

This chapter focuses on examining the problem of localizing UE in the uplink scenario using RIS
based lens. We carry out a thorough analysis of the Fisher information matrix (FIM) and assess
the influence of various RIS-based lens configurations using an actual RIS phase-dependent
amplitude variations model. Furthermore, to reduce the complexity of the maximum likeli-
hood (ML) estimator, a simple localization algorithm-based angular expansion is presented.
Simulation results show superior localization performance when prior location information is
available for directional and positional channel configurations. The position error bound (PEB)
and the root mean square error (RMSE) are studied to evaluate the localization accuracy of
the user utilizing the realistic RIS phase-dependent amplitude model in the near-field region.
Furthermore, the achievable data rate is obtained in the same region using the realistic RIS
phase-dependent amplitude model. It is noticed that adopting the actual RIS phase-dependent
amplitude model under the near-field channel increases the localization error and degrades the
data rate performance for amplitude value less than one so, the unity assumption of the RIS
phase shift model used widely in the literature is inaccurate.

5.1 Introduction

In the realm of wireless communication networks, radio localization presents a feasible substi-
tute for acquiring user location data within environments where global positioning system (GPS)
signals are unavailable [244]. With each successive generation of mobile communication, novel
features are introduced to facilitate high-speed communication, while simultaneously enhanc-
ing the precision of localization capabilities [245, 254]. Radio localization techniques operate
under the fundamental concept that the radio signals contain valuable information regarding the
positional data of network nodes. In fourth-generation (4G) systems, users make use of the
time-of-arrival (ToA) estimation [256] in relation to each BS. This estimation relies on factors

102
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such as the distance between the user and the BS, as well as the clock bias at the user. Using
ToA from at least four LoS BSs, users can calculate three-time difference of arrival (TDoA)
measurements to determine their 3D location. In 5G systems that operate in mm-Wave fre-
quency bands, both the BS and potentially the user are equipped with multiple antennas. In
this scenario, the channel is characterized by both delays and angles. The receiver determines
the angle-of-arrival (AoA), while the transmitter determines the angle-of-departure (AoD). This
parameterization of the channel considers both the spatial angle and the delay in the propagation
of signals [12, 255, 259].

The growing prevalence of applications such as smart factories, automated/assisted driving,
and augmented reality has led to increasingly stringent requirements for positioning accuracy in
5G and 6G communication networks. In 5G, the wider bandwidth and larger antenna arrays have
improved localization accuracy, making it possible to efficiently localize devices using just one
BS [246,258]. Moreover, the reliability of localization provided by 5G and 6G communications
is of utmost significance. As 5G and 6G systems can operate in high-frequency mm-Wave and
THz bands, the links between devices are susceptible to obstacles. Since LoS propagation is typ-
ically necessary for precise location estimation, existing localization methods yield significant
estimation errors if the LoS link is obstructed [247].

Alongside their advantages for communication purposes, RISs offer reliable and highly pre-
cise position estimation capabilities with low cost and high energy efficiency [3,82,240]. When
the LoS link is obstructed, an RIS can establish a virtual LoS link, allowing for accurate de-
lay measurements when utilizing wideband signals [226]. Unlike non-reconfigurable scatterers
present in the environment, RISs have the ability to adjust the phase shifts of their reflecting
elements, resulting in a significant beamforming gain. Additionally, RISs offer a large number
of elements, further contributing to the high resolution achieved in the localization process. This
capability enables RISs to provide enhanced resolution in AoA for uplink localization or AoD
for downlink localization [248].

For communication and localization applications involving RISs, it is crucial to have precise
and well-defined control over the RIS. This requires the development of proper and straightfor-
ward models for RIS phase control. These models should ideally incorporate various factors
such as the effects of MC [185, 261], calibration, quantization [260] and power losses per el-
ement [262]. Most existing studies on RIS localization have focused on ideal phase shifters
and have neglected the impairments mentioned above. As a result, it remains unknown how
these proposed localization approaches would perform when these impairments are taken into
account. However, understanding the impact of these impairments is essential as it can signifi-
cantly influence the effectiveness and reliability of RIS-based localization methods [249, 250].

In this chapter we extended the work in [250]. Our research focuses on the exploration of
3D localization using a simplified RIS lens design, as described in reference [251]. This design
incorporates adjustable RIS lenses and a sole antenna connected to a receiving RF chain. We ad-
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dress the issue of RIS-aided geometric near-field localization in scenarios where LoS blockage is
present. To tackle this challenge, we adopt a practical RIS amplitude model [23], which is based
on the corresponding circuit setup of a single RIS element. We examine the impact of the mis-
match between the ideal, lossless RIS amplitudes and the actual phase-dependent amplitudes on
the accuracy of localization. This investigation is carried out by evaluating the PEB and assess-
ing the RMSE analysis to quantify the degradation in localization performance. Furthermore,
we have investigated the realistic RIS phase-dependent amplitude model on the communication
system by evaluating the achievable data rate in the near-field channel. The achievable data rate
degrades with distance in the near-filed region and this coincides with localization error behavior
which increases gradually with distance from the RIS. Both achievable data rate and localiza-
tion error show inferior performance when adopting the RIS phase-dependent amplitude model
for amplitude value less than one so, the unity assumption of the RIS phase shift model used
widely in the literature leads to over-optimistic and incorrect localization and communication
performance results.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents the system model which
includes the signal and the RIS models in addition to the problem statement. The FIM analysis is
given in Section 5.3, while the location estimation is shown in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 discusses
the achievable data rate in the near-field regime. Section 5.6 represents the derivation of FIM
and PEB at the presence of EMI. The simulation results and the summary are given in Sections
5.7 and 5.8, respectively. Finally, section ?? lists the publications resulted from this chapter

5.2 System Model

5.2.1 Geometry and Signal Model

We provide a detailed description of the system model utilized for localization in 3D with the
help of the RIS lens. Additionally, we will introduce the near-field channel and the realis-
tic amplitude-dependent phase model to evaluate the performance of the PEB, RMSE and the
achievable data rate.

We examine a wireless setup comprising of a single user transmitting from position p =

[x,y,z]⊤, and an N-element RIS lens positioned in the XY plane with reference point [0,0,0]⊤.
The RIS lens is placed near a single antenna equipped with a corresponding RF chain for recep-
tion. The antenna is located at pant ∈ R3. In Fig. 5.1a, the system setup is depicted to present
the components of the communication system, while Fig. 5.1b presents the 3D coordinate sys-
tem that shows the positional and angular information of the user and RIS. The spacing between
the horizontal and vertical elements is set to λ/2 where, λ is the wavelength of the carrier fre-
quency. The nth element of the RIS lens is located at En = [xn,yn,0]

⊤ ∈ R3 which is equivalent
to the spherical coordinate Ln [cosΨn,sinΨn,0]

⊤ ∈ R3. The Ln refers to the element’s distance
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: (a). System setup (b). Coordinate system

from the RIS origin to the element n and Ψn is the nth element azimuth angle as illustrated in
Fig. 5.1b. Each element exhibits a directivity pattern described by D(ϑ ,ϕ) = cos2(ϕ)cos(ϑ),
where ϕ ∈ [0,2π] represents the azimuth angle between the X-axis and the vertical projection
of p on the XY plane and ϑ ∈ [0,π/2] represents the elevation angle between the Z-axis and
the user location p. From this point forward, we will refer to the AoAs as ϑ and ϕ . We
define the wave vector k(ϕ,ϑ) = 2π

λ
[cos(ϑ)cos(ϕ),cos(ϑ)sin(ϕ),sin(ϑ)]⊤. To express the un-

known position vector of the user, p, we can utilize the wave vector. It can be represented as
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p = −λQk(ϑ ,ϕ)/2π , where Q is the Euclidean distance between p and the reference location
of the RIS, denoted as Q ≜ ∥p∥. Additionally, we model the prior knowledge of the user’s lo-
cation as a Gaussian probability density function (PDF) f (p). This PDF is characterized by a
mean, Yp ∈ R3, and a covariance matrix Vp ∈ R3×3. In the given scenario, the user transmits
a narrowband signal xt over a series of T transmissions to the receive antenna through the RIS
elements. The transmitted signal follows the requirements that the E

{
|xt |2

}
= Es. In general,

we presume that xt =
√

Es for any given transmission t. The received signal at the output of the
RF receiver can be represented mathematically for each time instance t as:

rt = e jθ h⊤antwθ t(W(p)⊙S(p))xt + et , (5.1)

where, wθ t = diag
(
wθ t,0 . . .wθ t,N−1

)
is the reflection coefficients for N RIS lens elements at time

t and wθ t,n represents the amplitude ∈ (0,1] and phase shift ∈ [0,2π) for RIS element n at time t.
The practical RIS phase shift model is provided next. Furthermore, θ =−2πQ

λ
+θsync represents

the phase synchronization between the receiver and transmitter. The vector hant ∈ CN×1 com-
prises the gains of the propagation channels from the RIS to the receiver. The vector W(p)≥ 0N

represents the amplitudes of the propagation channels between the RIS elements and the trans-
mitter while, the channel phases can be represented by the vector S(p)∈CN×1. The noise vector
et represents uncorrelated zero-mean additive Gaussian noise with a variance of N0/2 per real
dimension. By introducing ut = wθ thant, we can define U = [u1,u2, . . . ,uT ] ∈ CN×T . Addi-
tionally, x = [x1,x2, . . . ,xT ]

⊤ and e = [e1,e2, . . . ,eT ]
⊤. In this context, the measurement vector

r = [r1,r2, . . . ,rT ]
⊤ can be represented as:

r = e jθ diag(x)U⊤(W(p)⊙S(p))+ e. (5.2)

The model employed in signal processing literature for the localization of objects in the near-
field is essentially the far-field model of electromagnetics, or a closely related approximation
[264]. This work neglects the consideration of electromagnetic near-field effects within the
Fraunhofer distance. In the near-field channel model, the steering vector S(p) for a specific
position p is defined as:

[S(p)]n = exp
(
− j

2π

λ
(∥p−En∥−Q)

)
, (5.3)

and the amplitude W(p) = W1N is constant for all RIS elements. In the improved near-field
channel model, however, the upper bound of the amplitudes W(p) can be presented as per [224]:

[W(p)]2n = (4π)−1
∑

x∈Xn
y∈Yn

xy
(y2 + z2)B(x,y)

+2tan−1
(

xy
z2B(x,y)

)
, (5.4)

where, the terms, Xn = {dh/2+(xn− x) ,dh/2− (xn− x)}, Yn = {dh/2+(yn− y) ,dh/2− (yn− y)}
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and B(x,y) =
√

x2/z2 + y2/z2 +1. Furthermore, dh = dv = λ/2 is the spacing between RIS el-
ements so each nth element of the RIS lens, with n = 1,2, . . . ,N, have the size A = dh×dv.

The model described in (5.3) represents the conventional near-field model, wherein the am-
plitude remains unchanged, but the phase changes according to the distance from each element
of the RIS. On the other hand, the model presented in (5.4) corresponds to an enhanced near-field
model, as proposed in [224]. In this improved model, the element’s amplitude is determined by
its relative position to the location of the user, while the phase remains unchanged, as in (5.3).
In comparison to the conventional and enhanced near-field channels, the phase in the far-field
channel is given by [S(p)]n = exp

(
− jE⊤n k(ϑ ,ϕ)

)
, while the amplitude remains unchanged for

all RIS elements W(p) =W1N .

5.2.2 RIS Phase Shift Model

Amplitude Variations

We adopt the practical model proposed in [23] which describes the fundamental relationship
between the reflection amplitude and the phase shift of the RIS. Consequently, we examine the
near-field localization aided by RIS by incorporating an actual RIS amplitude model, which is
based on the corresponding circuit setup of single RIS elements. More specifically, the perfor-
mance loss in localization resulting from the discrepancy between the ideal and the actual model
responses will be explored in this work. The actual model considers variations in the amplitude,
which are, in turn, determined by the phase, contrary to the commonly held assumption in the
literature, which assumes a constant amplitude. In the term, wθ t = diag

(
wθ t,0 . . .wθ t,N−1

)
, let

wθ t,n = βt,n (Θt,n)e jΘt,n where, Θt,n ∈ [−π,π) is the phase shift and βt,n (Θt,n) ∈ [0,1] is the
amplitude. The amplitude as a function of the phase can be represented as:

βt,n (Θt,n) = (1−βmin )

(
sin(Θn−∇)+1

2

)∆

+βmin . (5.5)

The constants βmin ≥ 0, ∇ ≥ 0, and ∆ ≥ 0, are parameters associated with the particular circuit
implementation being considered. It should be noted that when βmin is equal to 1 (or ∆ is equal
to 0), (5.5) is essentially the same as the ideal phase shift model with unity amplitude. Figure
5.2 shows the amplitude variations for different values of βmin. It is evident from Fig. 5.2 that
when βmin = 1, the amplitude response is one while, it fluctuates as a sine wave when βmin is set
to 0.1.

Design of Phase Profile

The accuracy of determining the user location relies on the selection of the profiles of the RIS
phases wθ t , while the amplitudes are not assumed to be one as mentioned widely in the literature,
however, they are distributed from [0,1]. To eliminate the impact of phases in the channel hant,
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Figure 5.2: Amplitude variations for different values of βmin, ∆ = 0 and ∇ = 1.5.

we assign wθ t = wantw̃θ t, where the known phases want = diag(uant,0, . . . ,uant,N−1) are chosen
such that

[
h⊤antwant

]
n
=
∣∣∣[h⊤ant

]
n

∣∣∣ ,∀n [52]. Where uant,n =
[
(hant / |hant |)∗

]
n. This approach

leverages the information about hant to ensure the desired outcome. We are now left with the task
of designing w̃θ t = diag

(
w̃θ t,0, . . . , w̃θ t,N−1

)
. We examine three configurations for w̃θ t,n,∀n, t.

Firstly for the random configuration, we assign w̃θ t,n = exp( jΨt,n) where, Ψt,n ∼ U(0,2π) are
independently and randomly distributed for every nth RIS element and t th time instant. Secondly,
we set the directional phase configuration as w̃θ t,n = exp

(
+ jE⊤n k

(
ϑ (k),ϕ(k)

))
. The priori

PDF f (p) is used to generate the phase samples of ϑ (k) and ϕ(k). Lastly, the positional phase
configuration is obtained as w̃θ t,n = exp

(
+ j 2π

λ

(∥∥∥p(k)−En

∥∥∥−Q(k)
))

. We use the f (p) to

extract the position p(k) and the distance Q(k) samples.
To show the effect of the actual phase shift model in (5.5) on the SNR, we assume a priori

position distribution with Yp = [−0.1,−0.1,−0.1]⊤ ∈ R3 and Vp = 0.01I3 ∈ R3×3. Figure.
5.3 shows the random, directional, and positional SNR for different values of βmin = {0.1,1}.
Generally, in the random scenario, we notice that the SNR remains consistent across all locations
with decreased SNR near the outer edges of the RIS subject to the pathloss. However, higher
SNR is attained in the selected direction for both directional and positional cases with decreased
SNR in the other areas compared to the random scenario. Furthermore, when βmin = 0.1, the
SNR degrades in all three scenarios in comparison with the case of the ideal lossless model
βmin = 1. The SNR dB levels at the location (-1,1.5) is shown for different values of βmin for
the random, directional and positional cases. The SNR can be given as follows:

SNR =
1
T

T

∑
t=1

EsW
2

N0

∣∣∣u⊤t S(p)
∣∣∣2 . (5.6)
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Figure 5.3: SNR in dB for Random, Directional and Positional Phase profile at βmin = {0.1,1}.

5.2.3 Problem Statement

Our objective is to develop the PEB and create a simplified algorithm for the estimation of the
user position p, along with the unknown channel gain W, based on the T transmission instances
and the observations rt mentioned in (5.1). We assume that the practical model in (5.5) and its
associated RIS parameters, βmin, ∇, and ∆ are known. In this paper, we put the assumption that
these parameters are available for the case of the uplink single-user scenario when the RIS act as
lens [250]. In addition to localization and unlike the widely used far-field model in the literature,
we have investigated the effect of the practical phase shift model on the achievable data rate in
the near-field regime taking into consideration the random, directional and positional RIS phase
profiles.

5.3 Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) Analysis

Considering the practical phase shift model in section II.B, the baseband observations at the
receiver for the transmitted pilots after time t in the near field regime can be rewritten using
(5.1) and (5.2) as:

rt =We jθ
N

∑
n=1

[S(p)]nut,nxt + et , (5.7)

where, ut,n = vt,n [hant ]n =
(
βt,n (Θt,n)e jΘt,n

)
[hant ]n and the amplitude βt,n (Θt,n) is defined in

(5.5). The model in (5.7) can be represented in a vector form.

r =
√

EsWe jθU⊤(Ω)S(p)+ e, (5.8)
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where, U(Ω) = [u1(Ω) . . .uT (Ω)] ∈ CN×T is the matrix of the RIS profile, depending on the
values of the RIS amplitude circuit parameters Ω = [βmin ,∇,∆]⊤ in (5.5). Considering the
noise free vector ξ =

√
EsWe jθU⊤(Ω)S(p) and the 8× 1 vector of unknown parameters ϒ =[

W,θ , p⊤,βmin,∇,∆
]⊤, the FIM J(ϒ) ∈ R8×8 is defined as [252].

J(ϒ) =
2

N0
ℜ

{(
∂ξ

∂ϒ

)H
∂ξ

∂ϒ

}
. (5.9)

The FIM diagonal and off-diagonal elements can be generated from the partial deriva-
tives. However, we put the assumption that the RIS phase profile and the related amplitude
circuit parameters are known at the receiver so, the 8× 1 vector of unknown parameters ϒ =[
W,θ , p⊤,βmin,∇,∆

]⊤ can be reduced to ϒ =
[
W,θ , p⊤

]⊤. We can represent (5.9) as follows:

J(ϒ) =

 JW,W JW,θ JW,p

Jθ ,W Jθ ,θ Jθ ,p

Jp,W Jp,θ Jp,p

 , (5.10)

where, JW,W ≜ [J(ϒ)]1,1 is the first diagonal element of J(ϒ), Jθ ,θ ≜ [J(ϒ)]2,2 is the second diag-
onal element and Jp,p ≜ [J(ϒ)]3:5,3:5 are the third, fourth and fifth diagonal elements of J(ϒ). The

off-diagonal elements above and below the main diagonal are
[

JW,p Jθ ,p

]⊤
≜ [J(ϒ)]1:2,3:5

and
[
Jp,W Jp,θ

]
≜ [J(ϒ)]3:5,1:2 respectively. To determine the diagonal and off-diagonal ele-

ments of the FIM J(ϒ), we need to calculate the partial derivatives ∂ξ/∂W=
√

Ese jθU⊤S(p),
∂ξ/∂θ =

√
EsW je jθU⊤S(p) and ∂ξ/∂ p =

√
EsWe jθU⊤F(p), where F(p) cab be expressed

such as, F(p) ≜ ∂S(p)
∂ p = j 2π

λ

(
diag(S(p))W⊤+S(p) p⊤

d

)
∈ CN×3 and W = [w0,w1, . . . ,wN−1]

with wn = (En− p)/∥En− p∥. Consequently, the elements inside the FIM can be written as
follows:

J(ϒ) =
2Es

N0

 SH(p)ΞS(p) WSH(p)ΞS(p) Wℜ
(
SH(p)ΞF(p)

)
W
(
SH(p)ΞS(p)

)
W2SH(p)ΞS(p) W2I

(
SH(p)ΞF(p)

)
Wℜ

(
SH(p)ΞF(p)

)
W2J

(
SH(p)ΞF(p)

)
W2R

(
FH(p)ΞF(p)

)
 , (5.11)

where ℜ(.) and ℑ(.) are the real and imaginary of a complex number and the positive semidefi-
nite matrix Ξ =U∗U⊤.

Definition 1 Equivalent FIM (EFIM): Given a parameter vector Φ ≜
[
Φ
⊤
1 ,Φ

⊤
2
]⊤

with related
FIM.

JΦ =

[
JΦ1 JΦ1Φ2

JΦ1Φ2 JΦ2

]
. (5.12)

Then, the EFIM of Φ1 is given by Schur complement as [253, 257]

Je
Φ1

= JΦ1−JΦ1Φ2J−1
Φ2

J⊤Φ1Φ2
. (5.13)
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As per this definition, it should be noted that JΦ1 is the FIM of Φ1 under the assumption that
Φ2 is known. Additionally, JΦ1Φ2J−1

Φ2
J⊤

Φ1Φ2
quantifies the amount of information lost due to the

uncertainty surrounding Φ2. Taking into account definition 1, the equivalent FIM of the user
position is given as:

J(p) = [J(ϒ)]3:5,3:5− [J(ϒ)]3:5,1:2[J(ϒ)]−1
1:2,1:2[J(ϒ)]1:2,3:5

=
2W2Es

N0
ℜ

{
FH(p)

[
Ξ− ΞS(p)SH(p)Ξ

SH(p)Ξ(p)

]
F(p)

}
.

(5.14)

Consequently, the PEB is represented as:

PEB =

√
trace

([
J−1(ϒ)

]
3:5,3:5

)
. (5.15)

The RMSE of any unbiased estimator p̂ can be bounded by an inequality:

PEB≤ RMSE ≜
√

E{∥ p̂− p∥2}. (5.16)

5.4 Low Complexity Estimation

5.4.1 Maximum Likelihood (ML) Estimation

The joint PDF can be expressed as [252, 263]:

f (r | ϒ) =
(

1
πN0

)T

exp
(
− 1

N0
∥r−ξ (ϒ)∥2

)
, (5.17)

where the noise free term ξ (ϒ) =L∑
N
n=1[S(p)]nut,nxt , L=We jθ and ut,n is defined as per (5.7).

Consequently, the ML estimate of the channel gain and user location:

[L̂, p̂] = argmax
L,p

f (r | L, p)

= argmin
L,p

∥∥∥r−
√

EsLU⊤S(p)
∥∥∥2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
d(L,p)

. (5.18)

Differentiating the term d(L, p) and set equal to zero, yields to the estimate that maximize the
likelihood function ∂d(L,p)

∂L
= 0. Consequently, solving for L will lead to the estimate as a

function of p.

L̂(p) =
SH(p)U∗r

√
Es
∥∥U⊤S(p)

∥∥2 . (5.19)

Therefore, the estimate p can be computed as:
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p̂ = argmin
p

∥∥∥r−
√

EsL̂(p)U⊤S(p)
∥∥∥2

. (5.20)

5.4.2 Simple User Localization

The framework of the user localization problem in spherical coordinates is used to solve (5.20).
This framework gives rise to a three-step estimation process outlined below. Initially, we repre-
sent each exponential term in the far-field, S(ϕ,ϑ)=

[
e−jk(ϕ,ϑ)⊤E1, . . . ,e−jk(ϕ,ϑ)⊤EN

]
as [S(ϕ,ϑ)]n =

exp
(
− j 2π

λ
Ln sin(ϑ)cos(ϕ−Ψn)

)
. We utilize Jacobi-Anger expansion method [250] to express

[S(ϕ,ϑ)]n as:

[S(ϑ ,ϕ)]n ≈
L

∑
m=−L

jmJm

(
−2π

λ
Ln sin(ϑ)

)
e jm(ϕ−Ψn), (5.21)

where L > 2π

λ
Lmax sinϑ is the number of terms in the expansion that gives sufficient precision

for high-quality approximation. Consequently, T ≥ Tthr = 2L+1 is adopted for low complexity
solution as per algorithm 3. Furthermore, Jm(·) is the m-th order Bessel function of the first
kind. The expansion in (5.21) can be represented as:

[S(ϑ ,ϕ)]n = g⊤n (ϑ)h(ϕ), (5.22)

where [gn(ϑ)]m = jmJm
(
−2π

λ
Ln sin(ϑ)

)
e− jmΨn and [h(ϕ)]m = e jmϕ . It can be readily con-

firmed that S(ϑ ,ϕ) ≈ G⊤(ϑ)h(ϕ), where G(ϑ) = [g0(ϑ) . . .gN−1(ϑ)]. Subsequently, the re-
sponse vector S(ϑ ,ϕ) has independent structure in the angles ϑ and ϕ . We begin with three-
stage estimating method to estimate p̂ = p(Q̂, ϑ̂ , ϕ̂). We rewrite the system in (5.8) as:

r =
√

EsLU⊤G⊤(ϑ)h(ϕ)+ e. (5.23)

By defining the vector b as b =
√

EsLh(ϕ) based on (5.23), the estimation of b as a function

of ϑ can be represented by b̂(ϑ) =
((

U⊤G⊤(ϑ)
)⊤U⊤G⊤(ϑ)

)−1 (
U⊤G⊤(ϑ)

)⊤ r. Therefore,
the estimation for the angle ϑ can be applied as:

ϑ̂ = argmin
ϑ

∥∥∥r−U⊤G⊤(ϑ)b̂(ϑ)
∥∥∥2

. (5.24)

Using the estimated value ϑ̂ , (5.23) can be rewritten as:

r =
√

EsLU⊤G⊤(ϑ̂)h(ϕ)+ e. (5.25)

For each value of ϕ , we estimate L in a similar manner as in (5.19), but instead of using S(p),
we substitute it with G⊤(ϑ̂)h(ϕ), resulting in the estimation L̂(ϕ)
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Algorithm 3: User Location Estimate p(Q̂, ϑ̂ , ϕ̂) in RIS-assisted Near-Field Localiza-
tion.

1: Input: Observations signals r as in (5.7), Tthr and RIS amplitude model parameters
Ω = [βmin ,∇,∆]⊤.

2: Output: User Location p̂
3: if T ≥ Tthr then
4: Calculate the elevation ϑ̂ by solving (5.24).
5: Using ϑ̂ , calculate the azimuth ϕ̂ , by solving (5.27).
6: Using ϑ̂ and ϕ̂ , calculate the distance Q̂ by solving (5.28).
7: else
8: Increase the number of observations to facilitate finding the initial estimates ϑ̂ and ϕ̂

by solving 3D research in (5.20) using the simple user localization method.
9: end if

10: Calculate the location estimate as per (5.29)

L̂(ϕ) =
h(ϕ)G∗(ϑ̂)U∗r√

Es
∥∥U⊤G⊤(ϑ̂)h(ϕ)

∥∥2
. (5.26)

Therefore, we solve for ϕ:

ϕ̂ = argmin
ϕ

∥∥∥r−
√

EsL̂(ϕ)U⊤G⊤(ϑ̂)h(ϕ)
∥∥∥2

. (5.27)

With the estimated angles ϑ̂ and ϕ̂ , we define the position as a function of distance as p(Q) =

Q
[

sin ϑ̂ cos ϕ̂ sin ϑ̂ sin ϕ̂ cos ϑ̂

]⊤
, which allows us to determine L̂(p(Q)), as described in

(5.19). Finally, we proceed to solve the optimization problem.

Q̂= argmin
Q

∥∥∥r−
√

EsL̂(p(Q))U⊤S(p(Q))
∥∥∥2

. (5.28)

Now we can calculate the user estimate as:

p̂ = Q̂
[

sin ϑ̂ cos ϕ̂ sin ϑ̂ sin ϕ̂ cos ϑ̂

]⊤
. (5.29)

Algorithm 3 summarizes the steps of estimating the user localization.

5.5 Achievable Data Rate in The Near-field Regime

The designs that aim to minimize the PEB differ from those that prioritize communication-
related metrics like capacity optimization. While both types of designs exhibit improved perfor-
mance in high SNR conditions, the accuracy of localization is also influenced by factors such as
geometric considerations and the possibility of distinguishing signals from various paths rather
than merely aligning them [12]. In this section of the paper, we study the performance loss on
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the achievable data rate in the near field channel when the realistic RIS phase profile is adopted.
The achievable data rate can be represented as per [52].

RRIS = max
Θt,n,βt,n

log2(1+SNR)

= log2

(
1+

1
T

T

∑
t=1

EsW
2

N0

∣∣∣u⊤t S(p)
∣∣∣2) .

(5.30)

The maximum data rate is selected when the phase shifts are tuned. Recall that the term ut,n =

wθ t,n [hant ]n =
(
βt,n (Θt,n)e jΘt,n

)
[hant ]n for each nth element at time instant t. As a result, at the

random case, we adopt Θt,n = exp( jΨt,n) where Ψt,n ∼ U(0,2π), while in both directional and
positional scenarios, we respectively assign the phases Θt,n = exp

(
+ jE⊤n k

(
ϑ (k),ϕ(k)

))
and

Θt,n = exp
(
+ j 2π

λ

(∥∥∥p(k)−En

∥∥∥−Q(k)
))

. The amplitude varies as βt,n =∈ (0,1].

5.6 FIM and PEB at The Presence of EMI

The received signal at the RF chain can be expressed mathematically for each time instance t

considering the EMI:

rt = e jθ h⊤antwθ t(W(p)⊙S(p))xt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interference and noise

free term

+ w⊤θ th
⊤
antI︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interference
term, gt

+ et︸︷︷︸
Noise
term

. (5.31)

The vector hant ∈ CN×1 comprises the channel link between the RIS and the receiving antenna
as per Fig. 5.4. The vector W(p) ≥ 0N represents the amplitudes of channel link between
the RIS and the transmitting user. On the other hand, the vector S(p) ∈ CN×1 represents
the channel phases. The noise vector et represents uncorrelated zero-mean additive Gaus-
sian noise with a variance of No/2 per real dimension and I ∈ CN is the EMI, generated by
the arriving, uncontrollable electromagnetic waves. By introducing ut = wθ thant, we can de-
fine U = [u1,u2, . . . ,uT ] ∈ CN×T . Additionally, x = [x1,x2, . . . ,xT ]

⊤, g = [g1,g2, . . . ,gT ]
⊤ and

e = [e1,e2, . . . ,eT ]
⊤. The received vector, y = [r1,r2, . . . ,rT ]

⊤ can be represented as:

r = e jθ diag(x)U⊤(W(p)⊙S(p))+g+ e. (5.32)

5.6.1 Fisher Information Analysis

5.6.2 Fisher Information Matrix (FIM)

The baseband observations at the receiver for T transmitted pilots in the standard near-field
regime can be re-written using (5.32) as:
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Figure 5.4: System model when a user located at p = [x,y,z]⊤ transmits through RIS-based lens
to the receiving antenna located at pANT incorporating EMI.

r =
√

EsWe jθ U⊤S(p)+g+ e. (5.33)

Considering the noise free term ξ =
√

ESWe jθU⊤S(p) and the unknown ρ =
[
W,θ , p⊤

]⊤, the
FIM J(ρ) ∈ R5×5 is defined as [12, 13, 16, 24].

J(ρ) =
2

No +σ2
g

ℜ

{(
∂ξ

∂ρ

)H
∂ξ

∂ρ

}
, (5.34)

where, σ2
g is the power of the interference term, gt mentioned in (5.31). Let us introduce T =

w⊤
θ thant , then σ2

g = Aσ2
EMIT

⊤RT. Consequently, using (5.34) and denoting µ = PEB, the PEB
is given as follows:

µ =

√
trace

([
J−1(ρ)

]
3:5,3:5

)
, (5.35)

where, the notation Jo:q,õ:q̃ refers to a matrix that consists of rows o through q and columns õ

through q̃, taken from matrix J.

5.6.3 PEB Analysis

The partial derivatives can be used to derive both the diagonal and non-diagonal elements
of the FIM. To find the diagonal and non-diagonal components of the FIM J(ρ), we must
compute the partial derivatives ∂ξ/∂W =

√
Ese jθ U⊤S(p), ∂ξ/∂θ =

√
EsWJe jθ U⊤S(p) and

∂ξ/∂ p =
√

EsWe jθ U⊤F(p), where F(p) ≜ ∂S(p)
∂ p ∈ CN×3 and can be calculated as F(p) =
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j 2π

λ

(
diag(S(p))O⊤+S(p) p⊤

d

)
. Furthermore, O = [O0,O1, . . . ,ON−1] with On vector of On =

(En− p)/∥En− p∥. Consequently, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements inside the FIM can
be written as follows:

J(ρ) =
2ES

N0+σ2
g

[
J1(ρ) J2(ρ) J3(ρ)

]
, (5.36)

And, J1(ρ), J2(ρ), and J3(ρ) are defined as follows:

J1(ρ) =

 SH(p)ΞS(p)

−WJ
(
SH(p)ΞS(p)

)
Wℜ

(
SH(p)ΞF(p)

)
 , (5.37)

J2(ρ) =

 WSH(p)ΞS(p)

W2SH(p)ΞS(p)

W2J
(
SH(p)ΞF(p)

)
 , (5.38)

J3(ρ) =

 WR
(
SH(p)ΞF(p)

)
W2J

(
SH(p)ΞF(p)

)
W2R

(
FH(p)ΞF(p)

)
 , (5.39)

where, ℜ(.) and ℑ(.) are the real and imaginary of complex number. Furthermore, the semidef-
inite matrix Ξ = K∗K⊤, where (.)∗ is the conjugate complex of a matrix. The equivalent FIM
(EFIM) of the user location is given as:

J(p) = [J(ρ)]3:5,3:5− [J(ρ)]3:5,1:2[J(ρ)]−1
1:2,1:2[J(ρ)]1:2,3:5

=
2W2Es

No +σ2
g
R

{
FH(p)

[
Ξ− ΞS(p)SH(p)Ξ

SH(p)ΞS(p)

]
F(p)

}
. (5.40)

By knowing the equivalent FIM for the user location, we can now determine the PEB, and re-
writing (5.35) as follows:

PEB =

√√√√√trace

ℜ

{
FH(p)

[
Ξ− ΞS(p)SH(p)Ξ

SH(p)ΞS(p)

]
F(p)

}−1
. (5.41)

5.6.4 Data Rate Analysis

Typically, designs with the objective of minimizing the PEB differ from those that prioritize
metrics related to communication, such as optimizing capacity. Although both design types
demonstrate enhanced performance under high SNR conditions, the accuracy of localization
is also affected by factors like geometric considerations and the ability to distinguish signals
from various paths rather than simply aligning them. The achievable data rate in the improved
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Figure 5.5: (a). PEB as a function of distance to the RIS lens, βmin ∈ {0.1,0.3,0.6,1} (b). PEB
as a function of Number of RIS elements (c). PEB versus SNR (dB)

near-field channels when employing the RIS phase profile, is represented as a function of the
EMI:

rRIS = max
v

log2(1+SNR)

= log2(1+
1
T

T

∑
t=1

EsW
2

No +σ2
g

∣∣uT
t S(p)

∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
SNR

). (5.42)
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Figure 5.6: (a). PEB as a function of distance to the RIS lens,σ = 1, and βmin ∈ {0.1,0.3,0.6,1}
(b). PEB as a function of Number of RIS elements σ = 1, and βmin ∈ {0.1,0.3,0.6,1} (c). PEB
versus SNR (dB) σ = 1, and βmin ∈ {0.1,0.3,0.6,1}

5.7 Simulation Results

We used the simulation parameters provided in [250] but with the realistic RIS phase shift model
as in Section II.B, so, Ω = [βmin,∇,∆]⊤. We select the range of values for βmin ∈ [0,1] and fixed
the constants ∇ and ∆ to 0 and 1.5 to study the performance loss not only on the localization
but also in the communication. We examine a RIS composed of N = 2500 elements arranged
in Nv×Nh grid, where Nv = Nh = 50, at a frequency of 28 GHz with λ/2 and λ 2/4 element
spacing and area, respectively. The receive antenna is positioned at coordinates [0,0,−λ ]⊤.
The transmit power, the noise power spectral density, and the reception noise figure are set
to 1mW, -174 dBm/Hz and 8 dB, respectively. The total pilot transmissions T = 200 and the
bandwidth is fixed to 1 MHz. In our analysis, we focus on a user who possesses a wavevector
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Figure 5.7: (a). PEB as a function of distance to the RIS lens,σ = 0.1, and βmin ∈
{0.1,0.3,0.6,1} (b). PEB as a function of Number of RIS elements σ = 0.1, and βmin ∈
{0.1,0.3,0.6,1} (c). PEB versus SNR (dB) σ = 0.1, and βmin ∈ {0.1,0.3,0.6,1}

k oriented in the direction [1,1,1]⊤. The channel gains to and from the RIS are set according
to (5.3) and (5.4). The prior knowledge about the user’s location is represented by the PDF
as f (p) = N (p;Yp,Vp), where Vp = σ2I3. It is solely employed for designing the directional
beams of the RIS, and it is not utilized during the localization process or in the calculation
of the PEB. The standard deviation in each dimension (XYZ) of the prior covariance of the
user position is set to σ ∈ {0.1,1} m to evaluate the localization performance in the random,
directional, and optional phase profiles. In (5.21), the number of the terms in the expansion
L = 5 is used for low complexity estimation. Figures 5.5,5.6 and 5.7 illustrate the PEB as a
function of distance in meters, number of RIS elements and SNR (dB). The figures display
the PEB for the three selected designs of the RIS phase profiles, i.e., random, directional and
positional, considering various values of standard deviation σ ∈ {0.1,1} and amplitude variation
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Figure 5.8: RMSE as a function of distance to the RIS lens., σ = 0.1 and βmin ∈ {0.5,1}

βt,n =∈ (0,1]. In Fig. 5.5a, it is noticed that by using a basic random phase configuration, we
can achieve relatively low PEB, specifically below 1 meter, for user positions within a 10-meter
distance from the RIS lens and at different values of βmin. Figure 5.5b demonstrates the impact
of varying RIS sizes on the PEB limit at different values of βmin when the UE distance is 5
meters. It is evident that for all the curves under consideration for different βmin, the reduction
in PEB is directly proportional to N. This relationship arises from the boost in SNR in the
reflected path from the RIS to the receive antenna, which is directly proportional to the RIS’s
different dimensional sizes N. Consequently, Fig. 5.5c shows the PEB performance in the low
and high SNR regimes. Additionally, the absence of significant beamforming gain is attributed
to the randomness of phase shifts.

Figure 5.6 demonstrates that by employing directional or positional phase profiles (σ = 1
and βt,n =∈ (0,1]), it is possible to significantly decrease the PEB. The positional phase profile
exhibits slightly superior performance compared to the directional phase profile, although the
disparity between the two is negligible. Similarly, in Fig. 5.6a, we observe that employing di-
rectional or positional phase profile allows us to achieve relatively enhanced PEB, specifically
below 1 meter, for user positioned within a 10-meter range from the RIS lens, regardless of
the value of βmin. Figure 5.6b illustrates how the PEB limit is affected by varying RIS sizes at
different βmin values when the distance between the user and the RIS is 5 meters. It is clear that
for all the plotted curves corresponding to different βmin values, the reduction in PEB is directly
proportional to N. This correlation stems from the boost in SNR in the reflected path, which
is directly proportional to N, as depicted in Fig. 5.6c. Moreover, the substantial beamforming
gain is ascribed to the directional and positional phase shifts directed towards the user’s loca-
tion. Furthermore, the positional and directional phase profiles in Fig. 5.6 exhibit superior PEB
performance compared to the random phase profile in Fig. 5.5 because of the tuned RIS coeffi-
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Figure 5.10: Data Rate versus Number of RIS Elements, βmin ∈ {0.2,1}

cients that help the direct and the reflecting channel to be superimposed more constructively at
the receive antenna.

Similar to Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.7 studies the PEB against distance from RIS, RIS different sizes
and finally the SNR regimes but for a smaller value of standard deviation σ . Consequently, it is
evident that having more precise a priori information (i.e., a smaller value for σ = 0.1) results in
improved PEB. For example, the PEB in Fig. 5.7a for the positional case, σ = 0.1 and βmin = 1
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Figure 5.11: SNR in dB for random and positional phase profile with mp = [0.1,0.1,0.1]⊤ and
Vp = 0.01I3.

at distance 6 m is 0.017 m however, the corresponding value in Fig. 5.6a at the same distance is
0.03 m. Furthermore, the PEB in Fig. 5.7b for the positional case, σ = 0.1 and βmin = 1 at RIS
number of elements 1600 is 0.007 m while its corresponding value in Fig. 5.6b is 0.018 m. the
same study can be compared between Fig. 5.7c and Fig. 5.6c for the SNR scenario. The PEB is
0.101 at 10 dB when the standard deviation σ = 1, while it is 0.06 when σ = 0.1 as illustrated
in Fig. 5.6c and Fig. 5.7c respectively.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the RMSE of three-stage localization algorithm, plotted against the dis-
tance from the RIS in meters. We notice how the RMSE performance is affected by adopting
the true RIS phase shift model considering βmin = 0.5. Due to the adoption of a definite limit of
the angle and delay resolutions (360 bins for ϕ , 90 for ϑ , and 1000 for Q), coupled with the lim-
itation that the far-field presumed in the initial stages of the algorithm is not applicable for small
distances, it becomes impractical to achieve the desired RMSE in the far-field regime. How-
ever, considering these factors, the performance of the positional RMSE remains far from the
positional PEB, resulting in a performance that is significantly worse than what was forecasted
by the bounds. This phenomenon can be justified by the following: The positional phase pro-
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Figure 5.12: Achievable data rate as a function of RIS distance for random and positional phase
profiles under the effect of EMI.
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Figure 5.13: PEB as a function of distance to the RIS elements.

files concentrate energy towards the user’s direction, resulting in the majority of locations, apart
from the true location, having a value of

∥∥U⊤S(p)
∥∥2 ≈ 0. Consequently, the objective function

(5.20) remains nearly consistent across various positions, displaying very slender peaks around
the actual position. Due to the limited precision of the estimators, there is a high probability of
missing this narrow peak, which can result in a deteriorated positional RMSE.

Figure 5.9 shows the data rate against the distance to the RIS. Generally, the data rate is
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inversely proportional with the distance, and this is due the decrease in SNR in the reflected
path, which is inversely proportional to the distance from the RIS. The realistic RIS phase shift
model is adopted, and the data rate performance gap is evident when βmin is changed from the
ideal case which is βmin = 1 to the actual case which is βmin = 0.2. We notice that the achievable
data rate in the positional phase profile exhibits slightly better performance than the directional
phase profile, although the difference between the two is negligible. Nevertheless, both of them
outperform the random phase case and this is expected since the random phase has only an
aperture gain with no passive beamforming gain enhancement.

Figure 5.10 illustrates the achievable data rates for various phase configurations in relation
to the number of RIS elements at SNR of 25 dB and a distance of 12 meters from the RIS. Our
investigation focuses on assessing the impact of the amplitude-phase shift model for different
βmin values, specifically βmin ∈ {0.2,1}, on the achievable data rate. In general, we observe a
decline in the achievable rate when βmin < 1. Firstly, it is evident that the performance of the ran-
dom phase shift approach at the RIS remains unaffected by the number of elements. This result
aligns with expectations, given that random phase shifts only contribute to aperture gain with-
out any passive beamforming gain. Secondly, it is notable that both positional and directional
phase configurations exhibit superior performance compared to the scheme employing random
phase shifts. As the number of elements increases, we observe a consistent rise in achievable
rates. This trend is logical, as the passive beamforming performance steadily improves with the
increasing number of elements.

We will study the effect of EMI on the SNR in relation to the location in the Y = X plane
and the achievable data rate as a function of the distance from the RIS for different RIS phase
profiles in (5.42). We intentionally employ SNR, as opposed to signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR), to emphasize that EMI should be considered noise within the context of wireless
communication. This is because EMI arises from uncontrollable signals. Figure 5.11 shows the
random and positional SNRs under the effect of EMI. Generally, in the random scenario, we
notice that the SNR remains consistent across all locations with decreased SNR near the outer
edges of the RIS subject to the pathloss. For example, SNR value at the location grid (−1,1)
and (1,1) is 35 dB when there is no EMI and 22 dB with EMI. However, Higher SNR is attained
in the selected direction for positional case with lower SNR in the other areas contrasted to the
random scenario. For instance, the SNRs at the location grids (−1,1) and (1,1) are 24 dB and
44 dB respectively when there is no EMI while the values are reduced to 10 dB and 30 dB
respectively with the presence of EMI.

Figure 5.12 shows the achievable data rate against the distance to the RIS. In general, the
achievable data rate tends to decrease as the distance increases. This decrease is attributed to
the diminishing SNR in the reflected path from the RIS, which also inversely correlates with the
distance from the RIS. The effect of EMI is noticeable in both random and positional config-
urations. For example, the achievable data rate is degraded from 8 bps/Hz to around 5 bps/Hz
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at a distance of 6 [m] in the random configuration while the degradation difference at the same
distance for the positional configuration is around 2.5 bps/Hz.

Figure 5.13 demonstrates the PEB as it varies with the distance to the RIS, considering
both random and positional phase profiles. It is observed that by using a basic random phase
configuration, we can achieve relatively low PEB, specifically below 1 meter, for user positions
within a 10-meter distance from the RIS elements. By employing the positional phase profiles
with σ = 0.1, it is possible to significantly decrease the PEB.

5.8 Summary

We addressed the task of localizing the user in a 3D space using a RIS-based lens with a practical
phase-shift model. By leveraging the curved nature of the wavefront, it is possible to estimate
the location of the user by utilizing multiple phase configurations of the RIS. Fisher information
analysis offers valuable insights into the design of these phase configurations taking into con-
sideration the actual RIS phase shift model. Additionally, we have introduced a low-complexity
3D localization algorithm that simplifies the problem by decoupling the main 3D problem into
3 1D problems using the angular expansion approach. The advantage of this work shows the
realistic results when using the practical phase-dependent amplitude model. The literature is
saturated with RIS-related communication and localization works with overoptimistic results
and far-field assumptions so, we tried in our work to prove that considering the lossless (ideal
phase shift model) is not accurate in measuring the performance of localization (such as PEB
and RMSE) and communication (such as achievable data rate). There are various potential re-
search directions that can be explored further. One such direction involves mutual coupling and
electromagnetic interference. This could provide additional accurate information and insights
for proper positioning. These areas offer promising opportunities for advancing localization
techniques and enhancing their performance in practical scenarios.



Chapter 6

Indoor Field Measurements

Recently, both academics and industry have paid close attention to the potential of adopting the
prototyping of a RIS-aided wireless communication. In this chapter, we present a novel RIS
prototype operating in the 3.75 GHz range with 4096 configurable elements. We propose a
realistic receiver-RIS Wi-Fi feedback link and an effective method for configuring the RIS over
the air by taking advantage of the geometrical array features. Our 1-bit RIS prototype offers an
18 dB power gain over the case when it is replaced with a metal plate. The indoor measurements
have been carried out where the transmitter and receiver are separated by a concrete wall.

6.1 Introduction

Recent years have been a rapid expansion of research into wireless communications employing
RISs. New wireless transceiver architectures have been realized using RISs, which may result
in a paradigm change in transceiver design and lower the hardware cost of next wireless com-
munication systems. In addition, RISs can modify the environment for electromagnetic wave
propagation [92]. Consequently, it is worth mentioning that RIS might be deployed much more
widely across the wireless network, due to its inexpensive price, to effectively modify signal
propagation. There has been a significant amount of research on the theoretical modelling of
the RIS, however there are currently relatively few test-bed systems that have been developed
to assess the RIS’s functionality in a real-world setting [265]. The main contributions of our
research are as follows:

• We have developed and tested a unique feedback-based adaptive reflection coefficient
optimization algorithm that enables smart reflection without changing the current com-
munication standards.

• We have performed indoor NLoS trials and demonstrated an 18 dB channel gain improve-
ment compared to a metal plate reference case.

126
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The RIS implementation, beamforming and simulation results are presented under RIS-
assisted wireless communication systems in section 6.2. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 give simulation
results and summary for the chapter. Finally, ?? refer to the publication resulted from this chap-
ter.

Figure 6.1: Indoor measurement setup at MAST lab

6.2 RIS-Assisted Wireless Communication System

This section describes the prototype of the RIS-aided wireless communication system seen in
Fig. 6.1, which is made up of Personal Computers (PCs), universal software radio periph-
eral (USRP)s, a RIS, and the real-time RIS-UE feedback module. The key parts of the transmit-
ter are the host computer, a USRP, and an antenna. The receiver has the same essential parts.
These transceivers represent a UE and an access AP or BS, respectively. The locations of the
Transmitter, Receiver and RIS are measured in metres. A single passive antenna on the trans-
mitter is used to transmit 64-subcarriers OFDM signal. The USRP is used to transport the data.
The receiver decodes the data stream, and the host computer recover the transmitted OFDM
signal. The RIS element structure can create a 180-degree phase difference in the entire band-
width aoround the centre frequency, for instance, employing capacitance values of 1.3 pF and
1.4 pF, for which the phase shifts are around π/2 and−π/2, respectively. Fig. 6.2 illustrates the
behaviour of the amplitude and the phase shift, respectively, for different values of capacitance.
It is observed that although a reflecting element is capable of achieving almost 2π full phase
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tuning, its phase shift and reflection amplitude both vary with capacitance values in general.
One can also observe that the minimum amplitude occurs near zero phase shift and approaches
unity (the maximum value) at the phase shift of π or -π
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Figure 6.2: RIS element response versus different capacitance values of the PIN diode at f =
3.75 GHz

6.2.1 Implementation

The fabricated RIS has a 64x64 elements grid with a square size of 192 cm x 192 cm. The front
view of the RIS board is shown in Fig. 6.1. We have created a 1-bit prototype with a phase
difference between the two states of about 180 degrees. A continuous OFDM Transmission is
tested with Two Ettus Research Universal Software Radio Peripheral USRP X300 at the trans-
mitter and receiver connected with standard horn antenna for each of them. Fig. 6.3 shows
the RIS response of the entire band around the centre frequency. The gap of the response be-
tween the switched-off state and the achieved gain is large and this reveals the remarkable gain
improvement that can be obtained by the RIS technology.

6.2.2 RIS-aided Beamforing

The RIS will either scatter or reflect the incident wave depending on its configurations. The SNR
measures the communication performance where both transmitter and receiver are equipped
with a horn single-antenna as per Fig. 6.1. Consequently, the RIS can help the communication
system by maximizing the power of the received signal by optimizing its reflection coefficients.
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Figure 6.3: Measured transmission response when RIS is unconfigured, optimized state and
achieved gain

The 2D-DFT codebook is still consistent with the structure of the optimal RIS phase shifts for
a given incident angle and a specified reflecting angle [232]. The received signal rk ∈ C can be
represented as follows:

rk =
(
(Gk⊙Hk)

T wθ +hd

)
xk + ek (6.1)

where xk ∈C is the transmitted signal, ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product and ek ∼ CN
(
0,σ2

e
)

is
the white Gaussian noise with variance σ2

e . The vector wθ ∈ CN contains the actual reflection
coefficients of the RIS that determine the amplitude losses and phase shifts. The end-to-end
power gain without the direct path can be presented as:∣∣∣(Gk⊙Hk)

T wθ

∣∣∣2 = βaβb
∣∣a(ϕβa ,θβa

)
⊙a
(
ϕβb

,θβb

)
wθ

∣∣2 (6.2)

where βa ≥ 0 and βb ≥ 0 are the pathlosses from the AP to the RIS and from the RIS to the user
respectively. a(ϕ,θ) is the steering vector while ϕ and θ are the azimuth and elevation angles
respectively. The best approach chooses phase-shifts such that all RIS elements’ reflected sig-

nals arrive in phase to the receiver. The optimal phase vector wθc = argmax
|[wθ ]i|=1

∣∣∣(Gk⊙Hk)
T wθ

∣∣∣2
can be approximated by the columns of the DFT matrix when the RIS surface is large. Conse-
quently, each column of the codebook beamform WθN = F (Nv)⊗F (Nh) ∈ CN×N can be a pos-
sible reflection configuration for an incident signal in a certain beam direction. Let ⊗ denotes
the Kronecker product. We searched in the codebook for the best configuration that maximize
the received signal power in (6.1).
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Algorithm 4: DFT Codebook Algorithm
1: Initialize the configuration vector wθ0 ∈ CN×1 from the codebook

{
WθN ∈ CN×N}

2: Receive initial feedback of the RX signal power y0.
3: Search in the codebook WθN

4: for wθn , n ∈ [1,N] do
5: wθN ← [wθ1,wθ2, . . . ,wθN ] where wθn is the n-th column of the codebook matrix WθN .
6: Receive the signal power yn using configuration wθn

7: if yn−1 ≥ yn then
8: wθn ← wθn−1

9: end if
10: end for
11: Evaluate the received signal power with the new configuration.

6.3 Simulation Results

Fig. 6.4 shows the measurements of the received signal power against different configurations
at 3.75 GHz. It is compared with the received power when the RIS surface is unconfigured. Al-
gorithm 4, using the feedback iterations, searches in the codebook

{
WθN

}
for the configuration

that increases the received signal power. It is noticed that there are some configurations in the
codebook that gives the same power gain and this explains the flat response in Fig. 6.4 at certain
configurations. A power enhancement of 18 dB is obtained and this reveals the benefits of RIS
technology in wireless communications.

Figure 6.4: Signal power measurements at 3.75 GHz.
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6.4 Summary

RIS is a promising technology and efforts are recommended towards test-bed implementations
in order to demonstrate real and actual communication models.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis presents practical and theoretical findings from research conducted in the active areas
of communication and localization, with particular emphasis on assessing the communication
and localization performance in sub 6 GHz with the support of RISs. In this chapter, we sum-
marize the key outcomes related to the questions raised in the thesis (as outlined in chapter 1
Section 1.2.1) and propose potential avenues for future research.

7.1 Conclusion

RISs have recently emerged as an innovative method for enhancing wireless channel character-
istics. The receiver can experience signal concentration by leveraging the constructive superpo-
sition of the LoS path between the transmitter and receiver, along with reflections from all RIS
elements. This combination generates a focused beam in a specific direction. Unlike wireless
repeaters and relays, RISs possess unique features: they can be configured, eliminating the need
for signal amplification, intricate processing, and coding/decoding methods. Utilizing an RIS
enables the customization of the wireless channel, enhancing link capacity while minimizing
power consumption for point-to-point communications. Implementation of an RIS results in
more effective interference reduction, leading to enhanced signal performance for end users at
the cell’s edge. In MU cellular networks, RISs enable the separation and sharing of scattering
components, optimizing data transfer for multiple users. Consequently, an RIS-assisted wireless
network has the potential to enhance QoS provisioning, sum-rate performance, and max-min
fairness among users. In addition to their communication benefits, RISs provide reliable and
highly accurate position estimation capabilities at a low cost and with high energy efficiency.
When the LoS connection is obstructed, an RIS can establish a virtual LoS link, facilitating
precise delay measurements with wideband signals. Unlike non-reconfigurable scatterers found
in the environment, RISs can modify the phase shifts of their reflective elements, resulting in a
substantial beamforming gain. Moreover, the abundance of elements in RISs significantly con-
tributes to achieving high resolution in the localization process. This feature allows RISs to offer
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improved resolution in terms of AoA for uplink localization or AoD for downlink localization.
The performance of multi-bits RIS is well investigated in the literature. It is noticed that the

data rate increased when the phase levels assigned per each element are increased bearing in
mind the equally spaces between the finite number of phases. However, choosing higher-bit RIS
design increase the complexity due to assigning more phases for each RIS individual element
and the switching between of them to aim the direction of the beamforming towards the receiver.
The challenge is clearly evident in the RIS hardware when higher-bit RIS is required. Generally
speaking, it is required more PIN or varactor diodes for each RIS cell or element to achieve
more states of phases so, it not recommended to complicate the design and increase the cost
by selecting high-bit RIS while the 1-bit RIS phase profile can give comparable sum data rate
performance. In the current body of literature, RISs are typically placed in close proximity to
distributed users, aiming to improve local coverage. This deployment strategy contrasts with that
of active relays, which are typically positioned near the midpoint between the transmitter and
receiver. The goal in active relay deployment is to balance SNRs in the two-hop links. Active
relays process and amplify the source signal before forwarding it to the receiver. Alternatively,
another deployment approach involves siting the RIS near the base station. It’s worth noting that
both deployment methods share the common objective of minimizing pathloss over the product
distance.

The literature has proposed various alternative optimization methods to enhance data rates
in RIS-assisted wireless communication systems. The goal is to find an almost perfect solution
with acceptable computational complexity and runtime. Many authors have explored heuristic
approaches like SDR, maximizing the strongest signal path in the time domain, and successive
convex approximations. Efficient optimization tools are necessary for implementing SDR and
successive convex approximation methods. Additionally, SDR relies on Gaussian randomization
techniques to achieve a suboptimal rank-one solution. Despite considerable efforts to develop
advanced algorithms for identifying high-quality solutions close to optimal, their computational
complexity is often prohibitively high, especially in practical scenarios with a large number of
RIS elements. This is precisely the context in which RIS proves most valuable. This thesis aims
to illustrate those heuristic approaches, specifically power and STM methods, exhibit substan-
tially lower computational complexity compared to the renowned SDR method while achieving
data rates comparable to those of a state-of-the-art benchmark scheme. The performance of all
these methods is assessed by comparing them against the upper bound of the system. A signifi-
cant portion of prior studies did not account for the impact of MC and EMI on the performance
of RIS. Based on our understanding, it is evident that existing literature lacks consideration of
these crucial factors, leading to overly optimistic results in most research outcomes. Our inves-
tigation focuses on an RIS setup, specifically examining the influence of mutual coupling and
electromagnetic interference on the information rate for both users with LoS and those with-
out NLoS in a SISO multi-user OFDM communication setup. In the realm of communication
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and localization applications involving R RISs, precise and well-defined control over the RIS
becomes paramount. Achieving this necessitates the development of accurate and straightfor-
ward models for RIS phase control. These models should ideally encompass various factors,
including the effects of mutual coupling, calibration, quantization, and power losses per ele-
ment. Unfortunately, most existing studies on RIS localization have primarily focused on ideal
phase shifters, disregarding the mentioned impairments. Consequently, the performance of pro-
posed localization approaches under real-world conditions, accounting for these impairments,
remains unknown. However, comprehending the impact of these impairments is crucial, as they
can significantly influence the effectiveness and reliability of RIS-based localization methods.

The central achievement of this thesis lies in establishing a foundational comprehension
of how the RIS technology can serve as a catalyst for exceptionally high communication per-
formance and precise localization. By exploring theoretical performance boundaries, we have
gained insights into the conditions under which the communication performance and accurate
localization is viable, the optimal design principles for the RIS-based communication and local-
ization systems, and the symbiotic relationship between localization and communication. This
thesis underscores the pivotal role of RIS, particularly with communication and localization, in
optimizing communication networks and enhancing the localization accuracy. It emphasizes that
such advancements unlock opportunities that were previously inaccessible within conventional
networks.

7.2 Future Research Directions

• Scaling Laws and Beyond Far-field Regime:
The prevailing approach in current research on RIS-enabled SRE involves utilizing far-
field assumptions. However, RISs, despite being composed of geometrically large sur-
faces spanning a few square meters, can operate in the near-field regime, particularly in
settings like interior environments. Leveraging large RISs opens up the possibility of
creating innovative wireless networks functioning in the near-field domain—an uncon-
ventional design assumption in wireless communications. This departure from the norm
is noteworthy as RIS elements exhibit significant variations in propagation loss due to
varying propagation distances and angles. Moreover, the near-field capability allows RISs
not only to focus signals on a specific direction but also at a precise location within that
direction, providing a superiority over conventional mirrors. This unique feature can be
harnessed for enhanced localization. Despite these advantages, the near-field regime in
RIS-enabled SREs has received limited attention in terms of understanding basic perfor-
mance constraints, design requirements, and potential applications. There is a notable gap
in research focusing on the near-field regime, which holds promise for unlocking capabil-
ities like highly focused transmissions. Therefore, further investigation into the near-field
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aspects of RIS-enabled SREs is warranted to explore the untapped potential and advan-
tages it may offer.

• Real World Implementation:
In recent years, there has been a rapid expansion of research in the field of wireless com-
munications utilizing RISs. The deployment of new wireless transceiver architectures
incorporating RISs holds the potential to bring about a paradigm shift in transceiver de-
sign, leading to reduced hardware costs in the next generation of wireless communication
systems. Moreover, RISs have the capability to modify the electromagnetic wave propaga-
tion environment, opening up the possibility of a widespread deployment across wireless
networks due to their cost-effectiveness in signal propagation modification. While there
has been a considerable amount of theoretical modeling of RIS, the development of prac-
tical test-bed systems to assess RIS functionality in real-world settings has been relatively
limited. This gap highlights the need for more test-bed systems to validate the extensive
theoretical research conducted in this area.

• EMI, MC and Realistic RIS Amplitude Variations Model:
Numerous research efforts are overlooking the presence EMI inherent in any environment.
Instead, the focus tends to be solely on the signals generated by the system. EMI can arise
from various sources, whether natural, intentional, or unintentional, including man-made
devices and background radiation in the environment. Essentially, any unregulated wire-
less transmission produces EMI. The energy of EMI waves impinging on the space in front
of the RIS is directly proportional to its area. When the RIS re-radiates this EMI energy, it
reaches the intended receiver, leading to the degradation of the end-to-end SNR in wireless
networks that are oblivious to such interference effects. The decline in SNR is attributed
to the fact that these wireless networks/systems are primarily designed to counteract only
the thermal noise generated by the receiver deliberately. Consequently, to address this
issue, the RIS should incorporate awareness of the detrimental effects of EMI. This can
be achieved through the design of beamforming RIS-assisted algorithms that specifically
account for the uncontrollable presence of EMI. Another challenge is the MC, when the
sections of RIS on the substrate material are in close proximity, effectively separating
them poses a challenge. This proximity gives rise to mutual coupling, a phenomenon
in which the impedance of one element becomes interlinked with the impedances of its
neighbouring elements. Lastly, the assumption of the unity phase shift model for the RIS
is inaccurate and a practical model that considers the amplitude is required to achieve
realistic performance for communication and localization scenarios.
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